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COLLEGE CALENDAR

1967 - 68
FIRST SEMESTER. 1967-68
September 4, Monday

Dormitories Open for New Student*

September 6, Wednesday

Registration for Returning Student*

September 7, Thursday

Registration for New Student*

September 8. Friday
October 14, Saturday
October 28, Saturday
Novrmber I, Wrdne»day
November 4, Saturday
November 10, II
Friday, Saturday
November 22, Wednesday

.Formal Opening of the 144th College Year
Claaae* Begin for Fall Session
.Alumni Homecoming
Autumn Meeting of the Alumni Council
Autumn Meeting of the Board of Trustee*
Founder*' I>ay and Matriculation
Deficiency Report for Fre*hmen and
Student* on Probation
Fall Dance
Thanksgiving Vacation Begin* at
4:00 p.m.

Novrmber 27, Monday

Clatae* Re*ume at 8:10 a.m.

Drrember 9, Saturday

Tentative Grade* in Year Gourws
Reported to the Registrar

December 16, Saturday

Claaae* End for Fall Se**ion

December 17, 18
Sunday, Monday

Reading Period

December 19, 20, 21
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday.. Examination* for First Semester HalfUnit Credit Course*
SECOND SEMESTER, 1967-68
January 15, Monday

Registration for Second Semester HalfUnit Credit Courses
Clastrs Resume in Year Courses

January 16, Tuesday

Cla*ses Begin for Half-Unit Credit Courses

February 17, Saturday

Mid-Winter Meeting of the Board of
Trustees

March 9, Saturday

Classes End for Winter Session
Deficiency Report for Freshmen and
Students on Probation

March 25, Monday

Classes Begin for Spring Session

April 26. 27
Friday, Saturday

Spring Dance

May 6, Monday

Honor* Day

5
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May 9, Thursday

Reading Period Degini for Seniors

May II, Saturday

Classes End

May 13, Monday

Reading Period Begins for Underclassmen

May 13, 14, 13
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday....Senior Course Examinations
May 17, 18
Friday, Saturday

Junior Honors Comprehensive
Examinations

May 20, Monday

Regular Course Examinations Begin

May 24, 23, Friday, Saturday

Senior Honors Comprehensive
Examinations

May 23, 23, 27
Thursday, Saturday, Monday ....Senior Pass Comprehensive Examinations
May 30, Thursday

Spring Session Ends

June 1, Saturday

Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees
Annual Meeting of the Alumni Couneil

June 3, Monday

One Hundred Fortieth Commencement

TENTATIVE COLLEGE CALENDAR

1968 - 69
FIRST SEMESTER, 1968-69
September 4 and 3, 1968
Wednesday and Thursday
November 28, Thursday

Registration for Fall Semester
Thanksgiving Day. No Classes

Deeember 14, Saturday

Classes End for First Semester

December 17, IB, 19
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday .Examinations in First Semester Coursem
SECOND SEMESTER, 1968-69
January 13, Monday
March 8. Saturday

Registration for Second Semester
~.....Spring Vacation Begins

March 24, Monday

Classes Resume

June 2, Monday

One Hundred Forty-First Commencement

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF KENYON COLLEGE

TMR KT. HON. LOUD KRNYON, B A , LL.D.
Honorary Chairman

EX OFFICIO
TMR RT. Rrv. Room WILSON BLANC HARP, A H , B.D., D.D.
Bishop of Southern Ohio
Chairman for the Year

TUB RT. RBV. NRLSON M BURROUOMS, AD, STB., DD, S.T.D.
Bishop of Ohio

FBANZB EDWARD LUND, A B . M A., FH D., LL.D., L.1I.D.
President of Ktnyon College

ELECTED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES UNDER ARTICLE II
Ttrm Expires

WILLIAM E. CLBBB, JR., Ph.B. ('25), New York
TUB RT. Rrv. JOHN P CRAINB, A B ('32), B D (B. '33),DD,
Indianapoli*
..............
D. DHIICR MANSFIELD, A.B. ('30), LL.B., J.S.D., Akron
JAMB* G. BRI.I.OWA, A.B. ('44), L II.D , New York
Pir.RRB B. Mc Bainr, I.itt.B. ('18), LL.D., I*>ui»ville
TUB RBV. WILLIAM C. MUNDB, B D (B. '28), D.D .
Greenville, Delaware
«...
TUB HON. JOHN W. FORD, A B., M A., LL.B., LL.D., Litl.D.,
Youngstown
'GROROR GUND, A.B, L.H.D., LL.D., Cleveland
ROBRRT H LBOO, A B ('39), M S.. LL B , New York
R GALB EVANS, B.S. (*26), Cincinnati
GBOROB FARR, JR.. B.S. ('26), LL.B., LL.D., Cleveland
DAVID W. KENDALL, A B , LL.B.. LL D., Detroit
KRNYON C. BOLTON, B.S., LL.D., Cleveland
TUB RT. Rrv. JOMN H. BURT, A B , BD,, D.D,, Cleveland
WILLIAM O. CARLES, Ph.B. ('30), J.D., LL.D., Chicago
R HRNRY NORWBR, A.B., LL.D., Cleveland
JOHN B. DRMRSRY II, A.B., Cleveland
HUOH C. LAUOHUN, A B., LL.B., Toledo
PHIUF R MATHBR, A B., LL.D., Boston
RICHARD L. THOMAS, A.B. ('33), M.B.A.. Chicago

1968
1MB
. 1968
1999
1969
1969

..

ELECTED BY THE ALUMNI UNDER ARTICLE II
HRNRY L. CURTIS ('36), Mount Vernon
—
ROBRRT J. HOVORRA, B.S. ('23), New York
JACK O. DOBROR ('43), Cleveland
THR RRV G. RUSSBL HAROATB, A.B. ('31), B D. (B. '32),
D D., Elyria
JAMES A. HUOHES, Ph B ('31), Chicago
DAVID W JARRE*, JR., A B. (*38), J D, Syracuae
(Neeeerals iMkn, Km«m clta war; a prtfix at B bdicatri InJn Hall claaa
*Dirrased, November 15, 1966

1970
1970
1970
1971
1971
1971
1972
1972
1972
1972
1973
1973
1973
1973
1968
1968
1969
1969
1970
1970
war)
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EMF.RITUS TRUSTEES
*EAKL D. BABST, Ph.B., LL .B., M.A., 1,1,.D., New York
ERNBBT C. DRMPSEY, A.B. (Ml), LL.B., LL.D., Cleveland
GEORUE E. IRA7.FR, All, J.D., LL.D., L.H.D., Chicago
THE RT. REV. HENRY W. HOBHON, A.B., B.D., D.D., 8.T.D., LLD.,

1111.1)., Glrndalr
VVII.I.IAM F. MAAO, JR., Litt.D., L.H.D., Youngstown
AUSTIN MCELROY ('09), LL.D., Columbua
RALPH E. MORTON, Ph B. (M6), LL.B., LL.D., Greenwich, Connecticut
THE RT. REV. BEVERLEY D. TUCKER, A .B., M .A. (Oxon.), D.D., S.TD.,
LL.D., L.H.D., Cleveland
ROBERT A. WEAVER, B S. (M2), LL.D., D.Sc., Cleveland
SECRETARY OF THE CORPORATION
WILLIAM R. CHADEAYNE, A.B. ('30), LL.B., Columbus

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE CORPORATION
D. GERTRUDE FEHI.FR, Office of the President
STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Kltcltd
EXECUTIVE
MR.
MR.
MR.
MR.

CAPLRS
CLESS
HOVORKA
KENDALL

MR.
MR.
MR.
MR

LEOO
MANSFIELD
MATHER
MCBRIDR

PRESIDENT LUND
BIRHOP BI ANCHARD
NOMINATING
PRESIDENT LUND
MR. EVANS
MR. JASPER

MR. KENDALL
MR. MANSFIELD

Appointed
ACADEMIC
MR. MATHER
MR. BELLOWS
MR. CAPLES
THE REV. DR. HAROATE
MR BR UCE HAYWOOD, ex officio

•Deceoied, Apr,I 23. 1967

MR. LAUOHIIN
MR. NORWFR
PRESIDENT I.UND

HOAKD or 'I'Rt'OT-nai
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ON BEXLEY LLALL
BISHOP BURROUOHR
PRESIDENT LUND
DR. JOHN W. ASHTON
BISHOP HI.ANCHARD
THR VERY RRV. LLOYD E GREBBLR
DRAN THORP
MR. CARTER KIBBELL
TIIR RRV. I)R. HAROATK
MR. RICHARD B. LYMAN
THR RT. RRV. DR. BURT
THE RRV. ERVILLB B MAYNARD, JR.
TIIR RT. RRV. DR. CRAINR
MR. RUSSELL R. RANEY
TIIR RRV. DR. MUNDR
THE RT. RRV. LAURIRTON L. SCAIPR
TIIR RRV. DAVID R. TMORNRRRRY
THR RRV. CHARLRS L. TAYLOR, JR.
TIIR RRV. MORRIS F. ARNOLD
MR. EDWARD M. TIIAYRR
ON BUILDINGS, GROUNDS AND FACULTY HOUSING
MR CURTIB
MR. EVANS

MR. FARR
MR. MUBRIDR
MR. SAMUEL S. IAIRD, FX officio
ON THE BISHOP CHASE MEDAL

BISHOP BURROUOHS

BISHOP BLANCHARD
PRESIDENT LUND
ON DEGREES
(Joint Trustti-Facmlly CommiUtt)
MR. BOI.TON

MR. HOVORKA
MR. LAUOHLIN
DEAN THORP

PROFESSOR BROWNE
PROPRSSOR MCGOWAN
PRESIDENT LUND

ON DEVELOPMENT AND ALUMNI AFFAIRS
(Joint Trnstoe-Alnmni CommitIti)
MR. CAPLRS
BISHOP BURROUOHS
BISHOP BI A NOHARD
THE RT. REV. DR. CRAINE
MR. LEOO
MR MATHER
MR MCBRIDE
MR. BF.LLOWS

MR. DORROE
MR. RANDOI PH D. BUCRY
MR. EDOAR G. DAVIS
PRESIDENT LUND
MR. WILLIAM H. THOMAS, JR.
MR WILLIAM R. CHADEAYNE
THE REV. DR HAROATE
FINANCIAL
MR MANSFIELD

MR. CARLES
MR CLESS
MR. DORROE

MR HOVORKA
MR. NORWEB
MR RICHARD L. THOMAS
MR. SAMUEL S. LORD, FX officio

FACULTY
IRANZE EDWARD LUND, A B., M A. (Washington and Lee),
Ph.D. (\Visconsin), LL.D. (Birmingham Southern, Trinity), L.H.D. (Hobart)
PRESIDENT
BEUCE HAYWOOD , B.A., M A (McGill), Ph D. (Harvard)
PROVOST
ProfatoT of Gtrman Language and Literature
ELBE HERBERT JOHNSON. A B., M A. (Olivet), Ph D. (Chicago),
D Sc. (Krnyon)
Henry G. Dalton Professor of Physics, Emeritus
STUART RICE MC GOWAN , Ph B. (Kenyon *28), M A. (Western Reserve)
Professor of Hutory and Political Science
PAUL MERLIN TITUS , A B. (Obrrlin), Ph D. (Princeton)
Ed win M. Stanton Piofetiot of Economics
JOHN CROWE RANSOM . A B (Vanderbilt), B A (Oxon), Litt.D. (Kenyon)
(.atnegie Profenot of Poetry, Emeritus
•BAYES MARSHALL NORTON, B.S. (Yale), B .Sc. (Oxon.), Ph.D. (Yale)
Bowler Professor of Chemistry
•SAMUEL BILLINOS CUMMINOB, JR., A B (Amherst), M A. (Columbia),

Ph D ( Prim eton)
Spencer and Wolfe Professor of Psychology
JAMES ROLL BROWNE, B .S. (U. S Naval Academy), M A. (Cincinnati),

Ph D (Chieago)
Archer hi. Huntington Professor of Spanith Language and Literature
HOYT LANDON WARNER, A B , M A, Ph D , (Harvard)
Henry M Weaver Memorial Professor of History
JAMBS ELDER MICHAEL . AB (Amherst), M F .A. (Yale)
Professor of Speech and Dramatics
FRANB EDOAR BAILEY, A B (Dartmouth), M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard)
Professor of History
PAUL SCHWARTZ , Ph D (Vienna)
Diplomas in Piano and Composition. Master Diplomas
in Composition and Conducting (Vienna Slate Academy)
Professor of Music
•Oa sabbatical leave, second semester, 1967-68
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I MANRLIN M ILLER , J R ., A B. (Swarthmore), Ph.D. (Chicago)
Professor of Physics

F.i>WAMP IIARVRY , A.B., (Bnin), M A. (Middlrbury),
M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard)
Samuel Mather Professor of French Language and Literature
DANIEL TAIROT FINRRRINRR II. A B.. M A. (Waihimrtnn and JefTrnon),

Ph.D. (California Institute of Technology)
Ptojtisot of Mathematics
HOWARD CLEMENT HEINTI , A B (Brown), A.B L S. (Mirhigan)
LIBRARIAN

J AMUH M EREDITH P APPRNHAORN , B.S. (Mount Union),

M S.. Ph D (Purdue)
Professor of Chemistry
THOMAR Jo«r.rn EDWARDR , B.S. (Springfield), M A. (Toledo)
DEAN OP BTUDENTR
A IFRED D RNIR B ALV , B.A. (Liverpool)
Professor of Religion
•CRRRIT HURRAED KoRLora, A.B. (Amherst), M.A., Ph.D. (John* Hopkins)
STORRTARV

McHvaine Professor of English
ROBERT WILLIAM HARRISON, BS . M S. (Michigan)
Assistant Director of Physical Education and Athletics
WENDELL DON LiNDamoM. A B . MS, Ph.D. (Iowa)
Professor of Mathematics

fRoRRRT LEWIS BARER . A.B (Brown). M A., Ph. D. (Princeton)
Professor of History

FRANCTR WAOONER YOW , B.S (Western Carolina College),

M S . Ph D (Emory)
Professor of Biology
RICHARD FREDERICE HETTLINOER. B A . MA (Cantab.)
Professor of Religion
EDMUND PAUL HRCWT, A B. (Ohio UnivenitT), M.A. (Colombia)
Assistant Professor of German
*On sabbatical leave, second semester, 1967-68
tOn sabbatical leave, 1967-68
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KENYON COLLWJE
DONALD ELWOOD WHITE , B.S., M.A. (Kent State)
Assistant Director of Physical Education and Athletics

R OBERT WOODIIAM DANIEL, A.B. (University of the South), Ph.D. (Yale)

Lee Vaughn Professor of English
WILLIAM EZRA MCCULLOII , A.B. (Ohio Wrsleyan), B A. (Oxon.),

Ph.D. (Yale)
Associate Professor of Classical languages
FRANK TORRET LRNDRIM, MUS.B ., Ed.Mus.B. (Oberlin),

Mus.M, Ph.D. (Mirhigan)
Associate Professor of Music
Director of Choirs
OWRN YORK, JR ., A.B. (Evaniville), M .A., Ph.D. (Illinoia)

Professor of Chemistry
JOSEPH FRANK SLATE , A.B. (Washington), B.F.A. (Yale)

Associate Professor of Art
CYRUS WAYNE BANNINO , A.B. (Harvard), M .A., Ph.D. (Mirhigan)

Associate Professor of Philosophy
WILLIAM CAMRRIEL BLIOHT, A.B. (Southweit Missouri),

Ph.D. (Washington University)
Associate Professor of Biology
GORDON I.ER JOHNSON, B S. (Ohio University), Ph.D. (Illinois)

Associate Professor of Chemistry

FANTHONY GRAYUM B INO, A .B. ( HAVER FORD) , B A. (Oxon).
M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan)
Assistant Professor of English
BASIL PETKR SEYMOUR, B.A. (Oxon.), M.A. (Toronto)

Assistant Professor of French
CARL THEODORE BREHM , A.B., M .A. (Drake), Ph D (Indiana)

Associate Professor of Economics
PHILIP DAKE CHURCH , A.B., M.A. (Mirhigan)

Instructor of English
RORERT DAVID BURNS, B S., M .S., Ph.D (Mirhigan State)

Associate Professor of Biology
•OR sabbatical leave. 1967-68
TOR leave of absence, 1967-68

M KM tint* or FACTTLTT
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JAMBS HARVEY HARROLD. A B.. M A.. Ph D. (Toronto)

Attoetala Ptofattat of Phytut
LELAND THOMAS CLIFFORD, A B , M A (Michigan State),

Ph.D (Michigan)
Aisociata Ptofattot o/ Ptyehology
ROBERT HARRINOTON OOODHAND, A.B (Hamilton), M A., Ph.D. (Rica)

Aisociata Profttsor of Franch
•ALAN BRUCR BATCH ELDER, A.B. (Ohio Wcsleyan), M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard)

Attoetala Ptofattot o/ Economic!
Ronr.aT MAXWELL FESQ. JR , A B (Hamilton), M S. (Rutgers),
Ph D (Oregon)
Aitoci«t« P toft not of Mothematici
THOMAS BOARDMAN GRRRNSLADE, JR., A.B (Amherst), M.S., Ph D. (Rutgers)

Aitistanl Ptofattot of Phytut
RICHARD WILBUR RUSSBLL, B S (Ohio State)
Assistant Diractor of Physual Education and Alhlatks
GALRRAITH MILI.BR CRUMP, A B (Hamilton), M.A. (Reading),

D. Phil. (Oaon)
Ptofattot of English
MAUBICB JAMBS PATRICK CRUTTWELL, R A . M.A (Cantab.)

Ptofattot of Engltth
MICHABL JAY EVANS, A B , M.A (Washington)

Intirtniot of Hulory
DONALD LYNN ROOAN. A.B. (Morris Harvey),
S.T.B. (General Theological Seminary)
CHAPLAIN

At list ant Ptofattot af Rtligion
ALAN BARTON DONOVAN, A B (Williams), Ph D. (Yale)

Atttrtaul Ptofattot of English
RONALD EUOBNB MCLAREN, A.B. (Kenyon *5B), M.A , Ph D. (Yale)

^iiulssi Ptofattot af Philotophy
ROBERT HRNRY HORWITI, A.B. (Amhent), M.A. (Hawaii), Ph D. (Qucago)
Projttfot of Politital Sctanca
•OR laava of abtanca, second tamatiar 1967-68
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KKNYON COLLEGE
HANS DIETER RKNNINU , Ph.D. (Freiburg)

Assistant Professor of Economics
HARRY M. CI.OR. A.B. (Lawrence), M.A. (Chicago)

Assistant Professor of Political Science
ARTHUR COVELLO , A.B. (St. John's University), M.A. (Incarnate Word)

Captain, United States Air Force
Associate Professor of Aerospace Studies
•K.AI PETER SCHOENHALS, A.B. (Kalamazoo), M.A. (Yale), Ph.D.

(Rochester)
Assistant Professor of History
ROBERT ALIEN GOLDWIN , A.B. (St. John's, Maryland), M.A., Ph.D.

(Chicago)
Associate Professor of Political Science
BRUCE LEE GENSEMER , A.B. (Ohio Wcslcyan), M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan)

Assistant Professor of Economics
THOMAS CYRIL JEOLA, B .S. (Michigan State), M.S., Ph.D. (Illinois)

Assistant Professor of Biology
DONALD EDOAR

BOYD, B.F.A. (Ohio State), M.A .T. (Harvard), M .F.A.

(Iowa)
Instructor of Art
ROBERT MELVIN MCLEOO, B .S. (Mississippi State), M.A., Ph.D. (Rice)

Associate Professor of Mathematics
KENNETH LEE TAYLOR , A.B. (Missouri State), M.A. (Central Missouri State)

Instructor of Music
ALAN SIIAVZIN, A .B., (Kenyon '56), M.A. (Yale)

Instructor of Philosophy
CLARKE HOBBIE, JR., A.B. (Williams), M .A. (Northwestern)

Instructor of Drama
MICHAEL MOTT

Instructor of English
WILLIAM FRANCIS BARKER, B.S., Ph.D. (Liverpool)

rutting Professor of Chemistry
DANIEL KADINO , A.B., M.A. (Wisconsin), Ph D. (Cornell)

Professor of Philosophy
*On leave of absence, 1967-68

MRMMOUI

or

FACTLTT

JAM PA HARWOOD SronoAin, R S,, Ph D. (Michigan)

Artoeiolt P toft nor of Malktmoiitr
RRRD ST. CI-AIR BROWNINO. A.B (Dartmouth), M A., Ph.D. (Yale)

Auirlami Proftnor of Hillary
RORRRT P.RNRRT BRNNRTT. AB. (Trinity), M A . (Yale)

Inilrmtlor of CUnitl
RICHARD WILLIAM KARIIPRR, A.B (Capital), M A. (Princeton)

Lgelortr in Hirlory
(Hiram)
Intlrntlor of Fnglirk

WILLIAM R. IIRATM, A R

Rov DIXON ORRRN, B.S., M S , Ph D. (Vanderbilt)
Major, Unitrd Statra Air Forrr
Pro/trior of Atrorpott Sltnliti
JAMRA Aaia PATTRRRON, A.B. (Florida). M A. (Michigan)

A milant Prof trior of Drtmo
STRRAN SORRRLL WOLRR, A B ( U C L A ) . R Arch (Prnntylvania),

M A. (New York Univenity)
Anislonl Prof trior of An
ROWLAND IIUONRR SMRRARD, A B, Ph.D. (Cincinnati)

Proftrror of Ptythology
ALRRRT CLTDR WRIDRNRVRCM. B.S., M A

(Omaha)
Colonel, United Statra Air Force
Chairman, Dtparimtnl of Atroipote Slnditr

EDWARD LRR IIOPRMAN. A.B., Ph D (lllinoia)

A ttiitmml Proftrror of Ptythology
PHILIP JORRRH MORRR. BS (WiHfllf), M Ed

(Xaeier)

Aironott Proftrror of Phyntol Rdwtairon
Dir trior of AI kittif I
GRRRHON GRRRNRRRO, A B (Bard)

Irulrntlor of Rthgion
WILLIAM VRRNRR FRAMR, B A . M A

(Hawaii)

Intlrntlor of Pohhtal Stttnrt
•JON L. WILLIAM a
Attitlanl Proftrror of Ptythology

'Strond itmtiitr, 1967*8

KENYON COLLEGE
THOMAS FRANCIS MCHUOH, B.S. (Notre Dame), M.Ed. (Xavier)

Assistant Director of Physical Education and Athletics
JOHN ALBERT DUI.SKI, B.S. (Michigan State)
Assistant Director of Physical Education and Athletics
DAVID LEE CLARK, A.B. (Kalamazoo), M.S. (Oklahoma), Ph.D.

(Michigan State)
Intern in Biology
MILTON NORTHRUP BUECHNER, A.B. (Lawrence), Ph.D. (Virginia)

Intern in Economics
RICHARD BOND

Intern in Economics
PHILLIP NEAL MARCUS, B.A., M.A. (Michigan State)

Intern in Political Science

STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE COLLEGIATE FACULTY
1967-6®
ACADEMIC STANDING
MR. HAYWOOD, Chairman; Mr. Browning, Mr. CruttwelJ, DRU Edwardi

Mr. Kushan, Mr. Mcl.aren, Mr. Yow
ADMISSIONS
MR. YORK, Chairman; Mr. Boyd, Mr. Church, Dean Edwards, aw ofic*o,

Mr. Evans, Mr. Haywood, tx oficio, Mr. Kuaban, $x oficio, Mr. Seymour
ATHLETICS
MR HARVKY, Chairman; Mr. Bailey, Dean Edwards, Mr. Ilaywuud.

Mr. Morse, Mr. Pappenhagen
Student Representatives: Richard C. FOR, Robert S. Mae In tyre, Jr.
CURRICULUM AND HONORS
MR. HAYWOOD, Chairman; Mr. Baly. Mr. Brehm, Mr. Clifford,

Mr Finkbeiner, Mr. Heintx, ax oficio, Mr. Kushan, ax oficio, Mr Michael
FACULTY COUNCIL
PRRRIDINT LUND, Chatrman; Mr. Brehm, Mr. Burns, Mr. Crump.

Mr. Cruttwrll, Mr. Harvey, Mr. Haywood, ax oficio, Mr llorwitx,
Mr. Johnson, Mr. Lendrim, Mr. Michael
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
MR. HKCHT, Chairman; Mr. Baly, Mr. Frame, Mr. Good hand,

Mr. Haywood, ax oficio, Mr. Heintx, ax oficio, Mr. Kushan, ax oficio,
Mr Renning, Mr. Titus
LECTURESHIPS
Ma. DONOVAN, Chairman; Mr Bennett, Mr Burns, Mr Titus
Student Reprraentative: Stephan A. landsman
LIBRARY
Ma DANIRL , Chairman; Mr. Cummin**, Mr. Cold win, Mr. Heintx.
Mr. McLeod, Mr Schwam
PRE LAW STUDENTS
Ma. Ctoa, Chatrman; Dean Edwards, Mr. Haywood, Mr Horwitx.
Mr. Kading, Mr. Kushan
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KEN YON COLIJOCE
PRF. MEDICAL STUDENTS
M a. Hi IOIIT, Chairman; Mr. Barkrr, Mr. Clifford, Dran Edwards,
Mr. Haywood, Mr. Kuthan
PRIZES AND GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS
Ma. HAYWOOD, Chairman; Dean Edward*, Mr. Jrgla, Mr. I^ndrim,
Mr. Linditrom, Mr. Patterson
SCHOLARSHIPS
Ma WAaNr.a, Chairman; Dran Edward*. Mr. Fesq, Mr. llairold,
Mr. Haywood, Mr. Kuthan, Mr. Mott, Mr. Taylor, Mr. Tutching*
CAMPUS SENATE

Ma. I l a T T I - l N oaa, Chairman; Prrtidrnl Lund, Mr. Crump, Dran Edward*.
Mr. Grntrmrr, Mr. Haywood, the Rrvrrrnd Mr. Rogan, Prdm L. Arango,
Jeffrey R. Either, George W. Johnston III, Charles W. Kenrirk,
John L. Owen III, Terrrnce E. Parmrlrr
JUDICIAL BOARD
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PUBLICATIONS
Ma. Mn.i.aa, C h a i r m a n ; Dean Edwards, t * o f f i c i o . Mr. Hobhie. Mr. Hoffman,
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Richard C. Fo*. Danirl S. Horowitz, David W. Hotter, Alan I). Korbin.
John R. Tucker, Richard D. Wilton
SPECIAL PROJECTS
Ma. SLAT*, Chairman; Dran Edwards, Mr. Haywood,
the Reverend Mr. Rogan, Mr. Stoddard, Thomas Y. Au, Joel A. Fisher.
Daniel S. Horowit*, John D. Morrison
CALENDAR PLANNING
M r . P . EDWARDS, Chairman, Mr. Donovan, Dean Edwards.
Richard C. Schifman, J. Bryan Prrilman
FACULTY-TRUSTEE COMMITTEE ON DEGREES
Ma Boi TOY, ( hairman; Mr. Hovorka, Mr. Laughlin, Dran Thorp.
Mr Browne. Mr. McGowan, President Lund, t t officio
FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES TO THE ACADEMIC COMMITTEE
OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Mr Rrehm, Mr. Burns, Mr. Michael
Altrrnate: Mr. Harvey

ADMINISTRATION AND STAFF
FRANZB EDWARD LUND
President

DOROTHY GERTRUDE FESLRR (St. Mary't, Indiana)
A tint ant t o the President
Assistant Secretary of the Corporation

WILI.IAM HENRY THOMAS, JR., Ph.B (Krnyon *36)
Vict Prendent for Detrelopmenl

BRUCE IIAYWOOO
Provost

SAMURI. SHRRMAN LORD, A.B. (Allegheny)
Viea President for Finance

GENE ALFRED COOPER, B.S. (Bowling Green), M B.A. (Toledo)
Chief Accountant

HARRY GEOROR RORERTE
Director of Plant and Operations

JOHN DANA KUAHAN, A.B. (Bradley), M Ed. (Harvard)
Director of Records and Admissions

PAUL WERLEY TUTCHINOA, A .B. (Krnyon *61)
Assistant Director of Admissions
Director of Scholarships and Stndent Aid

DAVID MOROAN WHITE, B.S., M Ed. (Ohio Univenity)
Assistant Director of Admissions

THOMAS JOSEPH EDWARDS
Dean of Students

DONALD LYNN ROOAN
Chaplain
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EDWARD CLEMENT HKINTZ
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PETER GILLRSPIR RDWARDR, A B (Waihington Univenity)
Director of Public Relations
HOWARD MICHAEL DAVIS, A.B. (Massachusetts)
Assistant to the Director of Public Relations

THOMAS I^OWR BOOARDUR, JR., A.B. (Krnyon '47), M D. (Cincinnati)
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JOHN CARLTON DRAKR, B.S., L.H.D. (Krnyon '24), M.D. (Wcitern Reserve)
Consultant in Traumatic Surgery
GENE CECELIA PAYNR, R N, (Mercy Hospital, Philadelphia)
Resident Nurse

KEITH OWEN PITNEY
Manager, College Bookshop

THOMAS HRFLIN STALLINOS, JR., Staff Sergeant, United States Air Force
Admmutratioe Non-Commissioned Officer, Department of Air Science

GROROR WILLIAM LANNINO, JR., A B (Krnyon *52)
Editor, THE KF.NYON REVIEW
JOHN ELLINGTON WHITR, AB (Kenyon '50), M A. (Johns Hopkins)
Editor, THE KENYON REVIEW

THE COLLEGE
Still celebrated in Kenyon's favorite song are iu founder, Philandrr Chase,
first Episcopal Bishop of the Northwest Territory, and those F.nglidi "lord*
and earls" who were the College's Aral benefactor*. It wat the Bishop's with to
build in the Ohio wilderneis. far from the temptation* and detraction* of the
citie*, a college where young men would be trained for the minittry. Indeed,
thr institution wu first chartered, in 1824, a* The Theological Seminary of the
Proicitant Episcopal Church in the Diocese of Ohio However, it waa aoon
apparent to thr Bi«hop that before men could be trained for the church they
muat be educated, and ao the College, named after Lord Kenyon, ita principal
benefactor, admitted ita first undergraduate* in 1823, eventually houatng them
in a fortress-like building that to u* ia Old Kenyon. Since 1839 the College
and ita Divinity School, Bexley Hall, have been arparate institution* with their
own faculties, though with the same president and trustees, and the College
continues to enjoy a cloae association with the Episcopal Church.
Throughout the nineteenth century Kenyon remained a very small insti
tution with only a local reputation for excellence. Under William Foster
Peirrc, President from IH96 to 1937, Kenyon rose to national prominence
and experienced its greatest growth, enrollment increasing tenfold. Most of
the major building* of the campus date from those year*. The curriculum
became that of a modern liberal arts college and major progams were estate
liihed During the Presidency of Gordon Keith Chalmera, 1937-1956. the
honors rurrirulum was introduced and an extensive scholarship program de
veloped to attract the most able students The Ktnyea Rtritw, with John
Crowe Ransom as editor, won international acclaim and the "Kenyon Plan,"
which was to develop into the Advanced Placement Program, sparked a
revolution in American secondary schools Since 1938. when F. Edward Lund
assumed the Presidency, the College has engaged in extensive development of
its facilities and resources Most important among the new buildings is the
Chalmers Memorial Library, while the introduction of a revised curriculum,
designed to meet the needs of today's better prepared students, marks the
beginning of another era in Kenyon's life. Now the College plans further
controlled growth and changes to ensure that its program answer* the
rapidly altering demands of the age.
Kenynn College believes that the small college affords a special kind
of liberal education and unique opportunities for growth Traditionally the
small college has had the threefold purpose of developing as fully as possible
the intellectual power*, the taste, and the moral judgement of its students.
Kenvon ha* sought to further the development of the individual student
through a program in which the emphasis is on learning rather than on being
taught By means of a concentrated curriculum it has kept attention upon
the fundamental principles of the most important studies. By setting high
standards it has challenged even the best.
Kenyon has preferred to remain a small college. Number* have been
limited to that there is in the College a constant exchange of ideaa. At
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Kenyon, students and teachers of one subject are in continual association
with students and teachers of another. Discussion spreads from the classroom
to dormitories and dining rooms. Joint exploration of shared problems, recogni
tion of interdependence and common purpose, the lively exchange of ideas
— these are essential to truly liberal education.
Kcnyon's emphasis has been and is humane. The student's goals, hu
social and political choices, even his use of technical and material resources,
all depend ultimately on values which are determined by his individual tastf
and moral judgments. The strength and soundness of this taste and tha
moral judgment are in turn contingent upon the extent of his acquaintance
with human nature and human experience. The development of this acquain
tance depends in large measure upon a continuing process of relating Ha
spec i.il interest to the concerns of others, on awareness of others' points
view, and on the sense of a common purpose.
ACCREDITATION AND AFFILIATIONS
Kenyon College is an accredited member of the North Central Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools. It is also a member of the American
Association of Colleges, the American Council on Education, the Great I^al"
Colleges Association, the Ohio Foundation of Independent Colleges, and the
Association for Episcopal Colleges.

THE COURSE OF STUDY
The course of study at Kenyon exemplifies the College's notion of liberal
education. Pint, through the program of guided elective*, the student la
introduced to major intellectual and aetthetic mode* of apprehension repre
sented in the College, thus ensuring that he Rain aome breadth of understandinR of the arU and sciences. Too, the inquiry beRun here leads the student
on to further invrstiRation of these broad areas of human concern through
formal study or throuRh private readinR that continues throuRhout his life
time. The proRram of Rrneral study is, however, carefully defined and limited
so that the Rrrater part of the student's lime and enerfy may be devoted to
his major study. This major study provides the chief substance of liberal
education, for knowlrdRe, wisdom, taste and judgment are developed, not
throuRh limited acquaintance with a ureal variety of matters, but through
disciplined investigation of a few. Major study at Kenyon is defined as a
coherent program of courses in associated subjects rather than in one subject
alone, a program which leads the student to think of his special subject in
terms of related matters and to integrate his knowledge. On such understand
ing of vital relationships depends the student's power to usr his knowledge
effectively. A man who ran proceed from analysis to synthesis is better able
to understand himself, his fellows, and the world of things and ideas that
surrounds him.
Kenyon's curriculum, without required courses of any kind, assures the
utmost flexibility for each student, permitting him to design with the help of
his adviser a program of courses suited to his needs and interests. The College
led in the introduction of honors programs and independent study, and every
student is encouraged to proceed to advanced, independent work as rapidly
as his ability and experience permit. Kenyon's membership in the Great l^kes
Colleges Association, a twelve member group of liberal arts colleges in Ohio.
Michigan, and Indiana, furnishes opportunity for foreign study, for nimmer
research, and participation in unusual courses of study which the individual
colleges could not alone support.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
Kenyon College confers the degree of Bachelor of Arts. Every student is
responsible for acquainting himself with the requirements for the degree and
planning his course of study accordingly.
'

Rrfsirrmrsd for th« Degree
A. The student must pass comprehensive examinations in his major wbjeet and he may not become a candidate for the degree until he has
passed them, no matter what the quality of his work in course Ordi
narily the comprehensive examinations are taken at the end of the
second semester of the senior year.
B. Not fewer than seventeen units of academic work with an average
grade of C (3) and no more than twenty credit units, plus two semes-
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trrs of physical education, are required for graduation. A maximum
of two units earned in the Air Force ROTC may be numbered
among the minimum seventeen units.
C. I he student must complete the course requirements described below.

II. Count Requirements
A. Major Study
Major study comprises a program of courses taken in the student's
major department and in one or more other departments. Eight uniu
of (redit must be earned in this program, which must be approved by
the major department. No more than six and no fewer than four
of these units may be earned in the major department. No course
may be counted as part of this program which bears a number below
11, nor may any course be counted which has been taken as part of
the program of guided electives.
B. Cuidtd Eltctivu
At least one unit of credit must be earned in each of seven of the
nine areas of study listed below. In each instance, credit is to be
earned in one department, or in an integrated year course if one is
offered by the departments concerned. Courses offered under cate
gories 8 and 'J will include laboratory work. A student may elect
a course at a level higher than 11-12 so long as the prerequisites
rstabliihed by a department do not preclude this.
1.
2.
3.
4.
3.

Art, Drama, Music
foreign Language* and Literatures
English
Philosophy, Religion
History

Economics, Political
Science
7. Mathematics
8. Chemistry, Physics
9. Biology, Psychology

C. Fttt Eltctivu

A minimum of two units of credit must be earned in courses outside
the student's major subject, with the exception that honors candidates
may use their free electives for additional course work in their major
department With the approval of the adviser and the instructor,
up to two units of credit may be earned in courses outaide the stu< ent t major department taken on a satisfactory /unsatisfactory basis.
THI DECREE WITH HONORS

Student, with superior srholanhip may apply to read for the degree with
nors in any rpartment of instruction which regularly7 offers work with •
major.
, AppI,f;,"on should be made to the Registrar at the time the student do
nates nu major In exceptional rase* >
i
«

THE (UMIKME or 8rn>t
Division of the Faculty on rrrommendillon of lh» department concerned,
and a student may be denied the opportunity to coounue in the program by
the department at any lima.
The work of the Itonon Program will take one of the following forma:
a) Honor* seminari or independent study aa part of the curriculum in both
the junior and aenior yean;
b) A schedule of conventional courses during the junior year with the
senior year devoted aa nearly aa poaaible to honon seminars, tutorials and
independent atudy.
The candidate for Honon will write a substantial thesis or perform Inde
pendent research or undertake an equivalent program demonstrating hit
capacity to do advanced independent work.
A written comprehensive examination at the end of the junior year is given
by the department and a written and oral comprehensive examination set and
graded by an outside examiner at the end of the aenior year.
The Honors Program, which may include honon seminars, specially desig
nated tutorials and independent study, muat count for from one to four units
of credit.
Honon candidates may register in supplementary conventional courses
outside the major program. In such supplementary courses the grades will be
restricted to "Satisfactory" or "Unsatisfactory." This does not preclude a
student registering in any course outside the Honon Program ia the customary
manner
There are three classes of Honon: Highest Honors, High Honon and
Honon The class of Honon which the student receives will be determined
jointly by the outside examiner and the members of the student's department
A student who fails to achieve the degree with Honon may, at the due relion
of the department be awarded a Pass degree.
A standing committee consisting of the Provost, the Registrar, and
representatives from each of the Divisions of the Faculty will review the
policy and operation of the Honon Program at least every two yean.

STUDENT COURSE LOAD
The minimum student course load for full-time student status is four
•««t credits per year (four half-unit credits per semester ) A maximum ol
*** and one-half unit credits may be taken without petition provided the
oedits are earned in no more than five courses. An extra charge is made
for each one-fourth unit credit above five and one-half in a year. Students
• the second semester of the senior year may enroll foe only three half••it credits.
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COURSE CREDITS

Course credit* are measured in unit* including three-fourths unit credit,
one-half unit credit, and one-fourth unit credit. A unit credit it the equiva
lent of an eight credit hour courte at determined by the Registrar.
No credit is given for Physical Education although one year of physical
education is required for graduation and is considered the equivalent of two
credit hours.
All credit courses lead to the degree of Bachelor of Arts or to the Bachelor
of Arts with Honors.

EXAMINATIONS
Examinations covering the work of half-unit credit courses are required of
all students at the end of each semester course. Examinations covering the
work of unit credit courses are required of all students at the end of the
second semester. All examinations must be taken at the scheduled time, except
by permission of the Registrar. A fee of ten dollars is charged for any special
examination.

GRADING SYSTEM
Grades are recorded by letter on the following scale:
A+, A, A—
Excellent. Work of consistently high standard and show
ing distinction in organization, originality and under
standing.
B+, B, B-

Good. Work of consistently good quality.

C+, C

Satisfactory, Work which satisfies minimal requirements
in quality and quantity and meets the standard for grad
uation.

C -, D-f, D, D

Poor but passing. Work which falls below the acceptable
standard for graduation, yet which is deserving of credit.

*

Tailing. Work undeserving of academic credit. No penalty, other than loss of credit, attaches to failure in one
rourw Failure in two or more courses may indicate unfitnru 'or college work and be cause for dismissal,

A point «ntem for internal use of A + = 12, As II, down to F = 0.
w,th an average of 5 (C) required for graduation, is used.

ACADEMIC PROBATION
I he College requires a minimum of seventeen unit credits of academic
work w,«h an ax-erage grade of C for graduation. Whenever a student . grades
e m-*> be placed on academic probation for the subsequent

Tub

Coram or Stitoy
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arrneitrr. Student* on academic probation arr expected to aeeure an average
of C in their firtt probationary period. If a itudent'a avrragr falU below
I) he it (object to ditmittal from the College for poor tcholarthip.
The rulet of academic probation are adminiitered by the Committee on
Academic Standing. The Provott it chairman of thit Committee, and all
<ommunicationt regarding a ttudrnt'i ditmittal thould be addretted to him.

MAINTENANCE OP STANDARDS

The College reiervet the right to require any itudrnt to withdraw from
(Allege if he failt to meet the ttandardi of tcholarthip expected, if the
itudent cannot remain in college without endangering hit own health or the
health of other ttudentt, or if the itudent it contiderrd by the College at not
in tympathy with ita ideala and tlandarda.

THE RIGHT OP PITITION

A undent ha* the right to petition the Faculty on academic mattrn.
Petition* thould be addretted to the Provott. The petition mutt make clear
why the itudent thinki himtelf entitled to tpecial conaideration, and mutt be
approved by the itudent'i adviter.

ADVISERS

On the bati* of a itudent'a tpecial intereat, freahmen and tophomorea are
aatigned faculty adviaert to aaaiit them in their choice of courtea and other
matten Upperrlattmen are adviied by the chairman of the department in
which they are majoring. Student! are encouraged to comult with their
•dvitert regularly

SUMMER SCHOOL STUDY

A itudent who electa couraet at a rummer achool mutt tubmit to the
R^fntrar for approval the propoted program of itudy, having fint tecured
approval in writing from hit faculty adviaer. Failure to do ao may reault in
fefuial by the College to accept work for credit No more than two of the
minimum of aeventeen unita required for graduation may be earned in turnmet trhool.

FOREIGN STUDY

Student* other than thote on academic probation may be granted a leave
aUcncr from the College in order to itudy abroad. They may arrange
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cither to spend a year abroad without credit and return to complete their
program at the College or they may arrange to earn up to four uniti of
credit in an overseas program. In either caie the plan muit have the prior
approval of the adviier, the chairman of the department in which the itudent
majors, and the Provost.
I be College encourages some students to take advantage of opportunities
overseas, particularly in those programs of study of non-Western cultures
available through Kenyon's membership in the Great Lakes Colleges Associalion. I hr«r programs have been developed in cooperation with foreign univer*
sitirs in the Near East, in Tokyo, and in Colombia. Similar programs exist
in Europe under the auspices of other American institutions. Interested stu
dents should consult the Registrar or the Provost.

CRITICAL LANGUAGE STUDY
Through its membership in the Great Lakes Colleges Association, Kenyon
College offers its students instruction in the following critical foreign Ianlu*Ur' and related areas studies:
Chinese at Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio, and Wabash College (men
only), Crawfordsville, Indiana
Hindi at The College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio
Japanese at Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana
Portuguese at Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio
These opportunities are intended for two groups of students: those who want
the language (and related area studies) for purposes of general education and
those who plan to pursue related graduate study and want to begin language
preparation early. Unless the classes are available in the summer or within
commuting distance, the student will be expected to transfer to the appropriate
college for a year, probably his third The interested student should consult
his adviser in order to make arrangements which are mutually satisfactory to
Kenyon College and the college offering the language and area courses.

ADMISSION TO THE COLLEGE
Formal application for admiuion to Kenyon may be made after a student
completes his junior year of secondary-school work. The Admissions Office
will supply application forms at the request of the prospective student. The
application should be completed by the student and, accompanied by two
•mall unmounted photographs, returned to the Admissions Office. The
Admissions Office will alto supply a transcript form which the applicant
should present to his secondary school for completion. The transcript will be
returned to the Admissions Office by the school. The deadline for the filing
of all application forms is March I of the senior year.
Applicants are urged to visit the campus while school is in session for an
interview with a representative of the Admissions Office. Appointments
may be made by writing or calling the Admissions Office at least two days
prior to the anticipated visit. The Admissions Office will provide a guide
•o dirrrt prospective students and families about the campus.
The Admissions Office, located in Ransom Hall, is open Monday through
Friday from 8:30 am. to 4:30 p.m. and until 12:00 noon on Saturday.
The summer office hours are from 9:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m., Monday
„ " . Fr,H*y- Ovcm'ght accommodations arc available at the Alumni
House (guest house) by reservation.
Fnmnonal acceptance b, the Colic,* i, granted by the Faculty Commit.
'° ,h°* qualifying .tutlenu who have completed three
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at Kenyon as indicated by secondary-school performance, results of the
College Board Scholastic Aptitude Test, and results of College Board
Achievement Tests. All applicants must request that the results of thr
Scholastic Aptitude test and three Achievement tests, including Eng
lish Composition, be forwarded to the Admissions Office. Candidates
must take all College Board examinations not later than January of
their senior year.
4. A certificate of health. The Admissions Office will forward to the
candidate a health form to be completed by a physician. No student
will be admitted to the College until the completed form is received
by the Admissions Office.

Early Dtcision

1 he Early Decision plan is an alternative to the regular admissions
procedure available to those superior students who do not wish to mskr
multiple applications. A candidate for this program must file his credentials
with the Admissions Office no later than November 1 of the senior year.
Io qualify for Early Decision a student must meet the following condi
tions: I) rank in the top fifth of his class at the completion of the junior year;
') *"*in scores of 530 or above on the College Scholastic Aptitude Test
and the Achievement Tests; and 3) agree to withdraw all other applications
if he is accepted by Kenyon.
(.andidates applying under the Early Decision plan will be notified by
December 15. All students accepted under Early Decision are required f
make a non-refundable deposit of $200 to cover the $100 acceptance fee and
the $100 room reservation fee (required of all entering students) withia
four weeks of their notification of acceptance.
Students who will be candidates for financial
Decision.

aid are ineligible for Early

Tramftr from Othar Colltgn

(>nlv thov students are eligible for admission by transfer whose records
satisfy the entrance requirements of Kenyon College, and whose roller
courses and grades satisfy substantially the requirements imposed by thf
curriculum of Kenyon.
Transfer applicants will be considered after the following credentials
have been received:
I. 0>mplete transcript of secondary-school work.
2 Offk id transcript of college record.
3. Clearance form completed by Dean of Students of previous institution
Onb liberal arts subjects in which the applicant has received a grade cf
*"11 be accepted for transfer credit.

l' °* be,l*r

A '"2*
reporting final grades of all college work previously attempted
must
|#-H with the Admissions Office before acceptance is granted.

Apmimionh
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ADVANCED PLACEMENT

Student! admitted to Kenyon College who have taken college-level courses,
or their equivalent, in preparatory or high school*, and have arhieved a grade
of 4 or 3 on the CEEB Advanced Placement examination customarily receive
one unit (one year) course credit. Grade* of 3 are frequently given credit, and
a grade of 2 it tometimei honored, but a grade of I it not.
Advancrd Placement examination* for student* who have taken collegecour*es and who with to be considered for advanced placement or credit
are offered in May, through the candidate'* secondary school.

level

The primary advantage of the Advanced Placement program it that a
student can enter a departmental major program earlier in hi* college career,
and may satisfy all of the A.B. requirements by the end of his third year, in
cluding a departmental Honors program. Enrichment and intensive work in
thr major field are urged upon all students entering with advanced placement.
Therefore, a student entering with one or two units of Advanced Placement
is enrouraged to declare his major at the earliest possible time so that he will
be able to do an enriched program of Honor* work or complete his graduation
requirements within a three-year period.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND STUDENT AID
SCHOLARSHIPS
The resources of the College lor scholarships are gifu and bequests in the
fonn of scholarship endownirnta, annual contributions by alumni and friends
of Krnyon, special grants made by the Board of Trustees, and grants made by
various corporations, trusts, and foundations.

APPLICATION FOR FINANCIAL AID
Formal application for any type of financial
aid should be made by
March I. The application of an entering student must be accompanied or
pmrdrd by application lor admission to Kriiyon College. As a member ol she
Collrgr Scholarship Service, Kenyon requires that applications of both enien
•ng and resident students must include the Parents' Confidential Financial
Statement to be used by the Committee in determining the amount of an
award, forms needed in malting proper application will be supplied upon
request to entering students by the Director of Admissions and to resident
students by the Director of Scholarships and Student Aid.

QUALIFICATIONS OF CANDIDATES FOR SCHOLARSHIPS
In order to qualify as a candidate for a scholarship an applicant should
present a superior academic record and give firm promise of becoming a good
student in rollrge and a valuable member of the college community. Financial
need is not itself a condition for winning a scholarship, but it will determine
t e sue of the stipend which a successful candidate receives. Successful candi*
dates who do not need financial help may be named Honorary Scholars without stipend.
In addition to possessing the general qualifications named above, a randiatr for a scholarship should make a creditable showing on the Scholastic
'

'
°n l^rrc Achievement Tests (including English Compose
of the College Entrance Examination Board.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION AWARDS
Alumn. Association Awards are made on the basis of need to students ia
g
*
emir and social standing who are contributing to the extracurricular
program of the College. These awards are supervised by the Provost of the

CONDITIONS GOVERNING THE AWARDING AND RENEWAL OF
SCHOLARSHIPS AND GRANTS-IN-AID
milter

*wa»"ded upon the recommendation of the Faculty C
and the Committee make,
°n '
annual review of all awards.

in

a,T

^ ,t,prndto( a ^Warship, both when it is first awarded
review, the Committee gives first consideration to the cai
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date's nerd M it U expressed in hU financial statement. For thia reason stipends
may vary from year to year, and work opportunities may alao be offered tbe
atudent
Surceaaful candidates are required to notify the Director of Scholarships
and Student Aid of any granu, arholaiahipa, or other awards whi<h have bren
received from a source outaide Kenyon College.
Special conditions applying to the renewal of scholarships are that the
holder is required
1. ordinarily to maintain gradea which place the atudent in the upper half
of his class.
2. to submit an annual application for renewal of a scholarship acrosspumrd by a current financial statement showing continuing need.

3. to prrsrnl a conduct record which shows the student to be deserving
of continued support.
If at the end of a year a scholar is doing unsatisfactory work, his scholar
ship may he withdrawn.
Students receiving financial aid from the College may, under special tb
cutnstances, be given prnnisaion to have and operate a car or moton »«le in
Gambier. A student who wishes to do so must submit a petition to the
Director of Scholarships setting forth reasons why he considers a car or other
vehicle essential.
Each case will be judged by the Scholarship Committee on its own merits
and the Committee may consider ownership of a car evidence that the student
has leu need for financial aasistance.

TYPES Of SCHOUktSMIPS
AH scholarships, including endowed and named scholarships, are granted
in accordance with the general conditions governing scholarships and «>th
the specific provisions made by donors as described in the following paragraphs
I. Scholarships supported by Kenyon endowments and special granu by
the Board of T rust ret!
Tht PhtUndot Ckou Stholmnhipt provide a maximum stipend >4 HJ™
a year They are awarded for superior scholastic aptitude and achievement
and for outstanding leadership These scholarships are tupjmned b*
unrestricted Kenyon scholarship endowmenu and special granti tr» the
tf Trustees.
Tko Gordon Krith Chslmen SikoUnkipt provide a masimum stipend
of $1,800 a year They are awarded on the same basis as the Philander <3haae
Scholarships, and are supported by certain unrestricted Km»<«n * h-.Unh.p
endowmenu and special granu by the Board of T ruuecs
Thi Dtnhmm SntcUgt Stholotthtp provides a maximum stipend of $1,300
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per year and ii lupportcd by special allocation of funds by the Board of
I rustecs in memory of a dedicated and brilliant member of the faculty.
George (jund Scholarships provide a maximum stipend of $1,200 a year.
1 licy arc supported by the George Gund Scholarship endowment, u fund of
$10,/01, the gift of the late Mr. George Gund of Cleveland. Requirements
lor these scholarships arc similar to those for the Philander Chase Scholar*
ships.
Juliana Cuyler Matthews Scholarships provide a maximum stipend of
$1,200 a year. They are supported by the Juliana Cuylcr Matthews Scholar
ship endowment, a fund of $45,000, the gift of Mr. Thomas S. Matthews of
I'Otulon, England. These scholarships are awarded on the same basis as the
Philander Chase Scholarships.
John tturson Morton Scholarships provide a maximum stipend of $1,200
a year. I hrse are supported by an endowment presently amounting to $20,000,
the gift of Ralph Emerson Morton of Greenwich, Connecticut, in memory of
his brother. Preferred recipients are those from Central Ohio planning to enter
usiness, engineering, law or medicine. These scholarships are awarded on
the same basis as the Philander Chase Scholarships.
Kenyon College National Merit Corporation Scholarships are sponsored
by the college for five National Merit Finalists each year on the same basis as
all National Merit Scholarships are awarded. These awards go to finalists who
have named Kenyon College as their college choice.

Goober Procter Scholarships provide a maximum stipend of $1,200
a year. I hey are supported by the William Cooper Procter Scholarship enownent, a fund of $62,500. These scholarships are awarded on the same
basis as the Philander Chase Scholarships.
Joseph Curtis Weaver and Nancy Belle Weaver Scholarships provide a
maximum stipend of $1,200 a year. They are supported by funds from the
Joseph Curt.. Weaver and Nancy Belle Weaver Scholarship endowments. The
endowments total $40,000, and were presented by Mr. Robert A. Weaver and
e late Mrs. Weaver of Cleveland as memorials to the parents of Mr. Weaver,
there scholarships are awarded on the same basis as the Philander Chase
Scholarships.

2. Scholarships supported by periodic grants from foundations and spe
cial restricted scholarships in excess of tuition:
Of ,1 h' ^k,Seho^ Groves Scholarship i. awarded upon the recommendation

the Blake School to a student graduating from that school. The applicant
rnu, meet the requirements for admission to Kenyon and the approval of the
r"rU'lS°.Ti,rr ^ 8choUnh*P*
"holarship i, supported by
the Stephen Goodrich Groves Scholarship endowment, established by the late
men^e Yl !
Minneapolis in memory of their son. a
member of the Cla* of 1949 at Blake and the Class of 1953 at Kenyon.

SCHOURflltirfl AND HTl'DTNT AID
Bremer Scholarthifti an provided from • grant from the Brrtnrr Fotmda*
tion of Youngitown, Ohio, created under the will of the late Richard P.
Hrrmrr These scholarships, which provide the recipients with maximum
stipends of $1,000 a year, are to be awarded to deriving students who are
resident» of Ohio, preferably of the Youngitown area.
The St. Louis Park School-Groves Scholarship ii awarded upon the
mendation of the St. Louii Park School to a itudent graduating from that
school. The applicant muit meet the requirement! for admission to Kenr.u,
and the approval of the Kenyon Faculty Committee on Scholarships 1his
scholarship it supported by the Stephen Goodrich 0.4V-i S« h«>l*rshii> end-*
ment, ettablithed by the late Mr. and Mm Claude If Groves .if I!!••••»m
in memory of their ton, a member of the Claat of 1951 at Kenyon
1. Scholanhipt tupported by the College scholarship endowment and
which may provide ilipendt covering tuition. Ihrse scholarships are rlassi
at Kenyon General Scholanhipi:
The Reginald B. and Bessie C. Allen Memorial Scholar*,p. ett.hl.di..I Iw
Mitt Katharine Allen of Gambier. Income from thit en.lowment n>*«t •
itudent having exceptional promite in mathematict who it
the Chairman of the Department of Mathematics • position held for manr
yean by Profettor Allen.
The C. Livingston Allis Scholarship, an endowment of $7 00^ rstabliihed
by Mr and Mm Clarence L. Alii. of Wootter. in memory of the,.rmn.
C. Livingston Allts of the Claw of 1914. Only upperclatamen are eligible
receive thit trholarthip.
The John W. Andrews, Jr. Scholarship, an endowment of $1,011. the gift
of the Hon John W. Andrews of Columbua, in memory of hit ton
The Arnold Scholarship, an endowment of $10,000, founded by the
of Rollin I. Arnold of Mount Vernon. The income it awarded annually m
student resident in Knox County.
The Mrs Raymond !> drhmua Scholarship, an endowment of
established by Mrs Ashmun of Cleveland The income it to
wholarthip purposes.
Tk, A.uim Stk+nMf.»»
* •'
br,
Wi« B.Hp, <* Mrd.n. TW *».•"» *
student preparing for the ministry.
Tk. ClntlfC Kfilk ni OUms
"«
135.05J nubluhcd by Mr, Orr!.*) Kriib »—J"'
butUnd. . ntotobr, ot .br
TW
Om<*!»?•
•a to br ,,vrr to « Mill
" "*
Protestant Episcopal ministry.

-**>

^
'
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I he George Stone Benedict Scholarship, an endowment of $17,000,
founded by the bequeit of Clare P. Benedict, in memory of her father, the
Reverend George Stone Benedict, a member of the Class of '84.
I ht Philo Shtrman Bennett Scholarship, an endowment of $500, assigned
to Kenyun College by the lute William J. Bryan as administrator lor Mr
Bennett.
7 he Andrew li illis Bliven Memorial Scholarship, a gift amounting now to
$4,6.1b, by Mr. and Mrs. Floyd E. Bliven as a memorial to their son, Andrew
W. Bliven of the Class of 1944, who lost his life in the second World War.
I he iniotue is available for award to a junior or senior each year.
I he (.ornelia and Malcolm Bronson Scholarship, an endowment of $20,125,
given by the late Malcolm Bronson and Mrs. Bronson of Hamilton, Ohio.
Phr recipient is to be a promising prc-niedical student, preferably from the
Hamilton area.
/ he Raymond D. Cahall History Scholarship, an endowment of $6,000.
founded by the bequest of Raymond D Cahall, a member of the Class of W
and for many years a professor and chairman of the History Department at
Kenyon College. Income from this endowment it to be awarded to a promis
ing history student
The Carnegie Scholarship Endowment of $25,000, the gift of the late
Andrew Carnegie. Postulants for holy orders are ineligible.
The Carter Scholarship Endowment of $5,000, the gift of Mrs Carter of
Albany, New York, in memory of her husband, the Rev. George Galen Carter,
S.T D., of the Class of 1864, and his father, the Rev. Lawson Carter, late of
Cleveland. The income provides for two scholarships. In making appointments
preference is to be given to postulants for holy orders, especially to postulants
who are sons of clergymen.
Class of 1930 Scholarship, a 35th reunion
gift of the Class of 1930, to
used to support scholarships for studenu selected for general merit
Class of 1940 Scholarship, a 25th reunion gift of the class of 1940, to be
used to support scholarships for students selected for general merit
Class of 1941 Scholarship, a 25th reunion gift of the Class of 1941, to be
used to support scholarships for studenu selected for general merit.
The Cuthme Scholarship, an endowment of $5,000, founded bv his parents
in memory of Kirke W Gushing of the Class of 1914. The appointment »
» 1. h*nH* of ,hr President and the chairmen of the Departments of
English and Mathematics, with the direction that it be conferred upon •
student of special need and merit who has been at least one year in residence

ScHOLAKsmra and Htuwcnt Aid
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Tht Robtti S Dtthani Mtmorin! Stholnrthip, an endowment of 312.800,
ritablithed by bequest of Mr. Dechant, a member of the rlaaa of 1922, of
Lebanon, Ohio,
Tht Dtvol Stholnrthip Fund, an endowment of 110.000 founded by the
brqunt of Richard C. Manning. former Benton Memorial Profewor of Latin.
The income b to be uted for financial aid to itudent*.
Tht Mhfti Douglni Stholarihip. an endowment erf $10,000, ettablithed
by the Hon Albert Dougla* of the Claaa of 1872. The income it attuned to
a ttudent not a candidate for holy order*, preference given to reatdenu of
Chilluothe, the native city of the donor.
Tht Doylt Stholnrthip Fndommtnl of 110.000. the gift of the late
Joteph R Doyle of Steubenville. The income U available for young men pen*
paring for holy order* during their collegiate or irminary rout* Student*
from St. Paul'* and St. Stephen'* Church**, Steubenville, are preferred beneficiariea.
Tht Fntully Stholnrthip In memory of Kenvon men who W**t their lives
in the aernnd World War, an endowment now amounting to $1,047 ettablithed
by gift* of member* of the College faculty. Thia arhoUrahip. amounting to
the income from the endowment, la annually available to an upperclawman
of character, academic ability, and general promt**
Tht Cinn Srholntthip. two endowment* of $2,200 each, given bv their ton,
the late Frank Medley Oinn of Cleveland. In memory of French Meoon Cinn
and Millirent Pope Cinn Eligibility h limited to graduate* of Ohm high
•rhool*. preference being given to *tudent* fmm Sandusky Count?, where
Franrit M Cinn *erved a* principal and tuperintendent at Fremont and
Qyde for more than thirty year*.
Tht Gmngtt.Follttt Aftmorinl Fund, an endowment of $400 000. of which
$20,000 i* designated a* a loan fund The heque*t of Wanda Fnllett Cranger
of Zanesvilte. Ohio, in memory of her hu«hand. Sherman Moorhead f".ranger,
hi* father. Judge Mran Moorhead Cranger; hh brother. Alfred Hon Orangey
and John Dawson Fnllett and Charier Fnllett. brother* of Mr*
* •«
alumni of Krnyon College The income from the balance of the pnnr.pa) wdl
be u*ed for *cholar*hipa which will be granted ia accordance with the cond.
bom generally governing scholarship*.
Tht Sltphtn Goodnth Cmnnt StknUrthip. an endowment of $190(100
ettablithed by the late Mr and Mr* Claude H Grove* of M.nneapnh* in
memory of their *on. who wa* a member of the Claa* of I9M. pro*
w
•hip* with preference for resident, of Minneapoli. or of Minnranto
Tht GSF Fnnd an endowment of $100,000. the Hwome from-hwh -ill
be devoted to tcbolarrhip* until further actioo by the Board of Trurtee*
Tht Hnll-Mtrtn* Stholnrthip. an enthmnwnt of $24.132. founded N* the
bequest of Alexander C. Mercer of Newport, Rhode Island

KENYON COLLEGE
Tr *i ^utJleTford
Hayes, 1842, Scholarship, an endowment of $5,000,
a is irt y the trustees of the Hayes Foundation at Fremont.
1!• l
^ Holbrook, 1887, Scholarship, an endowment of $4,471,
* «' is e >y Mrs. Mame Holbrook. Students from Lucas County, Ohio, are
Riven special consideration.
7 he Julia Weaver Lawless Scholarship Endowment, founded by Mf
o >ert .
Veavcr of the Class of 1912 in memory of his sister. Assigned
insurance on Mr. Weaver's life with a face value of $10,000, the income from
which will be available for scholarship purposes.
7 he David Lewis Scholarship Endowment of $50,000, the bequest of
ore nee
is Rauh of Elyria, Ohio, the income to be used toward the
education and support of worthy and deserving students.
7 he I homas A. McBride Scholarship, an endowment of $2,000, founded

M n**'-'Vf V

A. McBride of Wooster, in mrmory of hrr son, Thomas A
Mr Bride of the Class of 1867.
1 he Mtlnune Scholarship, a gift of Mrs. Chnrles E. Milmine of New
mr,""ry °f hrr hu,band» Charles Edward Milmine, of the Classed
inn^
,h>; rnd°w«nent of $20,000 provides scholarships for students selected
!
for general merit.

M Nash of CinrilnaU*^

End°Wm'ni of

$,0.°°0 founded by bequest of Job

The Clifford At/red and Katherine Young Neff-Knox County Scholarship
wlw!!,™Je'S" THi' Bift »
«He late Katherine Young Neff.
Fivra ° it ' °r
/re(' lNJe^'
°f ,888' and her *'lter> Mr* Carrie Young
r°m wb'rb '* to h** UM>d to provide scholarship assistance
nrr(rr ki f m<
a ) y to residents of Knox County in cooperation with the Knox County
Alumni Association.
bv !\hf\ \"OTfle {°*"

Ptet Sch°l"rship,

Feet of the ClL^of 18GV l'r']U"
$5 000 nr. i/A

k

Drl

for gcn.rai Klholanhip

an endowment of $2,000, established

h°n°r

Poun^n,'on

""

°f

,ifH°nB frifnd'

J~"

Scholarship Fund, an endowment of
Di|!r"

Found,.ion, .0 bo u«d

cJZYZO'Zt

01*

the sift of thr !,/C.ndowmtnl,an endowment of $10,000,
W'
of Ak">" Tbr income from .hi. endo~
.
I
»w.rf,d
young mrn of promiw i„ „„e „f thp
,.udi»

5 ^ 1 ^ r * a n , 2 ••°° 0,

br
recently in hnnr,. s ,u v
kenyon Development Program and more
o the Kenyon men who lost their lives in World War II.
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Tht May Wtavar Mtmorial Scholanhip Fund. In memory nf Mr* Robert
A. Weaver of Cleveland, It being accumulated bv friends of Mr». Weaver
The Income from thia endowment will he awarded on the tame baait at the
Philander Chaae Scholarships.

LOAN FUNDS

The College administers the following loan fundi t
Tht Cutlii Fund, which now amounts to over $60,000. This fund, which
aids atudenti by loana at a low rate of intertat. wat granted to the Trustee,
of Kenyon Ikdlege by the late Henry B Curtia, LTD., of Mount Vernon
The intent la intended to meet only the risk of death and la not to be greater
than the average rate of lift insurance.
d
Tht Otmthy Fhillipt Fund of $1,000, whkh waa established br
Mrs BakrwrU Phillips of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to be loaned without
interest to a student intending to study for the ministry,

Tht Spitttr Loan Fund of $500, given by the late George Spitasr, 16*5.
of West Ufayette, Indiana, the Income to be used for loans to mentors..
students.
Tht Adduon C. Dukimon Loan Fund,

,h*

*

Addison C. Dkkinaon of Mount Vernon. Ohm. of $1/**> for the OoOagmta
Department and $1,000 for the Theological Department
Tht Grangtr-FolltU Mtmorial Fund, a specified portion in the amount
of $50,000 from the Granger Follett Memorial Fund
Sational Dtftn<t Education Act of 19J# Lam. Fund, The -<WeU par
ticipating in the National Defense Rducation Art Iman Ptogra^
funds for loans which are administered under t
vKolaeInquiries concerning these loan, should be sent to the Director of Scholar-

ships and Student Aid.
1MPIOYMINT OF STUOfNTS
A limited itumbr, <rf job.
f™ «" •'»*""
t~d
momry
TV* job. inrlud. mwtinn to *• Ubomtonm. the l> "T.
^ ^
offices, and waiting on tables in the Co—saw* PP*
Student Aid
ploymen, should be „mde so the Director ad Scholar*** -1 Student

COLLEGIATE FEES AND CHARGES
TUITION —For the academic year 1967-68 tuition will be $880 each
semester,
EXTRA COl RSE CHARGE — For students carrying courses in excess ol
the normal load, the charge per extra courae ia $175 for each aemeater.
II ITIC >N I ()R SPECIAL STUDENTS — For atudrnta carrying leu tha#
ihrrr couraea the charge ia $200 per courae for each aemeater. For thoae
counea requiring laboratory work, an additional fee of $10.00 per eoutse
i* (harged. I he maximum load for auch a atudent ia two couraea pel
aemeater. The tuition charge for atudenta carrying three couraea or more
ia the regular aemeater charge.
GENERAL FEE — $57.50 per aemeater, applicable to all atudenta. Thia fee
coven all chargea for health aervice, atudent activities athletics, and
social events except those sponsored by the Air Force Reserve Officer*'
Training Corps.
STUDENT AUTOMOBILE PERMIT FEE — $10.00 per aemeater. appli• able to all atudenta having automobilea on campus.
ORIEN 1 A TION FEE — A fee of $15 is charged for incoming Freshmen foe
the orientation program. Thia is non-refundable.
REGISTRATION FOR

ENTERING STUDENTS —a

fee of $15 ii

charged for initial application. Thia is non-refundable.
I ARORATt >RY FEE — There shall be charged an amount of $10 for each
laboratory course per semester
TRANSCRIPT FEE

There is no charge for initial transcript of grades;

however, each subsequent transcript furnished the atudent will coat $1 00
C.RADL A HON —^$12 to be paid at the beginning of the semester preced
ing graduation. Thia fee includes coat of diploma and rental of the bache
lor a cap, gown, and hood.
l AIfn *FGISTRATI0N
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AND OVERCUTTING — There is a penalty of
lor registering after Registration Day, and a penalty of $25 for any

c a« absence on the first day of classes in any college session or the last
day before a college vacation.
SPECIAL EXAMINATION FEE-$,0 for each examination.
BOOKSHOP DEPOSIT —An advance deposit of $150 ordinarily is made
or t e purchase of books and supplies, unless the atudent indicates he
deuces to purchase for cash Any unused balance of deposit will be
refunded upon graduation or withdrawal of the student
ST1 DENT INSURANCE - The College makes available to all students
*n Accident and Sicknesa Insurance program at an annual cost of $25 00.
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Students are enrolled in the program and charged for it unlra a waiver
card if tigned, declining the coverage. Descriptive literature and waiver
cardi are mailed to all parents during August.
AIR FORCE R.O.T.C. UNIFORM DEPOSIT — Student members of the
Air Force R.O.T.C. are required to make a Uniform Deposit of $23 at the
start of the course. Against this deposit are charged cost of lost or de
stroyed items of equipment and any other charges assessed by the I nit.
Any balance remaining at the end of the course is refunded to the student.
GENERAL REPLACEMENT — From each resident at Gund, Lewis, Norton,
Watson, Farr, Bushnell and Manning Halls, and any independent stu
dent housed within a division, a $10.00 deposit is required. This deposit
will be returned in whole or in part, depending upon the amount of
damage, at the end of the college fiscal year. The purpose of this drposit
is to defray expense incurred from unexpected or unusual maintrnam e
and repair arising from student occupancy.

LIVING EXPENSES
DORMITORY RENTALS — Rentals in the College dormitories per semester
are:
Triple Occupancy
$173.00 per student
Double Occupancy
200.00 per student
Single Occupancy
237.30 per student
Farr Hall — Single (Private bath)
..
Single (semi-private bath)

300.00 per student
273.00 per student

All resident students live in college dormitories. DoasstToataa aaa
CLOSKD DUBINO m VACATIONS.
COMMONS CHARGE — $300 a semester. This fee covers food, service, and
use of the common room, of Peirce Hall. All rendent student, eat ,n the
Great Hall of the College Commons. NON-RESIDENT students are
charged $10 a semester for use of the common rooms

PAYMENTS
x'TERING STUDENTS —A candidate for admission is rh>f*p^ • fr\
$13 for initial application. Upon notification that he ha. been admitted n
Kenyon College, the candidate must return with h.s acceptance a non
refundable advance payment of $100 which will be errd.ted
bill for the first semester. A non-refundable room starvation .re of
must be received by Kenyon College not later than May 13. Th.t fee also
will be credited on the bill for the first vmotrr.
'.TURNING STUDENTS —At the time of preregistratron m April nf
each year, a deposit of $30 is required to complete registration Tb- pay
ment will appear as credit on the fall semester statement
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ALL STUDENTS — A statement of account will be sent to individual* re
sponsible for payment, itudent or parent, before the beginning of each
semester. All charges assessed by the College (tuition and fees, room and
board) are due and payable at the beginning of each semester, before
completion of registration, and before admittance to classes.
In accordance with rules established by the Board of Trustees, an additional
fee of l ,o of the amount remaining unpaid at the close of business on the day
on which it is due will be added to the balance of any account not paid
when due. In addition, any student whose bill is 30 days past due may be
suspended from all college privileges until payment has been made.
SCHEDULE OF PAYMENTS
For Freshmen Only

On application (non-refundable)
On acceptance (non-refundable)
Room reservation (non-refundable)
(not later than May 15)

$ 15.00
100.00
100.00

For Returning Sludtnts Only

Pre-registration — Not later than Aug. 1, 1967

50.00

For All Students
On or before August 23, 1967

1587.50

Advanc e payment for first semester in
cludes Tuition, General Fee, Commons,
Room, (double), and Book Deposit.
On or be fort January 5, 1968

1437.50

Advance payment for second semester in
cludes Tuition, General Fee, Commons.
Room (double), plus additional fees and
miscellaneous charges incurred from first
semester.

An> additional charge* incurred from second semester are due and payable
before graduation for Seniors; all other students' charges are due and payable
upon receipt of statement
Students and parents arc urged to familiarise themselves with the above
schedule and make payments promptly.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND STUDENT AID - An, .ludrnt nrnivin* fm.nci.1
istance may apply up to one-half of such assistance to each semester
against the required fees and charges.
PARTIAL PAYMENT PLANS - Some parent, may prefer to pay tuition
and other fees in equal monthly installments during the year. The College
tt happy to offer this convenience through the facilities of The Tuition
an. Inc., and Education Funds, Inc., at an additional cost Upon request,

FOCS AND CHANM
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detailed description of the plans will be forwarded, together with necessary
application forms. Arrangements should be completed at least 30 days
before the date of registration.
Loans in limited amounts are available from Kenyon (allege loan
Funds.
GENERAL STATEMENTS — All students admitted to Kenyon College and
permitted to register with postponement of payment of any of the r*'*
nated fees and charges because of guarantee of payment thereof by any
person or agency, governmental or otherwise, are so admitted and per
mitted to register under the express stipulation that if, for any reason,
such person should not pay any portion of the student's account, the
student and/or his parent or guardian are liable for t is payment
a
such proper fees and charges. Tht total foot and
/•' •
studtnt for two ,ama,tars,tMclativa of non-raearriag end voluntary that gat,
laboratory fttt, art or followt:

1967 / 96#
_ . .
Tuition

$1,760.00

-

11500

General Fee

„

60000

Commons
Dormitory Room (approximate average)

400 00

Bookshop Deposit (optional)
$5,025

ALL FBES AMDCHABOES AEE SUBJECT TO r.HAJSOE AT AWT TIMf *

noAxn or

teustees.

A student who wishes to trurfrr hi. credit. to «mtlwr in-itutK>n «
to withdraw from the College must pay in full all h»s i
Kenyon College, including all amounts borrowed, be ore •
of his record will be issued or his release granted C.ra " »rr
until all payments are made.

If FUND POUCY
The Board of Trustees of Kenyon College in 1
policy with regard to refund of tuition an ™

tS
fwm fW djlW

five weeks of actual attendas.es "^enjon ( %hr foUo^ schedule This
ment, charges are made in accordance
-mml ho assd other fees
schedule applies only to the tuition charge The general
and book charges are not refundable.
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Period of actual attendance in
Krnyon College from date of enrollment
One week or leu
Between one and two weckf
Between two and three week*
Between three and four weeki
Between four and five weeki
Over five weelu

Per cent of tuition charged

20%
20%
40%

60%
80%
100%

I he following rule governs Commons rebates:
Rebates on payments for board at the College Commons are made only in
case of withdrawal from Krnyon College or of absence because of illness for
«ix or more consecutive weeks. Application for rebate must be made before
the end of the semester during which the withdrawal or absence occurs. If •
refund is neceuary, the charges for Commons meals will be prorated on •
weekly basis.
I he following rule governs refunds for dormitory room rental:
Thrrr shall be no refund of dormitory room rent for the semester, except
in the rase of a student withdrawing from the College because of serious ill
ness. Such a student shall be charged 10% of the amount due for the period
dunng which the room is unoccupied.
In the case of a student being drafted into the Armed Services, those fees
an c argr* for tuition, board and room for a semester will be prorated and a
refund made for the unused portion.

DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION
AEROSPACE STUDIES

Colonel Wcidcnbusch, Military Commander*
Major Green, Chairman
Captain Covello
The United States Air Force Reserve Officers Training program
(Air Force ROTC) provides the student an opportunity to qualify
for a Reserve commission in the United States Air Force. rhe two
year program is designed to develop within the student the qua itics
of leadership and other attributes essential to progressive at vance
ment to positions of responsibility as commissioned oftit er* in t ir
United States Air Force. Further information concerning the pro
gram is on page 105.
n .
Students who are accepted into the two-year program enro in
AS 300 and AS 400 in their Junior and Senior yean of college.
res|>ectively. The curriculum, in combination with the Cx>rps rain
ing sessions and summer field training, is designed to P1™'1
Pro"
fessional background to future career Air Force officcn.
e twoyear curriculum is outlined below.
AS 300.

AIKOSPACI STUDIES.

1

"""

Growth and Development of Aerospace Power. A survey course
about the nature of war; development of airpower in the United
States; mission and organization of the Defense Department, ir
Force concepts, doctrine, and employment; astronautics an space
operations; and the future development of aerospace power, in
cluding the United States space programs. vehicles, systems, an
problems in space exploration. Three classroom our* Per
for the full academic year (a total of 90 clawroom hotm>. Ca
also attend a one hour Corps Training session eac i wee o
demic year.
_ . _____ c.
Prerequisite: Approval of the Professor of rro*f>ace
I
AS 400.

AftOSPACI ITUOI1S.

.

•

The Professional Officer. A study of professKmalTim. leaders* |.

and management Includes ihe meaning of pro miona ism.
tional responsibilities, the Military Justice System:
functions, and practices; management principles and tunctceo. protv
lem solving; and management tools, practices, an con
•
classroom hour, per week for the full «adem«
of W
classroom hours). Cadets also attend a one mur -or;
session each week of the academic year.
Prerequisite: Approval of the Profe«* of Aermpoce Stud**
st Okie Wsrisfa* UmPtrrrty
4A
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ART
Associate Professor Slate, Chairman
Assistant Professor VVolfT
Mr. Boyd
I lie purpose of the Department of Art is to provide a foundslion for advanced schooling in and understanding of the visual arts.
I lie major in art offers special emphasis in painting, sculpture, or
ait history, and a program of studies for the undergraduate who
hopes to enter a professional school of architecture. The studio
major presupposes a high degree of talent, and all major programs
in art may be supplemented by the Great Lakes Colleges Association
summer program in Guanajuato, Mexico.
Courses required of studio majors: Within the Department: six
units, including 11, 12, 13, 21-22, 23-24, 31, 32-33 or 34-35, and one
unit of art history. Potential sculptors need take only /a unit of
painting, potential painters */% unit of sculpture, using the remain
ing unit for work in the special topics course Art 100. Outside the
Department: two units from such allied fields as Music, Drama, the
writing and poetry courses in English, and Philosophy of Art.
Courses required of majors specializing in art history: Within the
Department: II and 21 or 13 and 23, and three units from art
ustor), Outside the Department: two units from History 17, 18, 19.
-0, 43-44, 45-46, and 100 courses and/or Philosophy 55. Also, for
art history students intending to continue art history in graduate
school, a reading knowledge of French and German, or up to two
units in anguagr courses. Students who arc already proficient in
t icse anguages or those not intending to continue art history in
graduate school may choose courses from three of the following
departments: Music, Drama, English, History, Classics, Philosophy,
ti ^t\(ircfl**ectUTr students should include in their courses of study
the following: Art 11, 12, 13, 23-24, 34-35; Math 11-12 (Calri.hu
• /1 fcncl two physics courses.
n. cotot.

%

'"trrartion

.
of color; its relativity vibration, mixture
tinn« »°W 1 ^ rp atc to 'magc-making. Students proceed from solu>ns to prescribed problems to the invention of designs that incor
porate constellation, configuration, and other visual phenomena.
Outside assignments. No prerequisite.
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11. DISION.

VS W»N

Study of geometrical form, proceeding from two-dimensional
form to three-dimensional form in motion; use of various materials
such as wood, pa}>cr, rlay, augmented by informal lecture* on callig
raphy, environmental design, and the mathematical and aesthetic
implications of form. No prerequisite.

11. fUNDAMINTALS OS

H

DSAWINO

Introduction to freehand drawing and its various media, alter
nating between simple conceptual and perceptual problems, using
both organic and mechanical forms. No prerequisite.

U-1S. WISTIRN ART. PRIHISTORIC TO TNI rtlttNT
14.

ORIIK ART.

I
H

Ilic Eastern Mediterranean World.

If. ROMAN ART.

*

m*

Etruscan to Ityzantine.

IMt. MIOIIVAL ART.

' •"*

Exploration of art forms developed from the fall of the Roman
Empire to the 15th century, including Islamic art and the art of
the Indian sub-continent.

10. MOCXRN ARCMITICTURI:

•»* 10* CtNTUtlM

H

1
11-11. TMIORY AND FRACTICI Of RAINTINO.
A studio course, stressing pictorial elements and concentrating
on assigned problems, using paper and water-based paint* Midi a*

acrylic polymer. Outside assignments. Prerequisite: Art II, whfc*
may be taken concurrently.

11-14. TMCORY AND fRACTICI Of SCUtfTURf.
A studio course, beginning with solutions to problems m

m

organic and geometric forms in clay, proceeding to rnostriKtmm in
such materials as cardboard, balsa, styrafoam, wire, and sheet metal
Second semester introduces carving and castiy; rxmnion of^a
mayor individual project Outside assignments. Prerrcpitsile
rt
or permission of instructor. Art 12 is desirable

11. ADVANCRO DSAWINO

Study of the human figure, beginning with an ***** of the
animal skull, the human skull, the skeleton, and proceeding with »be
nude. Students copy Old Master and anatomical drawings a* nutride assignments. Pencil, ink and pen. wash. Prerequisite: Art 13
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32*33.

ADVANCiD PAINTING.

1 unit

Oil painting on canvas. Introduction to and experimentation
with materials. Individual problems. The various theories and
schools of art are discussed as they become pertinent to the par
ticular problem with which the student is working. Class criticism.
Outside assignments. Prerequisite: 21-22.
34-33.

AOVANCIO SCULPTURE

I wall

Continuation of beginning sculpture, but with more intensive
exploration of materials, tools, and techniques as sources of creative
inspiration. Individual problems in coordinating concepts and cxecu*
tion of three-dimensional form. Prerequisite: Art 23-24.
100.

SPICIAl TOPICS.

Vi vftit

Independent study of painting, sculpture, design, graphics, and
art history, as well as ofTcrings of special courses to be taught infre
quently by the staff or by visiting artists and lecturers.
Studio Work in Stained Glass.
Graphics, including the art of the Book.
300.

JUNIOR HONORS PROJICT. ft

*»»

Independent work for honors students.
400.

SINIOR HONORS PROJICT.

BIOLOGY

Professor Yow, Chairman
Associate Professor Blight
Asrociate Professor Burns
Assistant Professor Jegla
Mr. Clark
I he major program in the Department of Biology is designed to
acquaint the student with the principles and methods vital to an
understanding of modern day biology. At the same time this pro
gram prepares the student for professional work in biology and the
medical sciences. Independent study, either in or out of the honors
program, is encouraged for all students, in order that they may have
some contact with research. Many of the courses within the depart
ment demand the writing of term papers, and the students are
encouraged to utilize original literature from our journal library.
Critical appraisal of current research is emphasized. Students are
encouraged to draw their own conclusions and to discuss them with
members of the staff.
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The major in biology consists of Biology 11-12L, si* or more
advanced courses in the department and a sufficient number of re
lated courses, determined by the department, to make up the eight
units of credit required for the major. Ordinarily, the related courses
will be in chemistry, physics, psychology and mathematics, although
the precise program will be determined for the student in consulta
tion with his adviser.
The student planning to attend medical school or graduate u hool
in biology will satisfy the requirements of those schools by the design
of his major program.
11*111.
It-Ill.

INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION TO
TO ZOOIOOY.
ZOOIOOT.

.'^

The primary aim of this course is to demonstrate biological
principles, concepts and methods. This is achieved by studying t w
phyla in considerable detail, utilizing representative species in t ic
laboratory. Genetics, evolution, physiology and embryology are
itudied where properly associated with each group. \Mierr pmsi »lr
living animals are used to demonstrate behavioral and physiol'V*
activities. This course is a prerequisite for advanced biology
and is intended primarily for students planning to major in bsowgy.
Required by medical schools, % class hours, 128 laboratory bnun
No prerequisite.

tl-ll. INTRODUCTION TO SIOIOOT.
.'7'
F.wntiallv the »t count a. Biol 11-121., »bovr >.ith the
exception of the laboratory. In Biol. 11-12, in addition tot e turr
material, there will be the equivalent of an additional Imur per
week, the hour to be arranged, to be spent in laboratory <!••**»•
011 ,n
«tration-participation exercises. These *ill be
informal atmosphere and may consist of individual arx or
projects in some cases. This additional hour will be «P«»By
designed to fill the needs of the diversifying student. % dsn hm
32 laboratory hours.
No prerequisite. Open as a guided elector
*4. rsiNcmrs or ivou/now.
, H 7*
An introduction to modern concepts of the pmrew
evolution. Following a discussion of present thrones pyHMlj
origin of life and biochemical evolution, the
'
'
•elected animal groups is reconstructed on t e
from paleontology, comparative anatomy embryology, taxonewny
and other biological fiekb. The proce* of speoatwn
in terms of genetic mechanisms, variation, adaptation, na ur
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tion and various kinds of isolation. A previous knowledge of biology
is neither assumed nor needed. 48 class hours.
No prerequisite.
21.

FIELD BIOLOGY AND KCOLOGY.

\/t

W*H

1 lie course is concerned with the interrelationships between living organisms and the various physical, chemical and biotic factors
in. !
cnv'ron,nent. Characteristics of ecosystems and the factor*
w lie influence their structure and perpetuation are examined in
etail Biotic interactions arc explored in terms of the characteristics
an < ynamics of populations, communities and other aggregations,
.a moratory studies and field trips acquaint the student with ecological
principles and taxonomic methods as applied to the local fauna
and flora. 48 class hours, 64 laboratory hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 11-12L.
3*.

SELECTED TOPICS IN INVERTEBRATE BIOLOGY.

Yi •**

8u^j^ct maltcr

ii
is drawn mainly from current research in
the fields of invertebrate ecology, physiology and behavior. Among
topics considered arc: aspects of environment and adaptation,
mimicry and camouflage, defense mechanisms; hormonal control of
< lapause, metamorphosis, molting and reproduction, periodicities,
an structure and function in the nervous system; social and repro*
ucti\ e >cia\ior, migration, direction finding, spatial orientation
and communication. 48 class hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 11-12L.
41.

COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGY. ft

«•*

Tins course will be primarily concerned with analysis of the differhr JTT
(e.g. nervous system) in animals. Topics to
ar.p r^rnotic and ionic regulation, nutrition and digestion,
an* mn nr at'on> blood pigments, temperature relations, cooI ul C s^stcrm' enfi°crine systems, sense organs and nervous ivstefflS^oratory exercbea will be devoted to a study of some of these
j • m invert® urates primarily, but vertebrate animals will also be
S°me.of
exercises. 48 class hours, 64 laboratory hours.
p
Prerequisite: Biology 11-12L.
11.

embryology.

,}

kIC t'ev®'0P71cnt
animals, with particular emphasis
atre ira«tn^ *• ratcs
attention is paid to fertilization, cleavExoerim#^t V"" ifn( i l'ie ^ormat'on of the various organ system!
in the latter cni
forms the basis of the principles studied
«n the latter part of the course. The chick and pig are analysed »

uoon
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M

laboratory, and the student may undertake an analysts of develop
ment using living embryos. 48 class hours, 64 laboratory hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 1M2L.
SI.

MICtOSCOFIC ANATOMY.

%

Animal tissues, mainly mammalian, are studied with the view of
discovering the functional significance of their structure. This study
is extended to the organs constructed from the various tissues. Hie
laboratory work includes the microscopic identification of major
mammalian tissues and organs and study of electron micrographs.
48 class hours, 64 clock hours of laboratory.
Prerequisite: Biology 11-121,.
14. CTTOIOOY.
*
The results of modern experimental methods of investigating dw
structure and function of microscopic and sub-microscope com
ponents of plant and animal cells. Mechanisms concerned with cell
division: chemical features of the mitotic apparatus, replication of
the hereditary material, intrinsic and extrinsic factors wWrh afire t
cell division. Organization of the genetic material and its n»le in
nucleo-eytoplasmic interactions in normal cell function ami during
development. 45 class hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 11-12L. (Recommended for students who
do not elect Biology 66).
V'
*5. OtNCTICS.
This course is designed to produce a thorough understanding of
classic genetic principles and theories and to explore in drtai nrw
trends in genetic research in terms of their impact on modern con
cepts of the nature of the gene and the mode of grne action. I op* *
considered include transmission genetics, quantitative inhentam e.
linkage, mutation, biochemical genetics, gene structure and unction,
rxtrachromosomal inheritance, developmental and population genet
ics. 42 class hours.
Prerequisite: Biology I1-I2L. (Methemetirs 1-2 or 11-12 and
Chemistry 5*6 recommended).

41.

A HI MAI SCMAVIOS

% mma

This course deals with the interactions arms* anireah and the
neurophysiologies bans for their behavior. Topic m. bide hrha>v a
M
ecology, inheritance of behavior, instincts, learning and
nlogv. Formal laboratory experiments are performed with j*m«n*na.
and selected invertebrates and vertebrates in order to iltustra* ao.
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principles. An independent investigation is completed by the student
I he course is limited to 15 students.
Prerequisite: Biology 11-12L or Psychology 11-12 (credit in
>oth is recommended). Written permission from instructor.
66.

CIU PHYSIOLOGY.

yy

Ivecture and laboratory work concerning the nature of cellular
environments, the physical and chemical organization of cells, the
f x< hangc between cells and their environments, irritability and
resjion.ie, nutrition and growth, and cell division. 48 class hours, 64
clock hours of laboratory.
Prerequisite: Biology 1I-12L; Pre or Corequisite: Physics 3-4;
C hcmistry 31-32, and consent of the instructor.
PROBLEMS IN 1IOLOOY.

•P.

% to

Independent investigation of a problem related to a course, to
a istaff member's research, or to a special interest of the student
May be taken concurrently with a course to which the problem
is re a tec. May be taken during the academic year or during *
s|>ecial summer program.
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
»00.

SENIOR SEMINAR.

% to ft

Study and discussion of special topics, based on assigned readings
or student research projects.
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
300.

JUNIOR HONORS COURSE.

|

Seminar and research for junior Honors candidates.
600.

SENIOR HONORS COURSE.

|**

Seminar and research for senior Honors candidates.

CHEMISTRY
Professor York, Chairman
Professor Barker
•Professor Norton
Professor Pappenhagcn
Associate Professor Johnson
™C,Trk °(.thU department provides the student with a scienUn rn,an ing and knowledge of chemistry. Even in the elecour»es it is intended that students who do not plan to
•On tnbbatual Uapt, utond ttmttUr, 1967-68.
m

CHEMISTRY
study chemistry beyond this level will, ncverthelcM, know an appre
ciable body of factual information and also be aware of the nature
of chemistry as one of the sciences and liberal arts. More a vane
courses prepare majors for graduate work in chemistry or < leinica
pengineering, or for commercial laboratory work, as well a« P
through the major program, that degree of chemica education
necessary for professional fields such as medicine, dentistry, business.
etc.
The department is approved by the American C »»nut a . »e >
in res|)ect to faculty, facilities, and curricula. Students w
c esi
to meet the minimum standards set by the Society an< T™1?
eligible for full membership, senior grade, in the Society witn
two years after graduation, if t w o years experience in t i e ir < o
,r'm
cliemistry is obtained, should elect the following courses.
,
II, 12, 21, 22, 31-32, 33-34, 65, 66, two half-unit credits w
from (Chemistry 51, 63, and 71, and at least one-half unit from
200, 300, or 400. In addition the candidate should p>»^'J
11-12, Mathematics 21-22 and German 1-2 or its equiva m ^
minimum requirement for tlic major in <
ci
n
tification) must include Ghcmistry II, 12. 21,2.
• •
•
66, as well as one unit credit of ph>si«, and Mathematics I M2.
Exceptions to these requirements may be crantet in 'iml*'
on petition to the Department of Chemistry. Onhnari i »e < j
1
ment will accept as a major any student who. at t
application, has achieved a grade average of . or
department.
For the chembtry major who pUn, to attend medieal whonj
or a profrational tchnol other than one in rhomntrv,
u»t»
will suggest a suitable program to meet the necexun prerequ
in addition to those described above,
1
14. coNCtrrs or PUTWCAI scifwCf.
.
This is an integrated course in Chemistry an<
' ' arimce In
he selected as a guided electhr in the area of p^
those not majoring in science. It fulfills no
l^ww ledge of
department. There is no special rrquirrment.
^itwnd
hieh school algebra is assumed. Uboratoorm
of the crucial experiments of classical a
**
ical science. 84 class hours, 56 clock hours o a
11.

*

STINCLFTIS or CHFMISTSY
. . . ..
.
Introduction to the fundamental principles n <
. nature ^
by , more drtaiM ,tudy ni atomic rrructmr and th. narnrr n(
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the chemical bond. 1hese principles are used to investigate the propcities of the elements, their compounds, and the reactions they
undergo. 12 class hours, 42 clock hours of laboratory. Those students
with inadequate secondary school preparation in chemistry will be
required to meet for one extra hour per week during the first
semester.
No prerequisite.
1J.

PRINCIPLES OF CHEMISTRY. ft

wiM

A continuation of the studies started in Chemistry 5. 42 class
hours, 42 clock hours of laboratory.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 11 or placement.
91.

QUANTITATIVE ANAIVSIS. ft

A study of the principles of quantitative analysis. The course is
asc< on the titrimctric, gravimetric, and simple instrumental an
alysis of common inorganic materials with accompanying laboratory
work. 28 class hours, 84 clock hours of laboratory.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 12 or placement.
11.

INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS

y, v»M

Advanced principles and techniques for the analysis of both
inorganic and organic compounds, including experiments involving
mu ^-component systems. Spectrophotometry, electrometric, and
other instrumental methods. 42 class hours, 84 clock hours of
laboratory.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 21, and 33-34.
11-11.

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

f.

*»{*

A stiidv of the physical and chemical properties of organic com
pound* based on the fundamental concepts of molecular structure
and reaction mechanism. Applications to synthesis are included
e a ratorv work involves the preparation of a number of
organic compounds and studies effects of reaction parameters on
rour,r of organic reactions Techniques of separation and iden
tification of organic compounds are included. 84 class hours, 16®
C rxk hours of laboratory for chemistry majors. 84 class hours,
nock hours laboratory for non-majors.

Prerequisite: Chemistry 12 or placement.
11-14

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY.

^ mm*

This course covers the properties of the states of matter, thermochemistry, chemical thermodynamics, properties of solutions, homo-

U

CmcMiffritY

gmcoui and heterogeneous equilibrium, kinetics, electrochemistry,
colloids, and quantum theory. 84 class hour*.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 12, physics, calculus (or concurrent).
This year course starts ttsc second semester and ends the following
mid-year.
Students other than chemistry majors may register for Chemistiy
33 for one-fourth unit credit.
St.

ADVANCED PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY.

*

Selected topics in physical chemistry. 42 class hours, no
laboratory.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 34.
*1.

AOVANCBD INOROANIC CHEMISTRY.

This course includes a study of selected elements and their
compounds in light of the more recent theoretical advance* in t
interpretation of bonding, in reactivity of inorganic compoun *,
and in structural chemistry. 42 claw hours, no laboratory.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 33-34 (Chem. 34 msy be takrn concurrently.)
AS.

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY.

.

(

A laboratory course designed to demonstrate the pnnaples am
techniques of physical chemistry. Extensive data analysis a reports
required.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 21 and 33.
a w*
AA.

ADVANCED LABORATORY.

An intensive study of selected inorganic ami
JvTvI
ernphasbang research orientation Physical Chaiuc am
Chemical techniques and methods are used in t e
.
the traction., an.) in vparation and Wcntifiraoon d thr matrnah
prepared.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 65 and Choimlrv 31-32 !or concur
rent).
%
'1.

ADVANCED 0*0ANIC CMRMfSYRY.

Selected topics in organic chemistry. 42 class
r*. no
Prerequisite: Chemistry 31-32 and Chemistry 33-34
*00

INDEPfNOENT STUDY M CHEMIfYRY
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
For chemistry majors in their uppu classyear*
Credit to he determined at time of registration hut m* to
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than one-fourth unit credit nor more than one-half unit credit
each semester.
200.

SEMINAR IN CHIMISTRY.

y4

u„j»

Prerequisite: Consent of the Department.
300.

JUNIOR HONORS COURSI.

Prerequisite: Consent of the department.
Credit to be determined at time of registration.
400

SENIOR HONORS COURSI.

Prerequisite: Consent of the department.
C redit to be determined at time of registration.

CLASSICAL LANGUAGES

Associate Professor McCulloh, Chairman
Mr. Hennrtt
I he courses of this department arc intended to introduce the
stiu ent to a knowledge of the languages, literatures, and civilixaturns of Greece and Rome. Courses in Greek and Latin are offered
, aM
of attainment, beginning with elementary courses
< cmanding no previous knowledge of the language and extending
a< xanced tourses designer) to gix*e a firsthand acquaintance with
some of the masterpieces of Greek and Latin Literature. The study
«! classical Greek affords to pre-theological students an excellent
foundation for study of the Greek New Testament, and Latin »
sen
or any thorough study of the Romance languages. Ac*
|uaintancc with the (.lassies should also deepen the students
understanding of English literature and the English language
n< eec. almost any study of the Western intellect and imagination
looks rejieatedly toward Greece and Rome, and docs so to greatest
advantage through the lucid windows of the original languages.
CLASSICAL CIVILIZATION

I hese courses do not require
11-11. ANCIfNT HISTORY.

a knowledge of Greek or Latin.
,

A Study of the ancient world, from prehistory to the fourth
rntury A I). The course emphasizes tics between the Near East
an<
ta
heading of ancient authors in translation, and
ronudcration of archeolngical evidence arc
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11-14.

CREEK LITERATURE IN ENOIISH.

'

The major phases in ancient Greek literature are examined,
from Hotner to the Greco-Roman period. Readings include tlie
Iliad and the Odyssay, lyric poetry, selected tragedies (with a study
of tragic theory) and comedies, and jxirtions of Herodotus, 1 hucydides, and Plato. Some coitsideration is given to the influence of
Greek literature on subsequent Western literature.
'00.

INDEPENDENT STUDY.

Various topics in the field of classics which arc not provide*! for
in other courses. E.g., archaeology, classical linguistics, ami Sanskrit.
100.

ADVANCED STUDIES IN ANCIENT HISTORY.

H

Greek History.
The Hellenistic Age.
The Roman Republic.
The Roman Empire.

GREEK
"•'J.

ELEMENTARY GREEK

A short dialog by Plato is read at the end of the year.
No prerequisite.
11-11.

INTERMEDIATE ©REEK.

sJruT

Homer. Simple lyric poetry. Herodotus. A drama b> Sophoc
Euripides, or Menander.
IMl.

I viM

GREEK LITERARY GENRES.

,

,vryM,%

The readings arc designed to suggest some of t re t
*t)lc and outlook within Greek literature. E.g., Pindar am
V i c poets; Aeschylus' A g a m r m n o n , A r i s t o p h a n e s , H i
"ate'.
Symfcnum,Ttaxritm, D.phni,
Byzantine and Modern Greek may be included. IT*
be repeated.

m

^

fnurv" n

u pal
'00

RAPID READING IN GREEK AUTHORS.

This course mav be
taken auw
either to
t
dc laacn
— supplement
—ri

*

^xrther course in the department or to pursue a I**1*

/
,

r

fading not otherwise provided for. including some Modern
'•

JUNIOR HONORS COURSE.

V"

Independent study for junior candidates for honor* m
,

'•

SENIOR HONORS COURSE

...

.

% •» t •*»
,

Independent study in Greek for senior candidates for N>t>.

(18
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LATIN
I^atin 1-2 and 11-12 arc open to all freshmen. Students are
assigned to the proper course by interviews and a placement test.
Qualified freshmen are also admitted to advanced courses with the
permission of the instructor.
I-1.

ELEMENTARY UTIN.

1

Forms, syntax, and vocabulary, simple prose reading, and com
position. By the end of the year the student should lie able to read
narrative prose with understanding.
II-11.

INTERMEDIATE LATIN.

'

This course is intended for students who can read average Latin
prose. The second semester affords an introduction to Latin poetry
through selections from Catullus, Ovid, Propcrtius, and Tibullus.
II-JI.

VEROIL AND PETRONIUS.

'

Two compreheasive and shaqdy opposed literary encounters
with the complex, ambivalent experience of the early Empire. f°r
their differing purposes, the authors effect an intricate and sophisti
cated transformation of such genres as pastoral, didactic, and <*P,r
poetry, romance, the novella, and Menippean satire.
11-34.

PHILOSOPHY: CICIRO ANO LUCRETIUS.

'

Cicero presents in the main the Platonic view. Lucretius argu**
for F.picurus's creed in epic verse.
15-14.

HORACI: SATIRES ANO ODES; SELECTED LETTERS.

1

These two authors afford an insight into the private lives and
attitudes of typical Romans. In addition, Horace's works are exam
ples of the two genres of satire and ode, and Pliny's letters are
models of the conversational style of an educated Roman.
100.

RAPID RSAOINO IN UTIN AUTHORS.

* **

This course may be taken either to supplement the work <*
another course in the department or to pursue a special course <*
reading not otherwise provided for.
100.

JUNIOR HONORS COURSE.

Independent study in Latin for junior candidates for
400

SENIOR HONORS COURSE.

%

Independent study in Latin for senior candidates for

Honors.
1

Honors.

DRAMA

W

DRAMA
Professor Michael, Chairman
Assistant Professor Patterson
Mr. Hobbie
Some of man's most revealing statements about himself have
been made in his dramatic writing, his plays, and some of his most
significant activity has been theatrical. A play is to be understood in
relation to tire theater for which it was written. I he enterprise of
the theater, past and present, is the concern of the Department.
The courses listed below ran contribute variety and breadth to
the course of study of any student, or they can serve as ( ocnatrs
for students majoring in a variety of disciplines, or they can form
the heart of a curriculum for students majoring in some a«pe< t of
drama. The major in Drama is designed for any student with an
interest in the subject, and its pursuit should not be thought of as
pre-professional, although the student who graduates with a major
in Drama will be well prepared to pursue a graduate degree in t
subject.
The Guided Elective: The Department recommends Drama
11-12. Some other courses (especially 15-14) are available under
twain circumstances.
The major in Drama is normally open to students *
'*7
formance in Drama 11-12 (or Basic III) has been rood Of Use
right units in the major program, no more than u* 'm<
ing
IWa 11-12, and Drama 200) shall be in this department, and no
than two in related subjects. It is posnble for a student to design
his program in such a way as to stress the theatrical or
"P«ts of the subject, and in both cases to give his study
historical basis.
A

VOK« A NO TMCTIOM.

.

.

A study of the voice as an instrument for communication i
course provides an introduction to the theory of vosce con
practice with a variety of literary materials.
Not a guided elective.
A OTAI IIAOINO

,

T*

A study of the principle#, vocal and litrTarv. ,m
.
interpretation of works of literature. Continuing prart*
•elections of increasing difficulty.
Not a guided elective.
Prerequisite: Drama 3, or the consent of the instructor

_

,

-^
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11-12.

INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER.

1

slucl)

^
of the theory and practice of the theater as an art form.
ie course will give special emphasis to direct experience of
t icater, some important works in its history, the idea of theater at
medium, and the work of several important theater artists.
Lecture and discussion, reading and problems, exercises and
demonstrations.
Recommended (>uidcd Elective. Required first course for all
Majors in Drama.
13-14.

HISTORY OF THE THEATER.

I

An historical study of the theatrical institution from its origin
•<» t ie present time. The physical theater structure, the pla>s and
cm|>hasf "'l l'°n

C,CmCMts

of

acli"g,

directing and design will I*

Lecture and discussion, readings, projects and rejiorts.
Prerequisite: Sophomore Standing.
31-22.

ELEMENTS OF THEATER ART.

I

A close examination of the arts of the theater, particularly
directing, and design.

a< hng,

Reading, discussion problems and practice will increase the
»u ents understanding of the theatrical experience and develop
his skill m the theater arts.
Prerequisite: Drama 11-12.
31-32.

THE PLAY: PLAYWRITING AND DRAMATIC THEORY.

1

**

A study of the play as an artistic and literary form. The cour*
emphasizes the theory and technique of the major forms of drama*
ing considered in relation to representative plays and to the
jraters for which they were written. The problems of the p*«yH.i* »• ^ .c^nuned 'n die light of some important works of
playwritLCnt>C^ and b«>ught into focus by the practice of
Prerequisite: Sophomore Standing.
51-54.

THE STAGE AND ITS PUTS. ft

IOTns of u>* theater, of selected plays of a pen"1
, *
nlavwJli!? tra"?"C "^'"ement, or the work of an important
E™Ph«» on
fhtTT.
theatrical qualities of the play" *"•>
by means of problem, and exercises.

51.

THE GREEK AND ROMAN THEATER.

52.

THE ELIZABETHAN THEATER.

KCONOMICS

0!

53. THI THIATIR Of TNI 17th onH lllh CINTURIIS
54. THI THIATIR 01 THI tflti CINTURY.
55. THI THIATIR Of THI IARIY 30H» CINTURY.
SA. THI CONTIMfORARY THIATIR

Sophomore Standing.
TOO. INOIMNDINT
Projerts will
culminating in a
piece of work in

ITUOY.
* * 1 •**
normally be of two kinds: scholarly research
long pAjwr, or creative activity leading to a major
one of the art* of the theater
Permission of the Department.

tOO

MNIOR SIMINAR.
'
This course, substantially historical in plan, provides the
advanced student with an opportunity to make a synthesis
theater history, the arts of the theater and dramatic literature
Independent research projects and the presentation of CP"1
For Drama Majors.
ECONOMICS

Associate Professor Brehm, Chsirmsn
Professor Titus
'Associate Professor Batrhelder
Assistant Professor Censemer
Assistant Professor Renning
Mr. Bond
Mr. Buechner
It is the aim of the Department of Economics; (I) to famibansr
"dents with the origins, character, and operation of
emnomv
-ganizauon and other economic organuatinm of the past
rramt; (2) to investigate with students fecial field* and pmnm
• economics with a view to obtaining *n under*andmg oferwmx
ends, forces, and principka, and their relation to the mhrtjnn ct
»ch problems; and (3) to develop ia students the hah.t of
>prnaching all industrial and mil"r aftn?*y frnirn *
"her than a private or individual pesnt r( new
The courses that form the major program are denied to
mush a foundation for graduate study m ectmnmsrs, tmmttm
*Om U*r*

•/

mhirnrf. trt+md *
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administration, law, journalism, politics, government administration
and foreign service. A major in Economics can also l>c of value to
students who plan to go directly into business, journalism, politics
or government service after graduation.
The Major Program. Successful completion of Economics II*
12, with a grade of, at least, C, is a prerequisite to becoming •
major. Three to five additional units within the Department are
required, including Economics 21, 23, 35, and 400. Cognate subjects
are chosen with the help of the student's advisor, so as to provide
an integrated major with a particular emphasis. For example, com*
binations of courses from various departments can be arranged to
emphasize international problems, industrial relations, quantitative
economics, etc. Majors are also responsible for an understanding of
the books on the departmental Independent Reading List.
11-11. INTRODUCTION TO ICONOMICS.
t •"*
A study of the operation of modern economic society. Includes
an introductory analysis of production, exchange, prices, distribution
and national income.
Required of students who major in Economics.
INTIRMIDIATI RRICI THIOtY.
Vi •»*
An intensive and advanced study of economic analysis used in
the study of consumer behavior, production, exchange and price
determination, and distribution under various market structuresPrerequisite: Economics 11-12.

11.

11.

INTIRMIDIATI INCOMI THIORY.

Yk

An intensive study of the determinants of the level of national
income and employment. Theories of inflation and economic growth
are examined. The theory and functioning of government stabili***
tion policies are studied and evaluated.
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12.
OUANTITATIVt RtSCARCM METHODS
Vi
The application of statistical methods to economic phenomena^
Chief emphasis is upon the use of probability theory and statistical
inference involving confidence intervals and tests of hypothe**including simple and multiple regression. Index numbers are
considered.
IS.

Prerequisite: Math 1-2 (may be taken concurrently).
41. DtVllOPMINT OR ICONOMIC THOUGHT
Vl +*
History of the development of economic thought as exemplify

OS

ECONOMICS

by the writings of the great economist!, Smith, Ricardo, Mill, Mar*,
Marshall, Veblen, Keynes, Schumprter.
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or consent of the instructor.
41.

KONOMICS or UNDISDIVllOf 10 COUNTRIES
VS
An examination ol the circumstances surrounding, and of ihe
obstacles to, economic growth, with emphasis upon present tonditions in poor countries and particularly upon the current problems
there of over-population, inadequate capital accumulation, and
insufficient technological progress.
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or 12 concurrently or consent of
the instructor.
41.

MONIT ANO SANKINO.

*

A study of the American monetary and financial
system ami
its relation to prices, national income, and eronomir *rlfan\
functions of financial
institutions; the Federal Reserve S)stem si
monetary management
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or consent of the instructor.
44.

LABOR UNIONS ANO TMI ICONOMT.

A study of the development structure, government, and
of labor organizations: major issues in union-managemeni
auo«,
impact of unions on the economy; problems of public j»ol»cy.
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or consent of the instructor
41.

OOVIRNMINT ANO LABOR.

*

A study of the effects, primarily economic, of legislation "ny"
to benefit labor groups, and regulate employer-empknee relations,
w*ge and hours law; legal minimum wages; unempkwment «
pensation; Labor Management Relations Act; Rai wa>
-a
Act; etc.
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or consent of the instructor.
44

OOVIRNMINT CONTROL Of RUUNfSV

*

A ttudy
of the extent, technique ««l
"""TnTl
business practices and concentration of economst power,
Nidation and other approaches to social control
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or consent of the instruc
fURUC riNANCI
, .
A study of the proper role of government m 1

•

mnet

.|fi|fr

***•>«* of the basic principles of c rrT '7>rn
state,
Current expenditure and tax pnl»o«of nat
•«d local governments are examined and evaluated.
Prerequisite Economics IMS or coment of the mstn*Bor.
40

t***bon

(»4
48.

KKNYON COLLEGE
C O M P A R A T I V E E C O N O M I C SYSTEMS.

VS

A study of alternative ways of organizing economic activity.
Modern capitalism, the Soviet economy and other socialist system'
will be analyzed with regard to their institutional structure as well
as the principles governing resource allocation and income «lw*
tribution. The relationship between private and public CCOnomn
decision making will l>e examined, with emphasis on the technique*
and the extent of economic planning in the different systems.
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or consent of the instructor.
49,

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS.

Y> •*"

A study of the nature, bases, and effects of internationsl
economic relations; comparative advantage and gains from trade,
balance of international payments; tariffs, exchange controls, and
other policies.
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or consent of the instructor.
55.

INTRODUCTION TO ECONOMETRICS.

%

I he construction and testing of econometric models. Special
emphasis is given to the analysis of time series and to the anah*1'
of supply and demand.
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 and 37, or consent of the
instructor.
311-313.

SOPHOMORE HONORS SEMINAR

%»•!•*

Prerequisite: Sophomore standing and consent of instructor.
300.

INDEPENDENT STUDY.

% »o H **

f o r students w h o a r c n o t candidates for H on ors b u t w h o wish
to do advanced work in regular courses or to study subjects net
included in course offerings.
Prerequisite: Major in Economics and consent of the instruct**.
311-313.

JUNIOR HONORS COURSE.

Y» *•

1

**

For juniors who are candidates for Honors in Economics.
Prerequisite: Junior standing and consent of the instruct**.
400.

SENIOR SEMINAR.

Yl

An intensive study of several aspects of a selected central top'*
Papers and reports by members of the seminars.
Required of Pass students majoring in Economics.
Prerequisite: Senior Major in Economics or consent of instruct**
411-413.

SENIOR HONORS COURSE.

'A

f o r seniors w h o are candidates for H o n o r s i n Economics.
Prerequisite: Senior standing and consent of the instruct**

flfi

KNGIJfUf
ENGLISH

Professor Daniel, Chairman
Professor Cnnnp
Professor Cruttwell
•Professor Roclofs
f Assistant Professor Bing
Assistant Professor Donovan
Mr. Church
Mr. Heath
Mr. Mott
Counct in the Department of English are designed both for
'hose who wish to cultivate literary understanding as part of thar
Jibuti education and for those who contemplate professional careers
"i literary scholarship. The major in English not only prepares
f'* the literary and scholarly professions but also forms an rxc rilrnt
' sindation for careen in the church or the law, in busine», in
practical politics—and, indeed, for the conduct of private life.
The goals of the Department are to encourage the enjoyment,
understanding, and appreciation of literature, to enlarge the stu^t's knowledge of the English language, and to improve his
•bility to write. Courses in literature, arranged according to major
authors, periods, and genres, introduce the student to a variety
critical methods. Classes arc conducted by lecture and disc usskm,
^ry' all courses require the writing of a number of pajjer*A student who chooses English as a guided elective normalh
English 1-2 in his freshman sear. A sophomore wjW -"""f
in English normally takes English 11-12, particularly if he
'"tend* |0 apply for admittance to the Honors Prog™"1- ^ ,r n^*°r
hotmally consists of six units of English courses numbered
•fber and two units of cognate courses, which the student c
ln °"*»ulution with his adviser. By college rule, an honors Uudcnt
JJj** Uke his free elective* in courses that count toward the major
ajor students are strongly advised to continue dieir
** _
language* at least to the level of course* numbered
• A
equivalent. English 9-10 is also strongly recommended
UTHATUH AND LANCUAOC.

C.lov study of the major literary kinds, or genre*, bv
"•tjnguished examples both native and translated The r\ eVq
01 ,he language is included. Frequent paper*, mainly concerned
On mbbctiral Irave, ttcond ttmttltr 1967-68
Uttf oj nbitntf. 1967-68.

w
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the literary works discussed, are required and are thoroughly
analyzed in class and in conferences. The work in composition
includes training in techniques of documentation.
7.

AOVANCEO WRITINO: RROSE FICTION.

' •*"

Extensive practice in imaginative writing. Techniques of the
short story and the novel arc studied in the work of conten iorarv
American and European writers. Some attention is given to t zurnah
ism. The student is encouraged to set ambitious goals for his writing,
and his work is appraised both by his fellow-students, in class, *nd
by the instructor in individual conferences.
Open to any student seriously engaged in writing, as determined
by the instructor.
•.

ADVANCED WSITINO

ROETRY.

# **

English 8 parallels English 7 but emphasizes imaginative
and verse technique. An important part of die course is close stud)
of the work of contemporary poets in the United States, Britain,
and (in translation) France, Italy, Germany, Spain, and Greece
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor.
••10.

OROWTH AND STRUCTURE OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

A historical study of English sounds, inflections, vocabulary
and usage, with attention to the history of lexicography and of
grammatical theory. The study is closely allied to appropriate
literary texts; much attention is given to ways in which writers
various periods have examined and developed the language.
11-11.

INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF ENOIISH LITERATURE.

'

Study of the periods, kinds, and major figures
and teats **
English literature from the Old English to the modern per***.
Primarily a sophomore course; recommended for prospective m*/0*1
in English.
1S-J4

CHAUCER ANO MIDOtt ENOIISH LITERATURE.

Study of the stylet, kinds, and themes of late-medieval
literature A reading of THi Canterbury Talis, Troilut and
and selected leaser works of Chaucer, with attention to the M»doiR
English language, as well as works by some of Chaucer's content"
poraries and succeaors.
!»•»•

SHAREWARE

Close study of the major works of Shakespeare, with
on his development as a dramatist Additional readings in the
of his predecessors and such contemporary dramatists as
Jonson, and Wehster.

'

«7

ENGLISH

1 """
HOI. SWNSIR AND MIITON.
A study of the Renaissance Poet, the "new |x»etry. snd the
tradition of Humanism and related ideas from 1 he Shepheatdet
Calender to the second edition of Paradise Lost. The minor |x»rtr)
and The Farrie Queene of Spenser; the minor poetry, srlr« ted prnae,
Paradise Lott, Paradise Regained, and Samson Agonistet of Milton
are read.
1
HOA. TNI IIOHTHNTH CINTUtY,
Critical study of works by Swift, Pope, Johnson. Boawell. an
other major figures of the age, with readings that include biogra

phy, criticism, drama, jx>etry, history, and pliiloaophy.
IMS. TM« NINfTIINTH CINTUtY.
Critical study of the Romantic Movement and its ramifications
•n later poetrv. prose fiction, and non-fiction. Major wnrrr* mm
Blake through Yeats will be considered in lectures and < iscuswons.
eotrrr or out not.
.
Study of modern poetry, beginning with its mots in
rrRaphaelitism, Symbolism. Hopkins, and Hardy. The work
ea
Stevens, and Thomas is emphasized. Attention is giscn to contem
M

porary criticism.
ANtriCAN lirttATUtl.
Close critical study of some major writers and t

|gpftlt

<U*

it ions i

American literature. The first pari of the course
*he writers of the mid-nineteenth century; the ttcond «nt
'"titers from Whitman to the present day.
n* Novn.
V*
A study of major novels written in English, from M
te the works of British and American writers of the
4PPrnafh is predominantly critical, but the historic a
rvr, *
|
the novel and its relation to society are also considered

44

44-*

TNI tCVINTftNTM CINTUtY.
! .
The poetry of Donne. Herbert, Marvell. and Dnrden. a
of Anglican and Puritan English cultural and
hdvxn. from Metaphysical to Augustan ways
t
c**w»demd
< as well as the interrelationships of literature, po
•"*1 science.

•t«W SfatMNGS IN MOOIVN IfTftaTUti
•'
Readings in modern American, English, and European

•

08
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ture concerning the position of man in a world of changing social,
moral, and religious values. The course is conducted by discussion.
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. English major* count
51-52 an elective.
100.

SEMINAR IN THEORY OF LITERATURE.

' •*"

Study of literature in terms of traditional critical distinctions,
as, for example, between comedy and tragedy, and lyric and narra
tive. I he usefulness of critical theory is tested in extensive reading
in literature of all periods, and different approaches to literature
are explored. The course is primarily for senior English majors, but
other students who have read widely nre admitted with the consent
of the instructor.
J00.

DIRECTED REAOINO.

%

I he student reads independently in a chosen subject, Tinder tlx"
supervision of a member of the Department. Normally English 200
is restricted to seniors who are unable to pursue a needed ficM
study in a regular course.
300.

JUNIOR HONORS SEMINAR

1 *•*

Seminar for junior candidates for Honors. Independent inves
tigation of literary problems leading toward selection of a suhiect
for the Honors essay.
*00.

SENIOR HONORS COURSE.

* •**

Special studies and research in preparation for the Honors rs*a^ •
composition of the essay under supervision of a member of t'r
Department. Enrollment by semesters.

FRENCH

Professor Harvey, Chairman
Associate Professor Goodhand
Assistant Professor Seymour
I be Department offers two courses stressing the active use
the French language, French 3, 4, 5 and 13-14. All other cour*»
stress the study of literature, though some arc taught entirely «n
rem h Prospective majors should understand that study of »b<
trench language for personal communication, while highly de«ra le. is not the central concern in a major program in French
iter a ture Hie Department, however, encourages proficiency
'•v* of |rrnch, and recommends that majors and prospective maj^

M)

French

consider spending at least one summer in a school of French in this
country or in French-speaking countries.
The Department is pleased to advise prospective majors who
to spend their Junior year in France. Plans should be made as
«^ly as possible.
Majors take French 11-12 or 13-14 and four more courses in
f'ench litrrature. Cognate courses are selected from the Depart
ments of Art, Classical Languages and Literatures. Drama, English,
forman, History, Philosophy, Religion, and Spanish.
M.

EXPOSITORY FRENCH.

*

Recommended for students who wish to gain a reading knowlof the language. In the second semester students will work
*ith French texts in their major field of study. A terminal courte:
roursrs numbered 11-12 or higher are not ordinarily open to students
*ho complete French 1-2. Two contact hours, with a third hour
*•<1 in reserve for consultation with the instructor.
*• «. *.

ELEMENTARY AND INTERMEDIATE FRENCH IINTENSIVEI.
or t o*»H

Recommended for students who wish to concentratr or take
Ivanord courses in French. Divisible into two sequences Students
' b** enrolled in the appropriate sequence on the basis of prior
Hutrurtinn in French and placement scores. Thoae who have bad
^French previously or who need an intensive review of grammar
4TK ^bpmcnt of audio-lingual skills take the sequence 3-4**** three semesters for two units of credit (French 3 and 4 meet
tones a week; French 5, three times a week.) Students **ho
qtHjafy may take only the sequence 4-5 over two semesters for one
j °»*-half units of credit In French 4-5 increasing emphasis is
0,1 cc^ding sj>eed, comprehension and analysis of lueran
^
E»ENCH LITERATURE OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY,

'

Primary stress is placed upon critical analysis of representative
f1' 'be seventeenth century. Conducted in English.
**U

ADVANCED ORAL ANO WRITTEN FRENCH.
'OR1C: FRENCH LITERATURE OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

Rrpn*ntative

'

works of the seventeenth century are read^ Prv
*tre*s it placed upon development of the student s ora
expression Conducted in French. Students cannot rrc«vr
1
for both French 11-12 and 13-14, but students from nther
rr "
toay audit the other regularly.
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16.

STUDIES IN FRENCH LITERATURE.

Vi

Recommended as a continuation of French 5 on an advanced
level. Topics are announced annually. Possible areas of study:
dramatists of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries; selected writ
ings of one outstanding literary figure.
33.

INTRODUCTION TO FRENCH LITERATURE.

V* •"*

34.

INTRODUCTION TO FRENCH LITERATURE.

# "•*

41-42.

THE READINO OF FRENCH FOETRY.

1

A study of poems from the sixteenth century to the present hut
with emphasis on the nineteenth century.
43-44.

FRENCH LITERATURE OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

'

I he first semester surveys the Enlightenment with primacy
emphasis on Voltaire, Rousseau, and Diderot. The second semester
deals with representative novels and plays. With consent of the
instructor either semester may be taken as a half unit course.
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
31-52.

CONTEMPORARY FRENCH LITERATURE.

' **

A close examination of the major works of the twentieth century
with particular stress placed upon Proust, Gidc, Malraux, Sartrrand Camus. The second semester touches upon selected writings o
exponents of the "nouvcau roman," such as Rutor, Robbe-Grillet.
and Sarraute.
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
71-72.

THE NOVEL FROM MME. DE LA FAYETTE TO ZOLA.

1

***

The development of the novel from the seventeenth century tr
the late nineteenth century. A close examination of representative
works by Mme. de La Fayette, Provost, Larlos, Bernardin de Sait1
Pierre, Constant, Stendhal, Balxac, Flaubert, Huysmans, and
with attention given to social and historical background.
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
73-76.

MEDIEVAL FRENCH UTE1ATUM.

' **

Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
77-7•.

FRENCH LITERATURE OF THE RENAISSANCE.

Intensive study of a few representative 16th century French
writers and thinkers, with introductory comments on the l)rf
Renaissance and ending with consideration of the French baroqt*
100.

TOR1CS IN FRENCH LITERATURE.

* •*"

This course is designed to meet the needs of small groups

ci

71

GERMAN

Advanced students in French. Class-room discussion is in French.

Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
MO

JUNIOR HONORS COURSI.

1

Independent study for junior candidates for honors under the
direction of the honors supervisor.
•00.

SINIOR HONORS COURSI.

' """

Independent study for senior candidates for honors under the
direction of the honors supervisor.

GERMAN

Assistant Professor Hecht, Chairman
Professor Haywood
Mr. Dittrich
The Department offers instruction in both the language awl
*he literature of Germany, Austria, and Switzerland. 1
quisite for all courses in literature is a good reading know ge
German.
The major program comprises five courses beyond the
mediate level, including 11-12 and 13-14. At the beginning of the
senior year students majoring in German will be P**" *
henuve examination testing both their linguistic *ki s a
knowledge of German literature. Honors candidates may take more
than five units of credit and they are urged to do so, partiru r' , 1
they are contemplating graduate study. A thesis i« requi
honors candidates.
Students majoring in German are urged to attendl a
school either in Germany or the United States prefera >
their sophomore and junior years.
txeosiToar oirman.
Elementary reading course for students desiring a m,tf*
of German for research purposes. No active
»
taught. No prerequisite. Not open to German major* . er

,

hmes a week.
A 4, t.

INTCNUVI OIRMAN

'

A three semester accelerated elementary and '",rrJTyN<
, -j.
for students desiring proficiency in German. A
Uu*tu Quilifwd tiudrnti m»y enter the rat"* «',h' 4 "*
laut
3 nM hve tin*. * week (H unit), Gennnn 4 mrru
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times a week
unit).
11-12.

unit), German 5 meets three times a week (K»

GERMAN LITERATURE SINCE 1890.

'

I he course will initially survey the political, intellectual, a'1"
iterary tendencies of the period. The second part of the course will
• onsider the literature of German Expressionism, and examine the
works of major writers like Rilke, Kafka and Brccht, who defy
id« ntific ation with any of the prevailing literary movement*. Fi
nally, contemponry writers of prose, drama and lyric jxictry, inch*!ing Frisch, Weiss, Boll, Diirrenmatt, Grass, and Johnson, will I*
studied. Prerequisite: German 5.
13-14.

INTENSIVE CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION.

I he course presupposes an intermediate knowledge of GermanIt attempts to develop systematically oral facility in German a'*5
oners instruction in composition. It is particularly recommended
or students who wish to acquire an active command of the 'an
Miagc. Students who intend to apply for grants to study in Ger
"•any, Austria or Switzerland arc urged to take this course. Pt*"
requisite: German 3, 4 or comparable background.
CONTEMPORARY GERMAN LITERATURE.

Two semester courses offering selected readings of authors **ho
have gained literary prominence in East- and West-Germany, Aus
tria and Switzerland since 1945. 16 and 17 may be taken independ
ent > of each other. Prerequisite: German 5 or comparand
background.
31-22

GERMAN LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION.

' **

This course is designed to acquaint students who have no kno*»!
°.f German with major German writers and the character
oi modern German culture. Among the authors to be read fr^
•me to time are Goethe, Holderlin, Grillpar/cr, Biichner, Hehbel.
Hauptmann, Mann, Kafka, Brecht. The course is not open
ent* w io ha\c satisfied the language requirement in German
31-33

OERMAN LITERATURE SINCE 1470.

The first

part of the course will

'
cover

the periods of Re"*1

c*°miat'on. Baroque, and Enlightenment through repre
trntTi
5S2T Ti* ln thc
selected work. of Gord*
rrfr1
,Romantic P**ts will be read and discussed **hi.^T
Ijaeliground of the age in which, as one Eng^*
Thr tK' /'Ul '*'/
modern ideas were conceived in German*
r°urse will examine the trend towards reali*1*
' .^°
presentation in the literature of the nineteenth century, together

HISTORY

with discussion of developments in Germany * |>olitic al and jn,e''
lectual life. Authon to he read include Heine, BUchner, Storm,
Keller, Meyer.
41.

OOITHI'S

rauir

AND THI MUST IIOIND.

H

**

Detailed interpretation of this major masterpiece <»
literature, together with an examination of the rau*t egen<
treatments of the Faust theme by other authors.
41.

OOITHI.

It.

THOMAS MANN.

Vs

A close examination of Goethe's writing* wit re^erenre
works of his con tern jroraries and the background "I n* age
Vt

,

^°J*n

Detailed examination of some half
*
Germany's foremost modern writen. Since all tir wor *
we available in adequate translation, the cmine ma>
nrdit, with permission of the instructor, by »tu< en w
knowledge of German.
MIDIIVAt OltMAN UTItATUtl.
Reading in the original Middle High German
lyric poetry of this first Golden Age of German i ers
nove

.

.

^

^
<
^

^^
—u/.nd

H •*"
SSVCIAl TONCS.
.
• •a
Thi. count will undertake the .tod' °> »
Ut
»najoc author, or the literature of a pen'*I not
n
n ^
courses The course is designed primarily for majo
instruct**
nuv not he taken by others unless the penm«>on of the .nstn.
hat been obtained.
^ ^
'•0

400

UNiot HONOM coutH.

w^nrs under the

Independent itudy foe

«n<hd.t« lor honnn

direction of the honors supervisor.
MISTOR*

Professor Warner. Ckmrms*
Professor Bailey

•Professor Baker
Professor McGowan

Assistant Professor
f A**i*unt Professor S< hoenha a
Mr Evans
'On tnkkniunl Uavf. 1967-1969
•O* 'ow #f nbtrntf. 1967-1969
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The courses in History aim primarily to foster an enjoyment
of history, but they attempt to make the student's interest in the
past a discriminating one by encouraging: (1) a detached an«l
judicious attitude toward sources of historical information, (2) »
sympathetic understanding of past times according to the standards
of those times, and (3) an evaluation of historic institutions and
movements in the light of their effects on the future.
In addition to having cultural value, such an historical approach
to the solution of modern problems is of particular usefulness to
those intending to take up such professions as the ministry, teaching,
the law, journalism, politics, or the foreign service.
The Major Program is designed to provide each major with:
(1) a basic knowledge of the major historical forces and trends
in Western history; (2) special study of one or more of the major
historical epochs or areas; (3) the opportunity to coordinate histor
ical studies with work in cognate fields.
Admission to the major program requires a grade of "C or
better in History 11-12 or 23-24 (or a 3 or better in the Advanced
Placement Examination in European History).
Courses Required of all majors: Within the Department: fi*?
to six courses, including History 11-12, 23-24, 43-44, 45-46, and
one unit of work in the special subject courses listed under
100. Outside the Department: two to three unit courses of his choice
selected in consultation with his adviser to make a coherent program
in related areas. The allied fields may be Economics, Political Sci
ence, Literature, Philosophy, or Religion. The total units
in the major and related fields arc eight. Honors candidates enrol
in both History 300 A-B and History 400.
1 "**
11-11. tuton ANO TMI UNITED STATES SINCE 17S0.
A survey of the history of European and American civilization
from 1750 to the present
No prerequisite.

17-11.

ANCIENT MISTOCY.

1 •**

See Classical Civilization 11-12.
No prerequisite.
11-14

THE UNITtO STATES SINCE 17tJ.

' ^

A study of American politics, society, and thought from
founding of the American nation to World War II.
No prerequisite.

thf

7B

Histowy

II. AMIIICAN POllTICAl TNOUOHT.
H •*»
A survey of the historical development of American |H»litiral
idea* from the Colonial period to the prrsrnt day. In the earlier
period attention will he paid to the wntingi of Paine, Adams. Ham
ilton, Jefferson, Madison. and Calhoun; in the later period, the
Social Darwiniati, the Progressives and other writera of the late nine
teenth and early twentieth centurie* will he atudied, together with
trend* auch a* liberal reform and conaervatiam.
Prerequisite: Junior standing or with conarnt of the instructor.
IF.JO.

AMIIICAN CONSTITUTION AT LAW.

' ***

See Political Science 61-62.
Prerequiaite: Political Science 1-2, or Iliatory 21-24, or major
in Economics.
INOtISM MISTOIT.
'
An analytic aurvey of Engliah history from ita origins. 1 lie courae
seeks to be comprehensive, but prime attention mil be given to two
fundamental themes: the achievement of political atabi it>, a
t
shaping of English society and character.
No prerequisite.
M-J4. OCIMAN MISTOIV TtOM TMI SlfOIMATION TO TWI rtfttNT. t
An interpretive aurvey of German history, at.cuing
*
formative developments from the Protesunt Revolt t
%
partition and reconstruction. Attention will be given
the courae of intellectual and political phenomena
National Socialism but also to alternative possibility in Oem
hittorv, such as Liberalism and Federalism. A reac in«
German will be helpful but is not mandatory
Prerequiaite: History 11-12 or consent of the Instructor.
4M* sum AN Hiirorr.
,.. An in.hu o the poKtkal, ennww.
I
«nml.
"hpo,
development of Russia fmm ita origina to the presen
Prcrcqiwite: Hbtofy IMS or cwutnt d «* """""
•>-44 TUSOef IN TNI MiOOtl A©«
Furrwan
rrn
A atudy of the emergence and evohi tnwi
chrilbation fmm the fourth to the fourteenth century.
Prerequisite: History 11-12.
4S-44 tuaon M TNI IAS1T
a "... ^ *.

S7C i

,

,

.

» MS
|.
-

- - - - - -
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history of a single nation, but on ideas and institutions fundamental
to the definition of European civilization and its relation to the
modern world.
Prerequisite: History 11-12.
67-6B.

TMI DEVELOPMENT OP POLITICAL THIOtY.

'

Sec Political Science 33-34.
Prerequisite: Political Science 11-12, or consent of the instructor.
•0.

LATIN-AMERICAN HISTORY.

%

This course treats the ancient civilizations in the Western Hem
isphere, the colonial systems of Spain and Portugal, the War* f°r
Independence, the subsequent history of Latin-American states and
their relations with each other and with foreign powers. It analyze*
present conditions, problems, and the trends in the individual state*.
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
100.

SPECIAL SUBJECT COURSES. ft

Prerequisite: History Major or consent of instructor.
Topics in Medieval European History.
Empire and Papacy in the Middle Ages.
Topics in Renaissance History.
I he History of Historical Thought Since the 16th Century.
Institutional and Ideological Development of the Nation State
since 1450.
Reformation and Revolutionary England, 1485-1715.
The Old Regime in Europe, 1660-1789.
France Since 1815.
The French Revolution and Napoleon.
Germany Since 1848.
Evolution of Alliance System and Causes of World War I.
Soviet Russia.
Eastern Europe (excluding Russia) Since First World War.
Western Europe Since World War I.
The Two Germanics, 1945 to the Present.
Topics in American Colonial History.
1opics in American Diplomatic History.
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The Civil War and Reconstruction.
The Role of the City in American History.
The Progressive Movement in the United States, 1900 1.120.
United States Since World War I.
Topics in the History of Britain Since 1810.
300A

JUNIOR HONORS SIMINAR.

The history of historical drought from the sixteenth century to
the present.
# ,i__
Prerequisite: Junior honors candidates or consen
Instructor.
S00R.

JUNIOR HONORS SIMINAR.

.

.

An analysis of the growth and change of an idea or^ins i'
that seems to be always present in western socety.
e
purpose of the investigation will be to determine w ret Jr
or institution reveals constant characteristics despite c an
and place.
.
/ .i^.
Prerequisite: Junior honors candidates or conse
Instructor.
I
*00.

SINIOR HONORS SIMINAR.

...

The candidates for honors enrolled in this c"urT
thesis
U«, time between the re«*rch end writing <X Umr hnnoo the«
and readings in selected topics.
MATHIMATICS
Professor Lindstrom, Chttrman
Professor Finkbriner
Asoriate Professor F(*|
Associate Professor McLeod
Associate
Associaic Professor
riuit«.n Stoddard
The mathematics curriculum is planned to ^# K)(n(t
ijectms: (1) to present mathematics as an
„„)|„„M|inl ideai
vealing t h e c u l t u r a l a n d a e s t h e o c v a l u e , o f r ^ m u
k! Processes. (2) to enable the°
4tud«rit to espreM
erature with understanding; (3) itot™ ^ ^
^
» thoughts in precise language,
to f^lunse the
ason with rigor and economy of thou** ,
which are
"dent with those mathematical thrones and
adunenul in the .tudy <* «•« •">
'
ur the student for graduate work in ma
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There are three mathematics courses open to students who have
had no previous college course in this subject: Mathematics 1,2;
3-4; and 11-12. An entering student who plans to enroll in any
mathematics course must take a placement test to determine the
degree of his preparation. Students interested in physical science or
mathematics normally elect Mathematics 11-12. Biologists, psychol
ogists, or social scientists often enter 11-12; 11, 2; or 1,2.
Advanced Placement candidates and others who give clear
evidence of strong mathematical promise and preparation tnay be
|>ermittcd to elect a special four year honors curriculum in mathe
matics, beginning with Mathematics ll-12Sand cither Mathematics
11-12 or 25.
A major in mathematics normally will include courses 11-12,
21-22, 25, 28, 61-62, 65-66, and one or two of the following: 31-32,
75-76, 85-86, 95-%, and 100, as approved by the Department.
The Department will approve any program of cognate stud)
which is sensibly related to the interests of the student; mathematics
majors often choose philosophy, chemistry, physics, or economics,
but religion, music, literature, and biology have been preferred hv
some.
A reading knowledge of one or two foreign languages (French,
German, or Russian) is strongly recommended for students who
plan a career in mathematics.
1.

ELEMENTS Of CAICUIUS.

Yl **

Primarily intended for students interested in social science,
l>iology, or psychology this course develops mathematical concepts
needed for applications to behavioral sciences: introductory calculua
and analytic geometry.
1.

ELEMENTS Of STATISTICS.

Yl

Basic knowledge of calculus is used to study probability, the
binomial and normal distributions, sampling theory, confidence
intervals, and other statistical concepts.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 1 or the equivalent.
W

MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS

1

Because the ability to reason precisely is valuable in every
of endeavor, this course is offered primarily for the non-scientific
student who is more interested in the methods of mathematics 'ha"
in its specific technique. Some of the fundamental idea* of nvxlcrn
mathematics are analysed and the application of deductive rea***ine is stressed Topics chosen to stimulate rigorous thought and tp
convey the spirit of the subject may include logic, set theory, nun®*
her systems, geometry, and topology.

7*

MATHEMATICS
11-11.

CALCULUS I.

I

Thii course offers a unified introduction to single variable
Calculus. Functions and limits are studied intensively as a foun
dation for undemanding the derivative and integral and their sig
nificant applications. The study includes algebraic, trigonometric,
exponential and logarithmic functions, infinite series, and simple
differential equations. Mathematics 11-12 is prerequisite to all
advanced courses in mathematics.
11-»II. CAICUIUS t (SCHOLARS- SSCTION).
* •*'*
Offered for students who SIKJW unusual promise in mathematics,
this course substantially supplements the content of Mathematics
11-12. Topics include the real number system, introductory set
theory, and basic concepts of analysis and topology.
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department Mathematics 11-12,
concurrently.
il-tl. CAICUIUS it.
The study initiated in Calculus I is deepened and rrtend
to
include vectors, differential equations, infinite series, partial deriva
tives. multiple integrals, and applications.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 11-12 or the equivalent.
11-tM. CAICUIUS II (ICMOIA1S' IfCTIOMI.
*
Offered for well qualified students, this course examines con
cepts from set theory and topology which form an essential foun
dation for the study of advanced mathematics.
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department.
*1-

IlIMINTS Of UNI At AI Gist A

*

The methods of abstract algebra are introduced through a study
of Euclidean spaces, systems of linear equations, matnres, determi
nants, vectors, scalar and vector products, dual space, qt
forms, and applications to algebra and geometry
Prerequisite: Mathematics 11-12 or permssrion of the Depart

ment.
*•

UNIAt Aioista

This course deepens the studies begun m Math 2V Topics
f*
o*hide abstract vector spaces, linear mappings.
forms for matrices, characteristic values and vector*.
,
theorems, inner product spaces, self-ad joint and norma
nations, and topics in multilinear algrbra.
Prerrquisite: Mathematics 25.

80
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GEOMETRY.

'/i »»«

I his course is an algebraic study of various geometries based
on the algebra developed in Math. 28. Topics will be chosen from
the following: affinc and projective geometry, the geometry of
quadratic forms, orthogonal and symplectic geometry, and algebraic
geometry.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 28.
31-St.

MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS.

' *•"

A study is made of probability and its applications in the theory
of random variables. Such topics as sampling theory, testing hypo
theses, estimation of parameters and correlation are examined with
attention to their practical use.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 21-22.
AT-B1.

CALCULUS III.

t

1 he study of Calculus II is extended to further topics in multi
dimensional calculus, differential equations, and integration theory.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 21-22.
*»-•*.

ABSTRACT ALGEBRA.

»

Basic algebraic systems are studied with appropriate empha*®
on the concept of homomorphism: groups, rings, modules, fields,
exterior algebras, and relations to other areas of mathematicsPrerequisite: Mathematics 28 or permission of the department
7S-7B.

COMPLEX FUNCTIONS.

»

Beginning with a study of the algebra of complex numben
and the geometry and topology of the complex plane, this cour*
examines elementary functions and their Riemann surfaces, differ
entiation and integration theory, infinite series, holomorphic func
tions, singularities.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 61-62, or concurrently,
ss-a*.

i

wniral topology

I his course begins with a study of methods of defining topologi*
*Parrs' classes of sets, operators on sets, continuous mapping
general convergence. Properties of spaces arc then considered
separation, connectedness, countability, compactness. Other top**
ia> inc u e extension theorems, metric spaces, uniform sp*"**function spaces.

U

Prerequisite.
•3-n.

Mathematics

REAL FUNCTIONS

61-62,

or

concurrently.
I +*

Advanced topics in real analysis are considered within the
context of general topology and functional analysis. Central top**

HI

Mtatc

include measure theory, function spaces, generalised integrals ami
derivatives, and connections with other topics in analysis.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 8.V86, or concurrently.
tOO. SIMINAR IN MATHIMATICS.
* ** '
The content of this course is adapted to the abilities, needs,
and preferences of upperclass students in mathematics. Possible
subjects include Set Theory and Foundations, Number Fheory,
Differential Equations, Applied Mathematics, Numerical Analysis.
Functional Analysis, Abstract Algebra, Differential (reometry.
*00

rtOtUMS IN MATXIMATICS.
**
An informal series of discussions on contemporary mathematics,
especially intended to reveal the nature and methods of mathe
matical research, presented by members of the Department a
Honors Candidates. Required of all mathematics majors and open
to other students by permission of the Department.
*00. JUNIOR HONORS COUtSl.
* * T*
A course of variable content adapted to the needs of junK*
candidates for Honors in Mathematics. Normally this course *1
he an introduction to real analysis, elected by Honors Candidates
in lieu of Mathematics 61-62.
«00

SINlOR HONORS COURSf.
*
A course of variable content adapted to the needs
candidates for Honors in mathematics.

H 1

senior

MUSIC

Professor Schwartz, Chstrmsn
Associate Professor Lendnm
Mr. Taylor
The courses in this department are designed to fmtrT an
*
a
standing of music, past and present, both from the
creative points of view. In the introductory coursrs the aim i«
ffw one hand to make a more discriminating lntrner out
•
music lover, and on the other hand to give a firm CrourxJ.nc «
fn"
theory to the potential composer or performer. A *anc
W> more deeply and specifically into music composition or rm
hutory. In all subjects stress is laid upon presenting miwc
sn isolated cultural phenomenon, but as one of srvrra rr.a
forms of artistic expression.
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/ he Major Program falls into two categories: (1) music history
and musicology; (2) inusic theory and composition. While there
is no major offered in applied music, competence as an instrumen
talist, vocalist or conductor is a requirement for graduation. Such
competence can be acquired through private instruction and/or
through membership in one or more of the choral or instruments'
groups.
Courser required of all music history majors arc: 21-22, 25, 26.
31-32, 33-34, 35-36 and 200; courses required of all music theory
major* arc: 21-22, 25, 26, 33-34, 35-36, 41-42 and 100.
1.

CHOKAl IITIRATURI.

% «*

F.ar-training and sight-reading; analysis and performance of
standard works for men's chorus.
S-4.

ILIMINTS OR MUSIC.

t

Study of the fundamentals of music through notation; tonal and
temporal aspects; textural and structural elements; vocal and
instrumental media.
11-11.

MUSIC IITIRATURI.

1

Critical listening to significant vocal and instrumental work*
from main periods; aesthetic evaluation of music as a reflection of
our general culture.
Prerequisite for non-majors: Music 5-6 or its equivalent
11-11.

HIMINTARY COMPOSITION.

»

Principles and techniques of strict style counterpoint and har
mony. Analysis of musical forms; elementary orchestration. Com
position of smaller polyphonic and homophonic forms in free style
Prerequisite for non-majors: Music 5-6 or its equivalent.
IS.

FORM AND ANALYSIS.

* *"

Study of the evolution of musical morphology; analysis of out
standing scores from all periods.
Prerequisite for non-majors: Music 5-6 or its equivalent.
1*.

OtCHtSTRATION

Yi •"*

Discussion of the historical development of orchestra i n «truments; demonstration of standard instruments and their functions
Prerequisite for non-majors: Music 5-6 or its equivalent
31-11.

MUSIC HISTORY: ANOINT. MIDItVAl AND RINAISSANCI MUSIC

1
ITie musir of Greece and Rome; Ambrotian and Gregon**1
C.hant; secular monophony. The beginning of polyphony;

«W

Muse

Antiqua; Am Nova; the Burgundian tchool. The Fleim
^
the Italian motet, maw and madrigal; the Eng
anthem; the French chanson. The rise of instrumental muuc m
a
sixteenth century; independent music for lute.
i)ufav
chord. Concentration upon such comj>o*er* as »ui a
Josquin des Pres. Palestrina, de Las»». and die early Monteverdi
Prerequisite for non-majors: Music 5-6 or its equiva ent
1
31-14. MUSIC MISTORYi RAROOUI AND CLASSICAL MUSIC.
Baroque opera, oratorio, and cantata; sonata, suite, a
forms by French, English, and Italian masters o^ ^ during
century. The flowering of all instrumental a
'
the era of Bach, llandel, Vivaldi, Scarlatti, an
Moaart
of Barh and the Mannheimers; the opera of f',urk
Chamber and symphonic music by Mo/art, I ay n
Prerequisite for non-majors: Music 5-6 or its equiva

IS-34. MUSIC HISTOtY: TM« NIN1TIINTH ANO TWIMTIITH CIMtU

^ ^

The cultivation of old and the evolution of new
^
•ongs and piano pieces of Schubert,
fhambrr music
planum of Chopin and Li«t. The symph
^ in Rifhard
of Schubert and Brahms. New-Romantic
^|f mmantiWagner. Anton Bruckner and the Russian sc
^ ^
asm of Gustav Mahler and Richard Strauss
o.rtAh Srboen»nd hi, contemporaries The musk of Stravinsky B^k, 5cno~
herg, Hindemith and ProkoTieff; the American vno°
Prerequisite for non-majors: Musk 5-6 or its e<piiva
t
At-41. IMTtlMCOIATt COMAOSTTIOH.
, .
free
Composition of larger polyphonic and homop
Prrrrquisite :

Musk

n'

21-22, or its equivalent

He Ot#9
iASOO'JI CHAM»t« fMSlMHf.
^ (1<hfT
Study and performance of solo sonatas.
Handel and
chamber combinations by such composer, as Vivaldi,

H

Telemann.
Prerequisite: consent of instructor.

n. cm * mm, OSOIR

Studv and performance of motets, masse*.

'

•nm MUbl, (or » vor.l rmomblo <* .pprorom».rK
Prerequisite: consent of instructor.

•

m*
and chan

yokes,

^
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»00

SEMINAR IN AOVANCIO COMPOSITION.

dennnd'
200.

,U""tC:

^us'c

I

41-42, or in equivalent. Offered on sufficient

SENIOR SEMINAR IN MUSICOIOOY.

I *•»

Independent study in form of individual research projects.

PHILOSOPHY

Professor Knding, Chairman
Associate Professor Banning
Assistant Professor Mcl^ircn
Mr. Shavzin
Prov'^'nK a balanced program for majors in the Depart*
marilv C»LCO»Ur5f °^cr'ng»
philosophy have been arranged pn*
with ^ Ae Mowing aims: (1) to acquaint the general student
certain philosophical classics as part of his liberal culture;
intrrvt! '?1^art to him something of the philosophical attitude, an
lie of va|IOn r°
°( philosophical analysis which will
omitiftn »UC °fi m 8cnera' intellectual development, and a di»*
tradition
?P * »
attitude, these methods, and this fund of
e*h,ca'» scientific, aesthetic, religious, political and
social nmKi
o f ™ time; a n d ( 3 )
to enable the student to
P
aPProach to his field
whether »k
T°.P
of major interest,
whether this is ph,lo«>phy itself or not.

?

miidJ^T1^ V
«

12

"

lhe rouric mo»t

h°WC^r' Philo4oPhy

permistion

j

suitable to be taken a» *
31-32 will IN* o,>cn to «*«•

Cr cxrePtional

< ourses ,11 i* ' r drPartmcnt
courses will be acceptable.

a

circumstances and with the

sequence of two

-semestt*

one

occasionally'^
" h«t begun with Philosophy 1M2.
of maiors Tl*! i
°f ^
^ courses will be rrq""^
forr inrlutio ,r , cParVnent offers no courses which arc not suitable
'"elusion in the major program.
n.ir

INTRODUCTION TO RHUOSORMY

I -*

the wint^'m^?
'his course is to acquaint the student with
is Plato * Rrttuhr
. Peoblcms of philosophy. The text at fir*
tonics as the
\U' ^/
*"ustra,rs these by its treatment of »uch
<?°od ''fe, the relation of the individu*
to the Stair ?h
and its altr
»•
°*ophical assumptions implicit in democracy
and its alternatives, the aims of education, the methods and i<k*b

PHILOSOPHY

of science, the nature of art, and the philosophical approach to
religion. The procedurr will he critical, and the other texts will he
major work* of imjiortant philosophers, ancient and iikkItu. I he
emphasis in the second semester will l>e methods of analvring cthi< al
situations and the theories of the nature of the good life.
M. ITMICt
*
A critical consideration of classical and recent moral theories
11. tootc.
*
Primarily an introduction to the nature and tec hnicpses of formal logical analysis.
is

rmiosofHT or sciinci
* **''
A study of the methods and purpoaes of science as these present
philoaophical problems.
Prerequisite: Phil. 11-12, or Phil. 23, or permission of rmtnictor.
it-n. mistost or rmiosofMT
The first semester will be devoted to selections from annent
and medieval philosophers, and the second semester to selections
from modem philosophers.
«1. i i t t TtNTiAiiiM
*
Readings in contemporary Existentialism, from Kierkegaaidt
Sartre. An examination of the historical sources of InitBtia ia
and a critical discussion of its contributions to twentieth renturv
thought.
Prerequisite: Phil. 11-12 or permission of instructor.
«1

AMtttCAM fWUOSOfHY
*
A study of the development of American philosophy, com it*
lefinrungs until the present. Readings in James. iVwey, Ko»ce,
Whitehead. and Santavana emphasised.
Prerequisite: Phil. 11-12 or permission of instructor
fVOMIMS IN TNf fHUOSOPHY Of »«»0»ON

'

Among the topics to he covered are religious language. ait
*nd revelation. the "proofs" of God's existence, human freedom
and responsibility, immortality.
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor*.

atlSTOTli A NO Nil INflUlMCf
*
Aimed at acquainting the student with the Aratotdtw ph'
phy and its later developments, e^ierially in the thought of Aquinas
Prerequisite: Phil. 11-12 or permission of instructor.
M

m
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SS.

PHILOSOPHY OP ART,

% «*

The student will be introduced to philosophical thinking about
C *r*1. JV waT °' disputed issues in classical and rontemjmrafy
art criticism. Selections from the literature of aesthetics, over •
wide range.

Prerequisite: Phil, 11-12 or permission of instructor.
100.

SPICIAl TOPICS IN PHILOSOPHY.

Vk •**

This course will undertake the study of a particular work, a
major author, or a topic not covered in regular courses.
Contemporary Analytic Philosophy.

Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.
101.

SIMINAR IN THIORY Of VALUI. ft

This and the following three Seminars are given in a two-year
•cquence, a semester each. Prerequisite for each: Junior standing
nnd permiMon of the Department.
102.

SIMINAR IN THIORY OP KNOWLCOOI

%

102.

SIMINAR IN MITAPHYSICS.

Vt

104.

SIMINAR IN PHILOSOPHY OP LANOUAOI

* •"*

200.

INDIPtNOINT STUOY.

Permission of the Department.
201-302

JUNIOR HONORS COUOSI.

1

Studies in Rationalism and Empiricism. Open only to Honors
Candidates in philosophy.
401-402.

SIMlot HONORS COURTS

I •"*

n
supervised research. Oi>en only to
Candidates in philosophy.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ATHLETICS
A.vm* hte Professor Morse, Chair won
Mr. Christman
Mr. Dulslu
Mr. Harrison
Mr. McHugh
Mr. Russell
Mr. White
pur^°*'
*** Department of Physical Education and
ici is to promote wholesome physical activity which will ^rnf
joyment an physical well-being to the student while in coUtf*

A,,1"*16

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ATHtxnca

and in later life. Required physical education, intradural athletics,
intercollegiate athletics. and optional recreational activity are
offered by the department.
Each student is required on entering college to pr«mt •
cate of medical and physical examination At the fanning r*
college year a thorough physical examination is given each en
g
student liy the college physician This examination determine th
status of each student for participation in the various ac ivi
Requited Physical Education

It is required that each student, physically able.
complete one year of physical education an pa* c
swimming test. The swimming test is scheduled < nng
tation period for new students. Those unable to pa* « r
test must enroll in a beginning swimming da* ,v%""
^
and the physical education course would then be taken dunng the
sophomore year, or simultaneously during the freshman
a different hour.
The physical education course is divided into
a distinct entity. The student is allowed a r ice
^
Ixit must include an outdoor activity, an m< oor
•
physical fitness (except for varsity athletes paitkrpa
actrrity
•pom). Vm, .thlrw will be credited with a qua™"
for each sport participated in. Program offerings
1st Quarter —Beginning Swimming, Golf. Tennis, Art hen
Physical Fitne*
2nd Quarter — Ptmieal F.tne., Volleyball and Radmtn.on
Advanced Swimming
Jrd Quarter - IUd.e.h.11 and Bowlir*. WrwHn; and
Pbvsiral Fitne». and Adv«wd S—n.
4th Quarter — Golf. Archery, Phy""1 Fitnew Red
Life Saving.
IntrtcoUffUti* AthUu/t

•"»

^

The College sponsors varsity teams in footha.1 and
^ ^
fall: haskethall, indoor track, sninmlj*
^^
7imrr; and hasehall, lacm-e. tessnst..golf.
the mimhrr
Junior varsity team# mav be sporwnred in «poct
_ ^ ^
of candidates *> warrant# Seconal mrdKal exammation
candidates for all sports is compuboev
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Intramural Athletics

To provide the opportunity for participation in sports by every
student, a comprehensive program of intramural sports is sponsored.
The present list of sports includes touch football, badminton, volley
ball, basketball, swimming, pool, bridge, table tennis, foul-shooting,
Softball, tennis, and track and field.

PHYSICS
Associate Professor Harrold, Chairman
Professor Miller
Assistant Professor Greenslade
Hie Department of Physics has three introductory courses
Which are designed to meet varying needs. Physics 1-2 is an inte
grated course in Chemistry and Physics designed to meet the needs
of all who require the broad knowledge of physical concepts desir
able in every cultured person. It is not at a mathematical lev
suitable for further study in these areas; therefore, it is intended
primarily as a guided elective in physical science, and should not
be chosen by any student majoring in science. Physics 3-4 is a oneyear course, intended primarily as a terminal course for those who
require a year's work in Physics. By eliminating some of the mathe
matical complexities, it is possible to cover topics of current interest
in one year. Physics 11-12 is also an introductory course, but a
more challenging one, which is the logical prerequisite to further
study in Physics. It is also designed to form a one-year course h>T
those having suitable mathematical corequisites, such as Mathe
matics 11-12.
Students intending to major in Physics should realize that tlie
ability for advanced work in Mathematics is essential. Such stiKlent*
l>ecause of the prerequisites will find it necessary to choose in the
first year Mathematics 11-12 and Physics 11-12, even though later
listing these as guided electives, in order to fulfill the requirement
of the existing major program.
I he normal major includes the following courses: Physio
co u r s e s n u m b e r e d f r o m 2 1 t o 9 3 - 9 4 inclusive (six c o u r s e s ) ; M a t h e 
matics 21-22; and at least one year of Chemistry. Students intend
ing to proceed to graduate work should take Phvsics 100, or sliould
read for honors and take Physics 300 and 400, which does not
necessarily involve more than the normal course load. A student
reading for honors in the department performs an independent
experimental project or reads extensively in a selected area.
4

I ' l l Y RICH

M.

CONCEPTS

OP

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

W

' •"*'

This is an integrated course in Chemistry and Physics, and
may be selected as a guided elective in the area of physical science
by those not majoring in science. It fulfills no prerequisite in
either department. There is no sjiecial requirement, but a knowl
edge of high school algebra is assumed. laboratory work centers
around some of the crucial experiments of classical and contempo*
rary physical science. 84 class hours, 56 clock hours of laboratory.
*•4.

COllEGE PHYSICS.

1

An introductory course in college physics, covering the majot
areas of current interest in physical phenomena. Suitable also for
a terminal course for students not requiring more than one year of
|>hysirs. 84 class hours, 84 clock hours of laboratory.
"•It.

CLASSICAL PHYSICS I, II.

' ***

The fundamentals of classical and modern physics arc covered
in four semesters, of which this course comprises the first two. This
course is a general analytical survey of mechanics, heat and thermo
dynamics, wave phenomena, electricity and magnetism. Maximum
reference is made to the concurrent mathematics course for
Those intending to major in physics, chemistry, or mathen»tics should choose 11-12, 21, 24, a sequence also suitable for pre"»*ineering students. 84 class hours, 84 clock hours of laboratory.
Prerequisite or parallel: Mathematics 11-12.
"

CLASSICAL PHYSICS III.

* ***

A continuation of Physics 11-12, dealing with electromagnet*™
r
tromagnetic radiation; ray optics; wax* optics. 42 claw
rs,
^2 'k* k hours of laboratory.
Prerequisite: Physics 11-12, Mathematics 11-12.

OUAMTUIS PHYSICS.

*

The concluding portion of the general analytical survey begun
m Phvsics 11-12. An elementary study of relativity; electron*, j*10
,n™
their interactions; optical and X-ray spectra; wsdeoos ar
r energy . 42 dm hours, 42 clock hcrnn of laboratory .

P^wquiate: Physics 3-4 or 11-12; Mathematics 11-12.
Note; All advanced courses in physics has* as prerequisite*
Jfc>*cs 11.J2; 21; and Mathematics 21-22, unless otherwise noted
• 83, 88. 93-94 are lecture courses.
11

»

RtCTtlClTY AND MAGNETISM

Mathematical formulation of the laws of electromagnet*™
trie and magnetic properties of matter; electromagnetic radix
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tion; circuit theory. The first semester laboratory is in electrical
measurements. The second semester laboratory is in electronics.
84 class hours; 112 clock hours of laboratory.
S3.

THItMODYMAMICS.

H

Thermodynamics, kinetic theory, and statistical physics.
SI.

OPTICS.

H

Propagation of wave trains and wave groups; diffraction and
interference of waves; dispersion and polarization of light by ma
terial media; coherence properties.
THtOKITICAl MICHAMICS.

77,

* •*"

AD analytical course in physical mechanics.
•S.

TOPICS IN THIORrTICAl PHYSICS.

*

A course designed to be taken in the first semester of the junior
year in which advanced problems in vector fields, vibration an<
wave motion are considered.
•S.

IMTIOOUCTOtY OUANTUM MECHANICS.

H

Mathematical formulation of the postulates of quantum mechan
ics; die Schroedinger method with applications to the linear oscil
lator. hydrogen atom, and molecular rotation and vibration; matrn
methods; simple perturbations.
Prerequisite: Physics 24, 85, Mathematics 21-22.
•I.

SOtID STATI PHYSICS.

H

Properties of crystal lattices; thermal properties of solids: the
free electron theory of metals; Brillouin zone theory; supercon
ductivity.
Prerequisite: Physics 24, 33, Mathematics 21-22.
•3-P4

ATOMIC AND NUCHAS PHYSICS.

1

Relativity; introduction to quantum mechanics; application to
atomic and molecular structure and spectra; nuclear structure a
reactions; radioactivity; cosmic rays; meson theory. Introduetxm w
current literature of physics. 84 class hours, 112 clock hours
laboratory.
Prerequisite: Physics 24, Mathematics 21-22.
100.

TOPICS IN ADVANCED PHYSICS.

H *• *

Experimental or theoretical work to fit individual needs
students not reading for honors in physics.
zoo juNtoa MOMOPS cou»st
14 •» 1 ^
A course of variable theoretical or experimental content adapt
to the needs of junior honors majors.

POLITICAL SONRAE

400. 1RNIOR HONORS COURSI.

PL

*

,0

' """

A course of variable theoretical or experimental content adapter
to the needs of senior honors majors.
POLITICAL SCIENCE

Profesror Horwitz, Chairman
Professor McGowan
Associate Professor Goldwin
Assistant Professor Clor
Mr, Frame
Mr. Marcus
The major objectives of the department are: (1) to further
the understanding and development of political science, to cspore
the place of politics in human life, and to analyze the various orms
political regimes; (2) to develop the students
intelligent judgment of political controversies and poli< ics an<
thereby to help to prepare him for citizenship; and
to Prt>P*|T
tolerted students for graduate work in political science, aw,
*kted fields.
Studenu majoring in political science are required to romp etc
Political Science 11-12, 21-22, 33-34-35, plus one and one ha
additional units in political science elective*. Political Science
• recommended as the guided elective. The Department has no
•Pecihr language requirements.
'•»

MOOIRN POLITICAL IDfOlOCIIS

'

A systematic introduction to the dominant political
trines
»dmitwentieth century. Major emphasis is cn™
** theoretical foundations of liberal democracy in its varkhm torn*
communism, socialism, and nationalism Lecture* and _ . _
tnn/?'
cmphasiw analysis of the classic statements of these ^
J
emulated by their originator* (e^., Jefferson, Mill. Lincoln
Lenin. Mazzini, Renan, Wibon). Commentaries and poo
*** also read
AMtRlCAN GOVtRNMIMT

' Tj

fL" study of American governmental institutions, wi
^Phasis in the first half of the course on the President anci
®toR* 1 hr course includes an examination of PiesiJen
J^phasiring it* theoretical and historical development in
States. Other subjects considered are national defense anc
^tnihtary relations, Congress, the role of pohuca parties,
^"cracy, and problems of foreign policy.
'*rer®quisite: Sophomore standing.
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11-12.

7HI POLITICAL REGIME OF THE UNITED STATES.

' *"*

Study of the theory and practice of the government of the
United States, its principles, institutions, and problems. Empha^4
is placed on fundamental questions of public policy and national
purjxjsc. I he first semester is divided into two parts. Part I explore
the (>olitical ideas and objectives of the Founding Fathers, including
their understanding of democracy, republicanism, constitutional
government, and individual rights. Part 11 examines the oiwrati'*1
of the American Congress, the Presidency, the Supreme Court,
|)olitical parties, and interest groups in the twentieth century.
I he second semester is concerned with basic issues of Amen* an
politics, including federalism, freedom of speech and the press, the
W« I fare state, majority rule and minority rights, government, an*<
the individual. 1 he course concludes with discussions of the nature
of American politics and the role of ideology in American life
21-22.

COMPARATIVE POLITICAL REGIMES

' **

A study of the major regimes of Western and Eastern Europe,
as well as the political development of selected emerging nation*
I opics include constitutional, historical, cultural, and social d^trr
minants of these countries. Included in the course are reading4
in those political thinkers of particular j)ertincncc for the regim"
under consideration.

Prerequisite: Political Science 1-2, or consent of instructor.
25.

AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT.

* •"*

A survey of the historical development of American polit**
ideas from the C.olonial period to the present day. The writing*
Paine. Adams, Hamilton, Jefferson, Madison, and Callioun,
the colonial period and the Social Darw inists, the Progressive* »n
other writers of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centun*9
are studied. Trends such as liberal reform and conservatism **
discussed.
• lUojiiiBte: Junior standing or consent of instructor.
31.

POLITICAL PARTIES.

*

Topics include the development of |x>litical parties in
constitutional democracies, sectionalism, pressure polities, P°
opinion, part) organization, electoral behavior, and a historical
comparative analysis of parties in the United States.
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
33. 34, 35.

CLASSICS Of POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY.

"V

Systematic analysis of the classic that have shaped the
understanding of western man. This three-semester sequence

.
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• nitrates on the political works of Plato, Aristotle ami St. Thomas
Aquinas (33); Marhiavclli, Hobbes, Locke and Rousseau (34);
*n<l Burke, John Stuart Mill, Marx and Dewey (33). (Complete
,rxti arc read. While emphasis is placed on intensive and comprrhrmivr examination of these authors, other important political
philosopher* are also considered. A major objective of this sequence
ts the development of the student's skills in textual analysis, and
reliant r on secondary literature is minimal.
Prerequisite: Political Science 11-12, or consent of instructor.
SJ

WOSUMS IN INTIRNATIONAl POLITICS.

VS

An examination of basic issues and forces in world politics.
I°pics discussed include: the causes of war, the role of power
*>liti<s, the role of moral principles, the nature and efforts of
politK al ideology, international organization and world government,
^"nmnisrn and Soviet foreign policy, and American foreign policy
»n the Cold War and in the nuclear age.
Perquisite: completion of one unit in Political Science or
roment of instructor.
4 1

AMU,CAN

CONSTITUTION Al

LAW

»

This course is concerned with the historical development of
1 'r American Constitution, with emphasis on major court decisions
on the judicial philosophies elaborated by the I' S. Supreme
/nun The first semester is devoted to exploration of the nature and
'he Constitution, the role of law and the court system
!he American regime, the powers of the Federal Government as
' ** rights of the States, and the legal status of property rights The
Wv^n<l **™ester emphasizes contemporary isnies, such as civil
i U' <',,r process of law, separation of church and state, and
(rndom of speech.
completion of one unit in Political Science or
foment of instructor.
100

tetClAl SfMINARS.

* •**

^oiil seminar* in Political Science arc offered even sear.
H
'"irnt is limited, and preference is given to Political Science
«'*>nrt candidates who mat fulfill their Junior Honor* requirement
OToneufuIly completing 1 unit of work in special seminar*. Enmilmrnt » open to other students with the permission of the instructor.
A I^xke's Politic#: A full semester of study of one of the
^Pal rar'v storks of modern political thought, John Locke s T*
Govrrnmrnt. Emphasis will be placed on understanding
as a whole and seeing the politicid relevance of concepts
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such as the law of nature, the state of nature, the state of w*»
natural liberty and equality, property, the origins of civil society,
majority rule, prerogative, and the right of revolution.
Prerequisite: Political Science 33-34 or consent of the instruct**.
(B) Special Senior Seminar: This seminar provides a systematic
review of each of the major areas of Political Science. I his cour*
is designed to give political science majors an overview of
discipline. Offered second semester only.
.
Prerequisite: open only to political science majors, ex« ltishr
Honors Candidates.
(C) Moral Censorship and Freedom of Expression: An exami
iwtion of the issues that arise when government seeks to restt*
literary and verbal expression which threaten public mora 10
1 liese issues are explored generally in the context of moral
political philosophy and in the particular context of the Am****'
Constitution and political developments. Special emphasis is pj**°
on censorship of obscene literature in the United States.
inc ude selections from such authors as Plato, John Mil*00- *
John Stuart Mill, as well as judicial decisions and contempt
writings on the subject of obscenity.
Prerequisites: Political Science 61-62 or consent of the instruct*
Jhe Theory and Practice of Civil Disobedience: P»lblK
Affairs Conference Center topic for 1967-68, (see descript#o
Conference Center program below). Offered November—Af**
1 ifc 7-68.
Pi erequisite: consent of the conference committee.
*00.

SCNIOR HONORS SIMINAR.

1

**

A one year advanced seminar for senior candidates for
•" d ,-UCa! ?C?encc or ol^cr departments and selected pa®
in o itiral Science. The seminar includes the systematic
of political science literature and independent research prop*
THE PUBLIC AFFAIRS CONFERENCE CENTER
The major objective of the Public Affairs Conference
k u Promote thoughtful discussion of controversial political v
y ringing students into sustained contact with national l®^V
ti ° C^|T^ r
P°l'tical responsibilities or whose chief activity
the study of public affairs.
Each annual program, conducted from November thrtw^j
w de\ oted to the intensive exploration of a current poW£
or social problem of pressing national concern. The prof?*" 1

ParcttouMY

9ft

eludes an advanced, interdisciplinary seminar which enrolls stu
dents from a number of discipline*. Seminar discussions are
conducted by Kcn>on faculty, as well as by outside leaders distin
guished by their knowledge of the subject matter or their accom
plishments in the field. These visitors arc in residence at Kemon
lor periods of a week or more. During their time on campus tlsey
deliver public lectures and meet informally with students in addi
tion to leading a number of formal seminar discussions.
Shortly after the conclusion of the regular seminar program
each year, a special conference dealing with the subject is held on
the Kemon campus. The distinguished visitors who had partici
pated in the seminar during the academic sear return to campus at
that time, along with some twenty other conferees. The participant*
in this national conference typically include several United States
Senators or Representatives, executives from government ami
business, publishers or other representatives of the mass-media, and
academicians from campuses across the country.
The formal conferences extend for three day* and carry on their
in closed sessions. At the same time, every effort is made to
further extend to the Kenyon community the full brnrfit of the
presence on campus of these distinguished conferees through pane
din unions and a variety of social gatherings.
The major papers presented at each conference are ""PP
mrnted by contributions prepared by other authorities in thr fie
are then published in the Rand MrNaJly Public Affairs scon
Ihcv volumes, which are specifically designed to present ofipwnf
positions, are widely used in colleges throughout the country
published to date deal with United States military po»Cft
federalism, foreign aid, political parties, civil rights, and foreign
P°kcy- Volumes in preparation are concerned with lugher edut*#^,
problem* of the citsea, liberalism and conservatism, and reapportmnfr^nt of state legislatures.
PSYCHOLOGY

Associate Pmfeseor Clifford, Chmrmsn
•Professor Cummings
Professor Shepard
Assistant Professor Hoffman
t Assistant Professor Williams
Psychology, as the scientific study of mental We, • • systematic
••^ksrics/ Utpt. ittond

**•<—4

f 967-64.

1967-6$.
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approach to the transaction between man and his environment
I lie individual is the focus of attention in the study of this relation
ship; his development, his being as it is capable of scientific dem oli
tion, and his fate as it can be predicted from available knowlcdc*
and evidence.
Students begin the study of psychology by taking Psychoid
11-12. It is advisable for majors to take 21-22 as early as jiossihr
if they plan to do advanced laboratory work.
The major consists of 21-22, 3 to 4 additional units in
ogy, and from 2 to 3 units in related courses depending on
individual interests of the student.
Highly qualified students will be asked, usually in their
more year, to become candidates for honors in Psychology.
honors candidates will embark on a program of concentrated
*
supplemented by work in areas of special interest. This will
followed in the senior year by a substantial independent iJCitv1
project culminating in a senior honors thesis.
11-11.

INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY

'

An introduction to the scientific study of mental life. ^an
»>ehavior is examined as it is influenced by biological and culm"
factors. Includes laboratory work chosen to emphasize the natui*
of the scientific method in psychology.
No prerequisite.
11-11.

EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY.

' *"

I he statistical treatment of psychological data and the
of psyc hological experiments. The first semester concerns doenpQj1
and inferential statistics important to experimental and <
tional psychology. The second semester surveys the major i**"^
of experimental psychology and the laboratory procedures aval
for their investigation.
Prerequisite or concurrently: Psychology 11-12.
11.

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY,

* **

This course is offered for students who plan to teach in
ary schools.
Prerequisite: Psychology 11-12, and consent of the instruct*
15.

DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

*

00

A detailed study of the facts and principles of behav***j
development Among the topics considered are: the contributions *
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heredity and environment to mental growth; instinct and matura
tion; the nature of the learning process; the origin and growth
of motor skill, emotion, language, intelligence, and personality.
Prerequisite: Psychology 11-12.
>MS.

ASNOIMAl AND CLINICAL PSYCMOtOOY.

1

Phe origin, nature, and social significance of behavior problems,
delinquency, mental retardation, and the principal forms of mental
disorder. In the second semester modern therapeutic techniques
*>11 be discussed and evaluated. Particular attention will I* given
t® the methods of investigating personality, such as the interview,
intelligence tests, and projective tests and modern therapeutic tr« hniques will he discussed and evaluated. Students may enter the
ootiise either semester.

Prerequisite: Psychology 11-12.
WYCMOIOOY or MOTIVATION.
* •**
A study of biological and social motives in animal* and in n>en
" r early work of James, Freud, and others is surveyed with re*P®ct to its influence on behavioristic and field theoretical rnncrp{»®os of motivation. The last half of the course is devoted to current
theory and research, especially to recent developments m dectooo
l****y and choice behavior, conflict theory, the development of
incentive attractions, and achievement motivation.

Prerequisite: Psychology 11-12.
°

^TCHOIOCT Of KASNINC

Theoretical approaches to learning and the empirical evidence
^hich they are based Special attention will be given to the sys
tem of Pavlov, Guthrie, Thorndike, Hull, Tolman, andSluna*r^rr' developments in neo-behaviorism, learning technology, am
W theoretical approaches will also be treated.

^wfiiate: Psychology 11-12.
mi rsYCMOLOor or rttcirnoN
A consideration of the human being as a perceiving orgam«m
'^ng the first section of the course a presentation of current
^*T*r»al theory is undertaken. Then a variety of the mou agAr>t perceptual phenomena is considered and rrlat
to t
bailing theories Finally the relation of perception to other
r®gnitrve pmcesMs will be discussed.
41

Prer«iu«ite:

Psychology 11-12.

^YCMOtOCT Of LAMOUAOf

AND TNOUOMT

*

A study of experimental approaches to language, to ccnceptua
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processes, and to their possible relations. Topics include: recent
concept formation work; studies on learning how to learn; infoo
mation processing and production; transformational grammar, it*
relation to thought, and its implications for psychological theorizing,
the child's acquisition of language.
Prerequisite: Psychology 11-12.
47,

PHYSIOLOOICAL PSYCHOLOGY.

^

A course dealing with the physiological and neurological
of behavior. An attempt is made to integrate the newer finding*
of neurophysiology with the patterns of behavior observed by P*T
chologists. A wide range of mental phenomena and their biology*
bases is considered: sensation, motivation, attention, and the in
tegrative processes.
Prerequisite: Psychology 11-12.
41.

PtRSONALITY THIOtY.

* **

T he first part of the course consists of a careful considerate®
of the factors that contribute to the structure and development
personality. Genetic, bio-chemical, interpersonal, social, and cultu
influences will be evaluated on the basis of empirical *tud*» .
major portion of the course will be concerned with key
'
theoretical formulations of the nature of human personality. A
the theories considered will be those of Freud, Jung, Adler,
Sullivan, Erickson, Allport, Lewin, Cattell, and others.
Prerequisite: Psychology 11-12.
•••SO

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY.

1

^

Culture and Personality. The first semester is devoted to * **'
of the nature of society and culture and their efTects upon the
vidual. Among the topics considered are: human group*:
stratification; cultures and subcultures; basic personality;
character; group stereotypes; the socialization of the indri
child rearing practices; the nature and function of the self
course emphasizes the interdependency of findings of cultural
pology, sociology, and social psy chology.
The second semester deals principally with collective beh*|^
and its psychological basis. Specific topics for extensive an* \
include: social learning; group dynamics; social organization, r
ership; the behavior of crowds; the effects of mass society "P0*1 .
individual; fad and fashion: public opinion; social attitudes,
roe and measurement; prejudice; propaganda; modern sof>a
and *ug*fested means for their resolution.
Prerequisite: Psychology 11-12.'

on

Rxxicao*

*0. ANIMAl tlHAVIO*.
* ***
Sm description of Biology 61. May 1* taken a* 1*^ °' 1
psychology major with consent of lite major adviser.
•1. MtSTOtY ANO SYSTIMf Of WCMCHOOY.
H
This course traces the philosophical and cultural evolution of
psychological thought. Origins in empiricism, powtivkm. and
tionism are studied as they influenced viewpoints of the ate
century: the Structuralism of Wundt and Titrhener. the "J?*'1??
alitm of William James, Pavlov's Reflexology, and Freud s Porhoanalysis. Tliis is followed by an examination of the n^*^*J^,trTT
of psychology*: Behaviorism, Gestalt Psychology, Field Theora, a
the neo-Freudian analytic schools.
Prerequisite: Junior standing. Not acceptable a« a

Elective.
too

iNomtfocMT rruoY.

000

JUNtOS HONOOt COUSM

saI
™

A laboratory program or seminar for pa* students which permits
independent study of topics in psychology of special intern
the students.
Prerequisite: Consent of the chairman of the department
u n)
*"

_

,

For junior candidates for honors in INiilmlty- ^ cou .
concentrated study adapted to the interests and needs t *t
Prerequisite: Consent of the chairman of the department
•00

WfMOf HOMOOt count

A program for senior candidates fee honors in ' * \
Wthtr
tninating i n a senior h o n o r s thesis T h e coursei w
i
. . ,
"f *n experimental research investigation or iuJepgwrn
.
area of psychology of particular relevance to the post
professional plans of the student
Prerequisite: Consent of the chairman of the department

RCltGtON
Professor Hettlinger. Charms*
Professor Bah
Assistant Pmfemor Regan
Mr Grrenberg
Tlie courses in the Department of Religion offer a
•ndentanding and critifimi of the ideas and literature

«*

^
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faiths of the world and the cultures with which they are associated.
Special attention is Riven to the Judaco-Christian tradition as the
primary religious foundation of Western society. Courses art
planned and presented so as to be of interest and value to tin*
proceeding to graduate work in any subject, as well as to those whe
expect to enter business, journalism, or similar careers.
I he Major Program of the Department is suitable for tho«c
who cxjicct to terminate their formal education at Kenyon, and
more particularly for those interested in going on to a PhD. ^
a view to teaching religion in undergraduate colleges and universi
ties where there are rapidly increasing demands for qualified lay
teachers in this subject.
While prospective seminarians may be better advised to major
in another field, the leading seminaries now advise prospective stu
dents to take at least some courses in religion as undergraduates,
and they arc usually prepared to give advanced standing for >ufh
work done at Kenyon.
Majors arc normally expected to take Religion 11-12, 21-22.
23-24 and 31-32, plus two other units in Religion, in addition to
two units in associated subjects approved by the Department. I J**
desirable, though not essential, that one or two of the requirt®
courses be taken in the sophomore year.
Honors candidates take Religion 300 and 400, both of wh**
involve independent study under the direction of a member of the
faculty and the writing of a thesis.
1-1.

RELIGION IN THE MODERN WORLD AND TNI CONCERT Of OOO IN
TNI MAJOR fAITHS

1

The first half of this course considers the challenge to relif***
faith presented by the scientific revolution, sociology and psyrhiatn
Students will read and discuss the views of men like Dewey
Freud who reject the traditional ideas, as well as those of some onn
temporary writers like I illich, Ruber and Cox who have south'
to reinterpret religious faith in modern terms. In the second half
the course the student is given an introduction to the concept
God in Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity, Confucian**1*
and Islam.
This course is recommended as a Guided Elective (4) f<*
without previous academic study of religion. Those who have
a Iv-u kground may be allowed, with the permission of the in«tn*^
tor. to elect Religion 11-12, 21-22, 23-24 or 31-32 as a C.uido
Elective.

101
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'MT

ASIAN REUOIONS AND SOCIETIES.

'

UN"

A itudy of the major religious systems of Asia, considered
•specially in relation to the historical situation in which the)
<levrl<ipcd, and the political structure of the societies to which
'1*7 belong. Particular attention will be given to Confucianism,
Hinduism, Buddhism, and Islam, in order to show the jiossibility
coherent societies with religious sanctions different from those
the West
11-M.

THE JEWISH HERITAGE: INTRODUCTION TO THE
OU> TESTAMENT.

'

WNI'

t>r^ Wut,y
Jewish history and thought from c. 1700 B.C. to 63
' • with special attention to the eight crises in which the Jewish
"stem was forced to come to terms with an essentially foreign
The literature of the Old Testament will be studied with
4 v*rw to comprehending the answers provided at the various
penods to the problems which were posed, and the character ol
monotheism. The first third of the year will be given to a
, of the historical books, the second third to the Prophets, an
* third to the Psalms and Wisdom literature.
14

™F CHRISTIAN HERITAGE

INTRODUCTION TO THE

HEW TESTAMENT.

1

^ A * t u d \ of earliest Christianity against the social, political and
^background of the first century A.D., and a survey of the
New Testament documents. The method by which the \arwith the Jewish origins of Christianitv as it mover
m.
, ^rI'rn'*6c world will fx; examined, as will the process )
the u
Testament was gathered into its present form from
ter jT* Vfdume
early Christian literature. In the second semesQV!study will be made, in seminar, of the Synoptic
frAering such topics as method in biblical study, esc ha to •
^bics, and the description of Jesus afforded bi tie
u

ms

,ASTl#N

wollD

'

1

the environmental factors in the Middle
historical, and their effect on the religious ' ****•
Patterns, and political concepts. Special attention *il
,r> the rise of Islam, and the part it has played as the unity/
wifl t?* MkWte Astern society. The area under consideration
*** Ars»b Island, the Fertile Crescent. Egypt, Iran and
1

tuhu u

and
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31-31.

HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN THOUOHT.

' •**

A study, with required readings in original sources (in transla
tion), of the major themes of Christian thought as understood by
such men as Irenaeus, Tertullian, Origen, Augustine, Ansc'm.
Aquinas, Luther, Calvin, Wesley, Butler, Schlciermachcr, Kierke
gaard and Kitschl.
33-34.

JIWISH THOUOHT FROM 135 to

1900.

1

^

1 his study will attempt to formulate patterns in the intellectual
and spiritual history of Judaism as a product of its culture. The
material will cover the Talmudic, Gaonic, Mediaeval and M<x i«•n
periods. Readings will be required in translated texts of Jewish law,
mysticism, philosophy and poetry.
35-34.

SEMINAR IN MODIRN WESTERN REIIOIOUS THOUOHT.

A discussion, based on extensive readings, of the thought of Karl
Barth, Kcinhold Nicbuhr, Paul Tillich, Martin Buber, Karl Rahner,
Rudolph Bultmann, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, and Paul Van Burea
Prerequisite: Religion 31-32 or permission of the instructor
41.

SEMINAR IN CHRISTIANITY ANO HISTORY.

* ***

'Hie character and expression of the Christian argument in
relation to the intellectual concepts of the modern Western ***
and consideration of various philosophies of history which ha**
lwvn current during the past 250 years, notably those of Bossuct
VoltAire, Turgot, Condorcet, Hegel, Comte, Marx. Bury, Speng^
Tovnbce. Dawson and Butterfield. Discussion will center on t
significance of these thinkers for an understanding of the *'tviabo®
of modern man, and the relation of their ideas to the Bibhc*
understanding of historical events, and the extent to which t
Biblical concepts are still valid today.
45-46

PROOUMS IN THE PHILOSOPHY OF REUOION.

Among the subjects to be discussed are the question of meaning
and truth claims for religious language, the idea of revelatk** "
relation to the concept of miracle, recent attempts at reformulat**
of the traditional proofs of the existence of God, human freed**
nnd responsibility as reflected in the idea of "the sour, and tfw
ideas 0f immortality and resurrection in contemporary phi)'1*10? '
and religion.
Prerequisite: permission of one of the instructors.
100.

SPtCIAl TOPICS.

I

Advanced Biblical Studies.
A <eminar study of the Johannine Literature (the Fourth
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Gotpel and the Epistles of John), with special reference to the
critical problems involved, including the relation of the Fourth
Gospel to the Synoptic Gospels, and to the Old I eslament writings;
the similarities and differences between the Gospel and the Epistles;
the relevance for the modern world of Johannine thought.
Prerequisite: Religion 21-22 or 23-24 or permission of the
instructor,
*00

DIIICTIO READING.

*00.

JUNIOR

1

HONORS.

'

* * ' iT*'

Independent study under the direction of a facult\ mem iet,
including the writing of a junior honors paper.
SINIOR HONORS.

400

'

'

"

Independent study under the direction of a faculty mem **r.
including the writing of a senior honors thesis.
SPANISH

Professor Browne, Chairman
First-year courses in Spanish are intended to give the
j*°th a foundation in the structure of the language and pr*< «e
m n*. Second-year courses will continue instruction in t
M
Uf*u*ge and at the same time develop the student s reading ataiin,
** * useful aim in itself as well as in preparation for the
literature.
h student majoring in Spanish must complete no le*» ^
in the following areas of Spanish literature: The ntrr*fL
IT* Spanish literature, Cervantes, the Siglo de oro,
weoticth Centuries, Spanish-American literature, a
a •I
^ course. The range of subjects represented here is Pf*
faute some of these are semester courses. As allied su jec
'"'•dent is encouraged to take courses in French, German,
terature, and Philosophy.
un,t>

Attendance at foreign universities, under the
a: summer sessions of leading language schools in t is cou
** be encouraged
ar>d

1

'

W«MNTART

SPANISH.

Grn.UIiar, composition, reading and
M

pronunciation

"WT*RMfOIATI SPANISH.

Frvr students with one year of college Spanish or two
"^^ry school Spanish.

ana

.
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5-6.

SPANISH COMPOSITION AND CONVERSATION.

' •**

I his < nurse is intended primarily for developing an ability t°
sp( .ik the language, but with practice also in writing SpanishI rerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
11-11.

INTRODUCTION TO SPANISH LITERATURE.

'

II ercquisite: Consent of the instructor.
37-3S

SPANISH LITERATURE OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY.

I his course will offer readings in the contemporary
novel, short story, and drama.
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
4J

SPANISH LITERATURE OF THE SICLO DE ORO.

Spanish

*

Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
43.

NINETEENTH CENTURY SPANISH LITERATURE.

* •"*

^orks in the novel, drama, and poetry of the period w®
studied.
I rerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
n

READINOS IN SPANISH-AMERICAN LITERATURE.

*

Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
CERVANTES.

I **

Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
•0.

LATIN-AMERICAN HISTORY.

* *"*

Completion of this course will count toward diversification *
i ie jumanities in the same way as any advanced language course,
but if this is the student's choice, papers required in the
mur
. WTlttcn 'n Spanish. It will not count toward the n*!1*
in Spanish.
Prerequisite: Content of the instructor.
'00

TOPICS IN SPANISH LITERATURE.

1

This course is designed to meet the needs of small group ^
advanced students of Spanish.
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
300.

JUNIOR HONORS COURSE

1 00

Independent study for junior candidates for honors undeT the
direction of the honors supervisor.
400

SENIOR HONORS COURSE.

1

Independent study for senior candidates for honors under
direction of the honors supervisor.

STUD!NT ACTIVITIES AND ORGANIZATION*
THE CAMPUS GOVERNMENT
Through the Constitution of Kenyon College the Trustee* f",ru«t to
President and Faculty authority and responsibility for student life, acactrm
and extracurricular. Campus Government, therefore, is rega
«• "
tltlfstion of authority by the President and Faculty to the vanous i 1*1
committees, and organisations of that government
The Campus Senate, comprised of students, faculty, and
j
has been established to legislate and to interpret policy rr**n..
affair* The Senate considers any problem of general ron.ern wi 1
College and serves as an effective means of communic ation
tween s
faculty, and administrative officers.

.

Th. Student Aufutblr, founds in IMS nnd compel "< *J'
"» m-mbffi of thr Collect, b the corporate oifnnhntion o
body. It has the power to review the action of any agrn< v ° 1
Government and to formulate proposals which reflect the view*
i_j

.mc'ent

The Student Council is the official body for .tudent d>»^^n _
r*r '*
bon, and artkm. Every registered student of Kenyon
. jf
on the Council and is entitled to be heard by the Council. «
Conmdb
•ith ail matters affecting the welfare of the students
he .*r. " '
^
««, the Finance Committee, the Social Committee, the
Fund
the Activities Committee, the Elections Committee, the. peci
,^
Committee and the Interfraternity Committee are sta ,n* f
Student Council
. ^
The Judicial Board and the Publications Board, both composed
dents and faculty, are agencies of the Campus

fto.

Government.

SOOAl GROUPS
The students of the College are divided Ibtn
organiaed to promote social and personal rela« on*
national Greek-letter societies and local societies, a

' * (hapten
rn^D n(t^
eac

its own division of a dormitory.
ORGANIZATIONS
c*mmm ,^
Student PnMwatiaai The student publkutrons are
P*l*r published bi weekly during the college ye«; W* *
^
**d the UcreiUe, a yearbook, published annually bv t
I
f>r«u»«r»c The Dramatic Club makes available to

^

^

tumty so share in the production «f P*ST»
**""fnnsf phb
rear. Any student who participates »n a spec.
^ ^
hfoene a member In 19M the Drama be < Jub <—•«
«*~ty. The Hill Players, to lecognsae excellence
" Producing plays
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/ ormiic. Thr Debate Society participate* in intramural and intercolle
giate debate* and attend* annual tournament*.
Mvrical. There are many active muiical organization* in the College
e College Choir, which sing* at chapel *ervicea and in neighboring chun
the Kenyon Singer*, an undergraduate choral group which present* cotxtiv
in Gambier and elsewhere, occasionally in conjunction with a choral grw»P
from another college; and the instrumental ensembles: the Brass Choi'.**
Woodwinds, and the String Ensemble.
Athletics. Letter men in good academic standing are eligible for elect*1*
to the Kenyon Klan.
Other organizations are the French, German, International Relation
re-medical, Pre-law, Philosophy, and Political clubs.
The Phi Beta Kappa Society. The Phi Beta Kappa Society was org***"1
to encourage and to recognize excellence in scholarship, and high acadrtr.*
standing is an essential condition for admission. The fraternity, which **
founded at the College of William and Mary in 1776, established the
Chapter of Ohio at Kenyon College in 1858. Undergraduates are elected i*
the junior and senior year*.
7 ht Senior Society. The Senior Society is a small, self-perpetuating
zat.on composed of outstanding men in the senior class chosen for their
•hip m campus activities. The group meets with the Faculty Council **
officer* of the College to discuss affairs of common concern for the unpr**r"
tnent of the College.
The Chase Society. The Chase Society is an organization of freshmen
sophomores whose primary purpose is to promote various activities «• '
lege. Its member* serve as ushers, marshals, guides, and in many
capacities in service to the College.
7 he Kenyon Christian Fellowship. This is an interdenominational *****
for those interested in exploring the deeper meaning of the Christian f«®
thought and action. It is open to all interested student*.

GENERAL INFORMATION
REGISTRATION

The one hundred forty-fourth college year begins with registration on
Wednesday and Thunday, September 6 and 7, 19t>7 The freshman Orienta"on Program begins on Monday, September 4, five daya before clatwa begin
Returning atudenta who fail to register on registration day mutt pay •
fee of $|0 for the first absence in each class and IS for each footerutrve
•haence in each class thereafter.
FRESHMAN ORIENTATION PROGRAM
Freshmen are required at the opening of the fall wmetier to attend a
•ries of lectures given under the supervision of the Dean of Stu ots
e
President, the Provost, the Chaplain, the Dean, the Director of Athletics,
»«>d several members of the faculty address the freshmen on the
•he College, the curriculum, study habits, and the social and ac
k •e
* *he College. The Freshman Orientation Program be«in« before t * ate
•t for the registration of sophomores and upperclaswnen.
MATRICULATION

The ceremony of matriculation, which dates frwn I"'*1.
•^rvpUnce into the institution, and is essential to obtaining a degree
public exercise of matriculation occurs during the first semester.
d»" then signs the following obligation:
We, the subscribers, undergraduates of Kenyon C-oilege, beirg now
admitted to the rite of matriculation, do prosnsse, each for hi
I. That we will faithfully observe and obey the Uwt and "I****"
'he College, and all authoritative acts of the Prewdent *
, ^
f°*g as see are connected snth the College; and, as far
<*r power, on all occasions we will give the influence of f*ir *'
"
*°d precept to induce others iu like circumstances to do t
same
r*f

* As faithful sons of Kenyon College, we will renderjaher
*bna mater, at all timet and on aO occaaions, due honor and
"nrsing to promote her welfare by all proper means, and a 4in
'#®y '"on all things that may tend to impnw her influence or

as ^

1

•"'•'wn as a seminary of learning.
RELIGIOUS servicis

Tbe services in the Church of the Holy Spirit, the College OapeL^ to dl, and students are cordially welcrsne to attend
At the main service on Sunday mooussr* the sermon n prew .
by the Hector of Harcourt Parish, by mrmber« <-f » '
" °*ts<anding viaitors Musk is prosrded bv the college chewr. a
**totuoities for students to awsst as servers and usher*.
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Holy Communion is celebrated each Sunday and on Wednesdays. Momm* and Evening Prayer are said daily, the latter under itudrnt leadenhip
Thr Chaplain of the rolle*e ia alwaya available for individual counselli«|
and for group diacuaaiont.
VARSITY SPORTS
Dunn* the academic year Kenyon team* play full aehcdulea in eleven
rrro c*Mtr iporta. Competition ia furniahed largely by the other member
° the < >hio Athletic Conference, of which Kenyon ia a charter mem• ' ^ortl 'Ponaored are football and aoccer in the fall aeaaon; baakethall.
'rar and wrr»tling in the winter aeaaon; and baaeball, lacrome.
Ohio A»kT
f°'^ 'n
"Print •rM°n. According to the rulea of the
comn-.
O®0***"*# and of Kenyon College, freahmen are eligible *
Handing
^ ^ ,eanw " 'onK ai they remain in good academ*
Association

" * member of

the National Collegiate

Athletic

muaii
durin* thr P*"mrnt ^ Mutir and the Lectureahipa Committee Pf"***'
rTnK »>rar * *riea of inatrumental and vocal coneerta br
in* artist* *
Moreovfr' mcitala are given by the Kenyon S«nf«*»the Strin* F' '"kiT
•
-narm lr, the Brau Choir, and other groups.
trend pianos ^ !k 'I"" P'*®°* »*» the dormitories, there are Steinway p*ri*
•>»r I- nunl (
""* Pr"" I"11 »nd In >1" Chmpcl Ba*n>o". -kK*
1W Web"
J,
pand pi.no in Rou. Ha« •
UH. rcbtaml.,
and br member, o( tbe mv«ie •»*

,
rules and pn^
principles w i.w".'

OlSCIRUNf
'maJ1 **
* detailed rode of regulations. BaaK»l?r

in Prr*onaJ
"opoatng official discjp|,n^!?*
wben personal judgment and action *•'"7
fail to be consist
t^ture laihi
T 'hr,r Principles. Students arr expected to
and colWtrvrlv Tv f° M*m>e r**P°naibility for their actions, individ

»'"~W ^I.Hr
havior H rraprctable

^ f""
*•*—• II
WOT^ " done to the beat of ability,

infraction of ColU^^ *nd/°T ^te Dean of Students has jurmdietkm
d'*dp,,n*r>r c««
The College
nheoevrr it belirw. ? ' T "*®,t to di*mias or refuse to enroll *»T »,u
<l«re such action
"
'ntPmtj °f the College or of the (tudent

£
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AIR PORCR R O.T.C.
11^ Department of Aerospace Studies WAS added to the curriculum in
September 1952. In order to keep in step with the changing patterns of
huhrr education and the needs of tomorrow's Aerospace Force, Kenyon
College converted to the Two-Year Air Force ROTC Program, exclusively,
r,Tective September 1967. Completion of the program leads to a Second
'lieutenant's commission in the United States Air Force Reserve. F.nrollmrnt
•n Air Force ROTC is voluntary.
In order to qualify for enrollment in the two-year Air Force ROTC pro
tein a student must be a citizen of the United States, physically and mentall* qualified, and be able to complete the program by 28 yean of age. Age
requirements may be waived in the case of students with prior military
service.
Students enrolled in the Air Force ROTC and mainuining good academic
standing are normally deferred from military service until they have comPleted their college education. An Air Force ROTC graduate normally is
aPPro*'mjl,ebr 'of yean of active military duty as an Air Force
ofneer after graduation from college, (cadets entering the Flying Training
m*T*m "rr required to complete approximately five yean of active military
*"rK<> '• *' railed to duty by the Secretary of the Air Force. Students who
re tr, continue their education at graduate level (including medical, den'* • l*«al, or other professional training) may request a delay from being
' * led to active military duty for the specific educational purposr.
Air lore* ROTC students are furnished textbooks, equipment, uniforms,
• *»bsistence allowance at the rate of $40 per month for a total
'f| TOo,,'l>1 Students qualified and selected for pilot training may particiP»'e in the Flight Instruction Program and earn their Private Pilot's License
students applying for entry into the program are required so attend a
^ Field Training Course conducted at an Air Forte base between
"r sophomore and junior years of college
*

"ssd'nts who complete the program earn two units of College academic
| 't, «»hifh may be applied against the minimum seventeen units required
* faduation.

AUTOMOfilUS AND RRCARMS
allege
authorities
think It inadvisable for undergraduates to keep
(
Freshmen are especially advised not to have them. However.
1
student chooaea lo have owe, the College emphatically disclaims all
™ Visibility for accidents which may occur Students on probation or other•" ,ke»r studies will be denied the privilege of maintaining
••ttvrxdnla Cars must be registered with the campus security officer
'* ,wmty-four hours after they are brought to the College. Failure to
'' thesu win be cause for disciplinary action.
^
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Students are advised to study additional rulea concerning automobiles
in the Sludtnl Handbook.
PiatoU and other small arm*, including air pistols, may not be kept any
where in the College; mem ben of an authorized Piatol Club have the P"v
ilege, however, to regiater and drpoait their piatola at the Security Office
theae may be checked out only for club-sponsored activitiea. Guna may no*
be kept anywhere on campua. Failure to comply with theae regulationa may
reault in auapenaion or expulsion from the College.

HEALTH SERVICE FOR STUDENTS

A atudent health aervice ia maintained by the College.
The College aaautnea no liability or responaibility for treatment f<* an*
injury or accident which happena to a atudent while he ia participating in
any athletic competition, practice, or exercise. However, it haa been the
jwiliry of the College to provide for the expenae of immediate hoapitali**
tion, medication, laboratory, X-ray, and aurgical treatment in caaea of acci
dent reaulting from participation in athletic competition.
/a/Srmary. The infirmary haa facilitiea for twenty men in aingle rr"H'*
and in the arard. It ia under the auperviaion of the College Phyaician
a full-time regiatrred nurae. Serious caaea of iilnets are aent immediately *
Merry HoapitaL Student* who are too ill to attend meals in the Co—
will be taken at once to the hospital or infirmary Meals will not be served
•n the dormitories. The College considers that a student is either ill euoof*
to be in the infirmary or well enough to be in class.
HmpitaHxatwn. For students who are hospitalized for reasons other th—
injuries resulting from athletic competition, the charges are the mr*0***''
bil-tv of the atudent, his parent or guardian, as are costs for operation*
«pc, <al treatment. It is strongly recommended that all students carry
form of accident and sickness insurance The College sponsors a Studcr.t
n«uranee Plan which provides protection at a reasonable coat and
"P to specified limits, the hospital and medical expenses arising ft®*
•«went and sickness, whether susUined at the College or elsewhere. d'"rr*
the entire policy term
Dupantmry. The College Physician will be at the infirmary each mod"*
except . unday at specified bouts. Except in emergencies, students who »rf
in or mimed should we him at that time
-

,h< .req***

Director of Physical Education or the Dean M
'
College Physician srill make bedside calls in the dormi**^
d-nng dtspmaary hours Notice of the nrcrssitv of such call.
^
O ciock ,n u**rnt rases, the College
will ZTZJZ"
.
,tOTT
p,
,
•* other hours on the recommendation «
Director of Phywal Education or the Dean
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ColUf# Phyiician. Students hospitalised in Mercy Hospital or in the
infirmary, in accordance with the arrangement deacribed above, will re
ceive medical attention from the College Physician aa require*! for fourteen
dan without extra charge If the atudent prefect to call another phrsmian,
he may do to, but the College aatumet no reaponaibility for the cmt
attendance. The coat of all operations, whether performed by the Col ege
Physician or not, and all consultant fees are the responsibility of the student
°c his parent or guardian, except aa indicated above.
The College reserves the right
to request the College Physician to
**amine any student at any time.
The College Physician is Dr. Thomas L. Bogardut. Jr., of Mount \ croon.
•®d Dr. John C. Drake of Mount Vernon is Consultant in Traumatic
Surgery.
First Aid Sttmet. The infirmary, under the supervision of a resident
registered nurse, is open at all hours for emergency caaea.
Limitations. No medications or supplies are furnished except t
»*•*
i»riy carried in the College infirmary.
Cases of chronic disease should be reported to Ore CoUage I
r
**<> unll act as medical adviser while the student is in €>****.
l*i»se of medical care in such cases is, however, the personal
igatmn
'he student or his parent or guardian.

LOSS OP PTOPWTY
Kenron College is not responsible for loss or theft of. nor
Any student's property, whatever the cause Students propem
dotiwilories and other College buildings at the sole n«k of 'he owner

PLACEMENT oma
Kenyon College mainuins a placement ofict *» •
'•d alumni who may call upon the office for assistance wi
P^ddema Prospective employers are provided with infnmitve
» Mudrnt i educational and employment background through
^'•dents are encourmted to use the vocational materials made
Kepresentatives of business, industry, and educational
** Cdhfg to iatuska students for their uigansaarinn*, a ^
•rged to use the services of this office to achieve 'heir eccation

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
< >LD KENYON , the first permanent building of Kenyon College, was B egua
in 1827 nnd opened to student* in 1829. It was a massive Gothir struct**,
one hundred sixty feet long and three stories high. The wall, were of local
sandstone and at the basement story measured four and one-half feet in
t irkrir** 1 he roof carried battlements and pinnacles and was surmounted
»> .« spire one hundred ten feet high containing the old college bell

Old Krnvon. which was completely destroyed by fire in 1949, was re
built in 1049-50. It. exterior is identical with that of the original buildin*

HANNA HALL is a dormitory opened in December, 1901. The dot**
was t e Ate Marcus A Hanna, United States Senator from Ohio, who brfl
Manna Hall in honor of his wife, Charlotte Augusta Rhode. Hanna
I.r°NA «r, HAU . is a dormitory opened to students in September. I*?*
1
. f
'•
°f Ohio churchmen "as a tribute of love and dew*
•°n o
'Iham Andrew Leonard, Fourth Bishop of Ohio, and in !«•»««•»
r>
is wife, Sarah Louise Sullivan Leonard.
P*
AMD RICHARD C. MAMNINO HALLS , twin OPPW
nrm.tones completed in 1966, and named in memory of Use grandfather
«iP»e.re BushneH McBride. alumnus and Tnjttrf of thf College.
*
memory of R.ch.rd Clarke Manning, Benson Professor of Latin,
"T°^I HALL A"° T,,, DAVTO LBW»" MEMORIAL BUTLWMO are
u,f
"
«*rted in 1953. Norton Hall is the gift of
Ijlu
oT(Wu!l °r,°n' ** U"
C. Norton, and Mn Fred R
Mem.,rial * — IWm°rT °* ***" Ud,er- DMyi<* Z Norton; the Daeid I***
husUnd. D»Zd'uJi!

Ut* Fl°nnct! E

LewU

Rauh in nM'Tn0n

'

for the f,» I"'
Principal

* iresHman dormitory with connecting recreation ere*
"*npleted in September 1961, is named lor
*** M'
Gund of Cleveland, a devoted tn—
friend of Kenyon for many years.

pmipmm amflSi! k"AL,*, ***** in 1966, a building for «*nn*m4
n'nMd "
•nd
of George Farr. jr.

••••"
rector, Ruhoo ru >
.
**»r*wity of Carl R r "
DD, Keirron 18*6
insulled*m^"^

churrh

*

h°^

t

Aacennon, New York, as a tribute to its f
1940 ^ interior was redecorated through
'*
H

tt*mor'

<*

hU ,ather' K L

H*r*ing

of St Marys, Ohio I» "*J

the Holy Spirit in 1953 with the aid of
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Ute Our H Buttolph, 1192, and hit family; the Class of 1196; and
©then
ASCENSION HALL, which contains lecture and recitation meant and
administrative offirrt, wat built in 1159 from fundt provided by mem
bers of the Church of the Attention, New Yoeh, in honor of their former
lector. flit hop Bedell.

Jon* ('.ROWa RANSOM HALL, formerly the Alumni Library built in >910.
hat been named in honor of John Crowe Ransom. Carnegie Professor of
^*»ry. F.meritua. and lint editor of The Rear#* R*vum It houart arfminwtratier offteet of the Colie«e.
STERNKNS HALL, the Rift of James P. Stephens. clam of 1159, formerly
hn«wd the library ttarki but hat been converted to administrative ofRce*
SAMUEL MATHM SCIENCE HALL, a gift of the late Henry H Dal mo ^
(Teveland at a tribute to hit senior partner, wat occupied in VyltnlN, >

PNIUR R. MATHER CREMISTET BVIUNWO, dedicated in June, I9W. w"
"»«ncd in honor of a devoted trustee and a loyal and generous supporter ot
the college
Fwaca HALL, the College commons, is the joint pit •t the Ute FR**K
«»nn, 1190. and the Ute William Nelson Cromwell TV cvrvrvmr
»*»d in 192B Feirre Hall ia named in honor of William Power Frir-e.
«»renth president of Kenyon CoHefe Incorporated with H n the Fa**
Under Chase memorial tower, the Rift of the Dtocose d (

H

I>w.es*T HALL, an addition so Frirce Hall, wis completed isI L ^
J« b named for the Ute James H. Dempsry. cUst of l»2 s«rf long* me
Trustee of Kenyon, Ernest C. Dempsry. cUst of 1911 *ed Tror"*
C«**e. and other members of the Dempsry fmnRy, «• recvwmtmn <*
1*Wl d service and contributions to the
**••! HALL, the assembly room,

was budt m IMI " '
was used for this purpose until the construct"* ' '
* «he Holy Spirit U 1169
fbapH

.

kMj

' •' Senncti Bnuxm is the gift of the Ute OsiVt
•—S- <4
CU- .4IMS, .~l — **«•" •uses the Hill Theater
Inarm SWIMMTNO FOOL, opened in Janusrr.
«f the Ute Charles Benjamin Shaffer
Tn« Aivem Horse is open throughout the yen*
<*•«»• for vinson and guests of the Collage

_
,M'

• ***

w

T»T Co AS LAS C Wamnr Hocsa, named U heno* d * r U» ^
(
Wnght, 11%, long-time trustee of the CoBege, n
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The building, completed in 1947, provides adequate facilities for men
quiring emergency care or rest and supervision.
I HE W RETH at MAN FIELD HOURS was dedicated in October, 1948, •"
honor of the late Leo W. Wertheimer of the Class of IB99.

THE LIBRARIES

I he Gordon Keith Chalmers Memorial Library, completed in the Dim
mer of l%2 at a cost of 91,200,000, is named for Kenyon's late distinguish^
President and prominent educator. It has a capacity for 201,000 volumes
and seats for 250 persons. Special features include an air-conditioned rare
book room and vault, a sound equipment room for group and private listen
ing, a microfilm room and an archival room, a reading lounge, three *tw"
nar rooms equipped for film projection and wired for educational television,
and a fine arts room.
In addition to the Chalmers Memorial Library there are special libraries
in Philip Mather Hall for the Biology, Chemistry, and Phvsirs Departments
and one for the mathematics department in Ascension Hall.
The combined libraries on April 50, 1967, had a collection of Ifil^'
hook, and documents and receive currently 800 periodicals and newspapers
A United States Government Depository, the college receives many P"™'"
cations from the United States Government Printing Office. The dom
ments collection is valuable to students working in thefields
of «****»**•
political science and history.
T h e college archives, housed for the most part in the Kenyoniana Rr""<T'
*owrr jrvrl. include, in addition to books relevant to Kenyon's history,
files of records, publications, information and pictures containing «h<*»**
of items which illuminate the development of the college and the community
from their earliest days. Of special interest are the letter* and journals *
nsshop Philander Chaw, founder of Kenyon, which form the major p»*
an extensive manuscript collection. For the convenience of those wishing "
consult this material, the Kenyoniana Room is open until noon Moods*
through Friday,
on

The income ai the following rndowment funds is devoted
chase of books:

to

the P*»r

TV James P. Stephens Fund, given in 1859 by James P Step**
The Hoffman Fund, established in 1867 by Frank E

Richmond

jy V*u«h"
established in 1872 by a bequest of the **
J- A
aughn, the income from which is used for binding book*.
The Klock Fund, established in 1913 by Mrs Klock in
her husband, George F Klock, 1878
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The Milminr Fund, established in 1924 in mmtopr of (.harlei F.
Milminr, 1865, by hit sister, Mrt. Rose Milminr Parsons.
Tbr Roberta and Gordon Chalmers Fund, rtlablithrd in I'W by a
fift of two resident* of Knox County and supplemented by *»(«• of Mr
Georgr E. Frmrrr, the income from which it utrd for the purr hate of
library booki tuitable for ute by the faculty and itudenta.
The Rinrwalt Fund, riven in 1955 by Earl D. Bab*t. 1895, for the
purr hate of book* in memory of Ralph Curtia Rinfwalt, 1894
The Manning Fund, eatablithed in 1957 by a bequest of Ri«hard C
Manning for the purrhaae of bookt in foreign language*
The Clifton H. Brrwer Fund, given by Mr* Brewer, for the pur(hate of bookt in the field* of religiou* education and liturgk*.
The William N. Wyant Library Fund, e*tabli*hed .n 1964 br •
bequett of William N. Wyant, claa* of 1905 and former T notee <4 the
Loilege, for the purrhaae of book* beyond thotr prwided for m «
»*gular library budget.
The principal of the following fund* i* uaed for designated purrhaae*
The George E Frarer Fund, given by George E F>-w f
the College, for the purchase of mathematics book* and pennd*

t

^

The J a met M 0*born Fund, given by Jame* M Otbora. Hon 'Mfor the purchase of biography in the humanitiea
ATHlfTlC RHDS

**
track.

Benson Field, situated at the foot of College HOI has aanrea of »hr^»
It contains a playing field which m circled by a cinder rwnn.

Immediately north of Brnaon Field are four Hai-Tm fast^lryint wan*
The courts are permanently lined and can he placed upon aa
" 'br frost is out of the ground.
r#*m

FalkerHtine Field i« located south of the Field Howw and ear* *4 Brunru
"d » a combination aorrer-baarball field
Mrfey* Field, a new football and Increase field recentbr
«f the field house, honors a loyal and generous tnawee
«

LECTURESHIPS
THE BEDELL LECTURESHIP
A fund of $ 13,500 established by Bishop and Mr*. Bedell
biennial lectures on the Evidence* of Natural and Revealed Religw* *
on the Relation of Science to Religion.

THE LARWILl LECTURESHIP
A fund of t25,000, established by the late Joseph H. Lanrifl of
(.lass of I8S5 and supplemented by a bequest of his son, Peul M
former professor of French and German at Kenyon College, provide*
•tonal lectures or courses of lectures on subjects of general intemt
founder desired that at least every third year a lecture or course of lecturer
philosophical in tone, should be delivered on one of these great subj**
What ran 1 know? What ought 1 to do? For what can 1 hope?'
At the discretion of the faculty, lectures delivered on the fouad*»*
may be published.
Among the occasional lecturer* on this foundation have been
Russell. Robert A Millikan, Edward M East. Robert Frost. Alesander IU
Martin. Lionel Trilling. Eliseo Vivas. Rushton Coulborn. Clyde Wack*"*
John Peale Bishop. F Alton Wade, Julian De Gray. Irwin Edman. V***"
I b"mas, Meyer Schapiro. Maurice Bowra, Wolfgang K6hler, Erwin P**|
) H Mowrer, Henri Peyre, Luigi Borrlli. John Crowe Ransom. Brsod
•hard. Frank E Brown. Herbert J. Muller, James Olds. Charle* Ste^**
I. Bernard Cohen, Angus Wilson, Wilfred J. Smith. Nadine O*rKi,rr*
f.arrett Matt.ngly. WiU,am Goldrng. Edward U Condon. Ralph W. (***
Sir Steven Runciman, Roderick M. Chisholm. Jacob C. Ilurewita, Sir TT~
Gvtarie.

THE RYERSON LECTURESHIP
The late Martin A. Ryerson, of Chicago, made to Kenyon ColW* • £
of 125.000 to found a lectureship in art. This fund contnbut« »
•vpport of instruction in the Department of An and to occasion^ ***
lecturers

THE

.

GEORGE GUND VISITORS AND LECTURE PROGRAM

****** ,rata • ftft by the late George Gund of CJeveland
Vn*>,,rr hxturers, musicians, and other artists The ^to .
College for several days, aometimes for longer periods,
raj appearance, ,n tbe f|aa«oom, at student socjetx*. and on the r*

^Zh^l>'

"" ^

"PPortun.ue* to meet the n—" "
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SPECIAL LECTURERS, 1966- 1967
Will O Moore, Senior Tutor, St John*! College, Oxford Univerdtyj Romanre RHiior, M o J t r n Langm*g« R0ti«w
11* Reverend Myron B Bkiy, Executive Secretary, The Church Sor»ety «*
College Work
Mm Denisr Lovertov, poetCM; Viiiting Lecturer in F.ngluh. V
John Bailar, Jr., Profesaor of Inorganic Chemistry. University o( IU.no*
WUhan, J. Darby. M D., Director. Division of Nutrition n"d
Department of Biochemistry. Vanderbilt University School
Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar
Walter W Heller, Professor d Economics, University d Minnesota: *nmr
tin* Chairman d the President's Council d Economic Adrvon
Rrtuard Martin. Proleaaor of Jewish Studies. Western Rmree Cnnrursitv
Harold D Laaawell, Professor of Law and Political Science, School d aYale University
^
Warren P. Miller. Executive Director, The Inter-University txwertrw* or
Political Reaearrh, Ann Arbor, Michigan
John Paul Scott, Director, Center for Research in Social Behav.or,
Green State University
hr Tyrone Guthrie, play director and author (Lnrwill lecture
Ehdip !V4an. Executive Director. The Ohio Arts Council
Pwd Adehnan, Department of Cultural Anthropotocy, ChM-Sam r ***
Vanidav Kad. Amistaat Profesaor of IHychoh «t. nod r«w
IMn
I noit me for Social Research. Uoivenaty of Michigan
Hnrtm Diarond. Chairmna. Department of
—

' Reverend Daniel Lyons, Chairman. Pit*
Aaaoriate Director, Ka« Asian Research Imaitute
"»a»d Roarn. Associate Piufemnc of Philosophy, The Ohs^ State
den Lsndsety, Department of Psychology, Lwvefsrtr of Kaaaat

.
.

Otntrr
Wedevna Usl
hert B Engle, Jr, Aauatant Profesaor of Fm» Am, (*^

SHOAL COHORTS
Marine Moore, mesao mprano
Melot Ensemble of Ixrndon (George Gund fewett
TV Lake Erie College Choar
)•** Boyd, piano
The Barmk Quartet (George Gund Concert
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The Notre Dame College Choir
Trio Italiano D'Archi (George Gund Concert)
The Western College Choir
The Stephens College Choir

CONVOCATION SPEAKERS

Founders' Day, November, 1966
Walter Gellhorn, Betts Professor of Uw, Columbia University
Honors Day, May, 1967
William Arrowsmilh, Professor of Classics and University Professor in
Arts and Letters, University of Texas
Baccalaureate Service, June, 1967
The Right Reverend John H. Burt, Bishop Coadjutor of Ohio
Commencement, June, 1967
I he Honorable Abraham A. Ribicoff, United States Senator from Con
necticut

COUEGE PREACHERS

Th«^£ira|

JCm,

^rqUarT'r' Pmfcttor of

n

for College

^

Somatic Theology.

Jr*» Executive Director, The Church Soc;

The Reverend Eugene Maly, Mount Saint Mary's Seminary, Norwood
e

S<rvir«' Professor of Bible and Hellet..
Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion

I*' Right Reverend John H. Burt, Bishop Coadjutor of Ohio
' Reverend Alan J. Eichenherger, Rector, St James' Church. OrvrU

HONORS, PRIZES, AND AWARDS, 1966- 1967
PHI BETA KAPPA

Wayne Douglas Bcve ridge
William Finlry Brown, Jr.
Jamea Wilbur Crurr
William Michael Clark
Ca^er Adam ('route III
Richard Fowythe Dye
Lawrence Donald Gall
Tbomaa Allen Gudinew
Edward Robert Hallowell

Rlteltd in / 966-67
Howard AUn l,evy
Douglaa Row Morton. Jr
Roger L*e Reynoldi
Jamei Arthur Robinann
Rill Stuart S< hnall
William Edward Seymour 111
Joaeph Erk Simon
Clifford llarold S|*4ir
Charlet Johnton Taggart
Karl Edward Wagner

The Rohtri Bowtn Brotm, Jr., Prut in Biology, the gift of the law
Robert Bowen Brown of the Claw of 1911 and Mr* Brown, in me moo
«heir ton. Robert Bowen Brown. Jr., 1940, it awarded to the graduate who
baa done the beat original or research work in biology durint the current
W Awarded to
STEPHRN Will CAHmCIIARt '67
Btu. Sir art Sc.n haLi. '67
Tht Gttrgt B Ogdrn Prut, given by Thcwnaa J. OoddnrAl903^lB
b<*«* of hit friend, Mr George B. Ogden, it awarded annuallv to th- «
graduatr who aubmiti in competition the beat eaaay in Enelidi prow wa
m
EOWAND Ropprt Hauowiu '67
Tht Rthtn Prort Potiry Prut, the

gift of

Mr* C.

NrehobJ'^"

R°«ton. it awarded annually to the author of the poem •obmitm

'«<

•*
^

Potion which ia judged best by the Robert Fro* Prwe (xunamttee A-ardeo

Michael Kenneth

Baaavrrnt

67

Tht Grot ft Guad Prut, given by Mr. George Gund.
knauaOy for the beat eaaay written by an undergraduate <-« «em»
'be American form of republican government a» aet
'
of the United States and aa operating in thia country after t
Revolution No award in 1966-67,
Tht Gtotgt L Brmn Prut in Cltuut, given by frwe*
George L, Brain, claw at 1920, a devoted alumnut a
trw ee
'
ia awarded to the undergraduate who bw dotv
'* Qtnirt Awarded to
JtrraiT Jamu Hannuaao* 66

.

Tht Alta C. Goldrmtlh Mtmtntl Prut ia HuUry, give*> b* ft"***"
of Alan O. Goldwnith, claw of 1911 »*d •
*•
119
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from 1947 to 1952, may bp awarded to an undergraduate who hai
plished the most outstanding work in the field of history during ih*
year. Awarded to
JAMES LAURENCE GILLESPIE '68
I he Reginald R. Allen Prite in Mathematics, the gift of Mrs Alh* *
memory of her husband, for many years head of the Department of Ms»*j
matirs, may be awarded to any undergraduate who has shown use"*
promise in this field. No award in 1966-67.
I he John Chesnut Memorial Prite in Political Science, given by AV**
der M. Griggs, 1953, in memory of his claumate, John Garrard CT
The prire consists of books of permanent value, and is awarded to 'he
graduate who has done the most outstanding work in the field of P
science during the current year. Awarded to
MARK EUORNE SULLIVAN '68
The Simpton Prize in Religion, the gift of Dr. and Mrs. Hector
Knew of Newark. Ohio, in memory of the Reverend Thomas Porter Si* ^
rector of Trinity Episcopal Church, Newark, may be awarded to
graduate who has done outstanding work in the department of
Awarded to
RONALD EDWIN LONO '68
The Henry C. Dalton Fellowihip in American Stndiet, establish*'
gi ' of $30,000 by Pickands, Mather and Company in honor of '
enry G Dalton, is awarded annually to a senior who is elig>
gra uate work in American studies Awarded to

^

RICHARD GABRIEL FREEMAN '67
7^r
|Voleott Timberlake Memorial Prue, given by
«|7.
«r * Sigma Pj Fraternity in memory of Philip Wolcott T,mbrr\\_ «f
1Proff*°r of English at Kenyon College and charter
•
.
* hspter This prise is to be awarded annually to an undr"»**\^
o. as etermined by the Chairman of the Department of Fngl
g
. ,-'7
Department and with the approval of the P
0
*
apter, has written the best essavs in the Department A
JAMES ARTHUR ROBINSON '67
I * F . / i o a Prite in Painting, appropriated from the
f°n*i'U
1
2
5 f
o
r t
h
e P^haae of paintings
\Z7Til
*t in the annual competition Awarded to
JOEL ROBERT FIBHER '69
Company Frethman Achievement
the mnT,
who, baaed on their professors' ops"***or nuii,
""holaatic improvement in beginning chesnis»»T<
« mathematics Awaked to

Chemistry; ROBERT DOMINICE FAEZARO '70

^
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The Kilt H Joint on Frit* in Phyriei. eatabltahed in 1967 by the t>epert•wat of Phr«o in honor ol Kibe H. Johnann. Henry O Dalton Pmfeeeor of
Thyatca. F.meritu», and in recognition ol hit manr yeart
tervire
*• the College, it awarded to an undergraduate who hat thowa tpeoal prom•a in the held oI phrtirt during the current year,
Awarded for the firat lime in 1966-67 to
Soorr ROOK a • lUiao *69
Tinthtn Colltgt Reel fntt. given by Tear hen College. Cnlumhia t n»"nity An award to a junior in arleeted liheral artt roOrgee who ditplan
imaginative and intellectual intereat in educational toaurt Awarded m
RJCHAKD LKK SHAKIBO '66
Cerneu Atliopomonl fnrri awarded he the Wert Ormaa
ta the undervraduatea who have done earellent wort in the department.

Ma award in 1966-67
who In the
iee'rtep Awn*4t are awarded annually to «nder*r»d«**** ^ »* ^
judgment of the commit tee have done an anomaly rwww '
*nde»nir wort beyond
the retjui
reouirrmentt ol regular murw »*w a
beyond the
Awarded to
*»Ui« MrcnatL Ct ABK '67
RAUDALL Dteeot rro '69
Uwaavca Aavm-a CALK M

OtaAin H*«" 0<*f>,r"
•»*> *TCAAT SCHVAH. »
RtcnAao DBAH Vtuaou

Tk,
M. pn br
«*•« *
1911. fa awanled to the group of dmaioo with the
•Ke, at that ia determined by the Reginrar Awarded in »»*> ** "
Minor a Rawvo*

The F'rtUn frldrih> CuR. given by

' Genera

^ • 1924, h awarded annually aa the fravwo pledge

arholaatk average Awarded in l%V-66 to
Soot* Ha**A
The d»t/W Mrmmrimt Am*4 CeR. fh** by the Wa
UpJaii Fraternity, to be awarded annually tm the
*»*«* atudm, ol Renyon College who hat mOt th
to theater at Renyon Awarded to
WnojAM Nimu Craat*0 hi

^
f
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rollF \ M a l c o ' m A n A 'rson Cup, given in 1935 by the late Eugene **
wiih ib" rrV>n "
Claw of 1914, is inscribed at each Commentw*i
r. n.?mr.
the un{lenrraduate who, in the opinion of the undergradeAwarded tor a^U',^, ^a* ^one ntost for Kenyon during the current T**'
BII.L STUART SENNALL '67

is awanlr- l"'' ' r a j f r n , l y Singing Cup, given anonyrmmsly by Rn slum*
SineinvP annu* V to the division whose members win the Inter!ratrrni"
^"Ring Contest. No award, 1966-67.
Gilbert
n 0" ^°^ e g t football Sportsmanship Trophy, given by the
ball souad °a*
" awari^ annually to the member of the i (
the hiffhrtt T • * !etter ma". who has shown throughout the ****
highest qualities of good sportsmanship Awarded to
DBNZIL MCKRF.I L HOLLINOSWORTH '70

to the mrmlJ
Soeetr Sportsmanship Trophy is awarded anm>»'
°"»the season'.L ^ *occer *9u"d, not a letter man, who has shown threw**
•R est qualities of good sportsmanship. Awarded to
RUBEN EDWARD POPE III '70

1905.
'''' Shmori,! Ffefne, prrn-ntrd bp Out A
nn.„.||r
ih.TJ j"'."" F-°'T c»ri A. Wdrnl, Jr., IMF "
lw,rnrT1'ng season to the most promising !•*«"
•wimmer. Awarded to
VJ'ii-LIAM SIEOERIEO ROLLER. JR. '70
PHILIP DANIEL MCMANUS, JR. '70

j .
» chosen by his »T r o p h y , awarded annually to the
•quad Awarded to n,n,*,r*
^ coach as the outstanding member
MICHAEL EDWARD SMITH '67

K who started laci^IT /v t^€Tou' Tro^7. given by Robert A
has been chosen br b
Kenyon, is awarded annually to the plaf** ^
of the squad AwardedUto**mma,W
** C°^h " thr <"jU,andi"f
^* DOUOLA* RATTRAY XVII '67
OOUOT-AA BARRY WOOD '67
C

^

a

•% to ihe mm ,h~
*«» kr their

W the Kenyon
'VtnnxM
Klnn. nt» i"«w
tnd to,ch„ „ pxtrr. I"**

HONOR*. 1*RIXM Arm AwAIU*
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bttkrihall. wrestling, trnnia, track, and golf u the moat valuable players ia
those sports Awarded to
Foothill: GARY GUNS Pr. N n *.RORARN M
Sotttt: ANIWRW BttaiN '69
RnkttboU: JOHN ARTHUR RINRA *70
GARY LATHAM NAYS '6*
Tinnii: DAVID HORN RaAnronn'67
JoaRfH ERIC: SIMON '67
Golf: STVPHRN LAROT BARTI-RTT 'W
Troth: THOMAS ARTHUR HRNSLSY'66
7 b km ton Klin Cop, awarded annually in the spring lo the outstanding
athlete of the year. Awarded to
JAMIS Douot AS RATTRAY XVII '67
The tmlrimmril Vittory Trophy. given by Mr W. C Btiks ia I9SJ. •
•warded annually to the division scoring the moat points ia intramural athK,K "anpetitioe. Thia trophy becomes the permanent pnasesw* M 'he
dmsaon which wins it for three years. Awarded to
SOUTH LRONABD
The /ear H'Mord Folk mittno Am+ri, given by the Beta Alpha chapter rd
•*** Theta Pi, is swarded annually in the apring to the outstanding undervaduate athlete-scholar who, in the opinion of the selection mmm
dn
plays the characteristics, indudiwr leadership and integrify, esemplihed bt
'hn award Awarded to
Mrr.HARL ENWAAN SHTTH '67
Tko Domiol G. Roy Memonol Trophy. presented by the I9i9
VMh-

" •warded annually to the varsity swimmer chosen br h*
as the most valuable member of the squad Awarded to

GRKOORT JOHN KALMSACH '69

ALUMNI AWAtOS

7he //eary Sollori Grogg, I9tt, Cop is isaihnl at each Ci*Mmrncrrn"^
""K ** •** of the alumnus who has done most for Reason durr* .l*
r%nT*' rear Awarded in 1967 to
RANOOI rn DOWNS Brcav "SO
The Fnttt Cmp (formerly known as the President !Cup), given b* fcwwwr
*tl4
F- Peirce, is awarded rack year at Cumoatm immtto^
the highest percentage of its Irving ahmm, ptewnt en the H*
" *** ,imr during Commrnrrmrnt weekend Awarded in >96 to
CLASS or 1917
.

Kknyon Coijjooic
Tk» Cltt •/ 7/ Aw«rd, given by thr member* of the Claa* of 1921 ^ ^
rlaw whow percentaee of donor* to The Krnyon Fund i* h<«he«« I rn' ^
rlawrt which have not celebrated their fiftieth reunion. Awarded " '
Cutaa op 1921

THE BISHOP CHASE MEDAL
7 k# huhop Chatt
e*tabliihed by a gift from Mr.
J'
in 1949. ia awarded annually or biennially to a layman for devoted • ^
tin«uithed tervire to the Protectant Epiieopal Churrh The fir*' •
,
made in 1949 to the late William Owynn Mather of Cleveland: the ***
l
h
l 111
in 19V) to Charle* Phelp* Taft of Cincinnati; the third, in i
S Firettone, Jr., of Akron; the fourth, in 1956 to thr late Morton R ^
of Cincinnati: the fifth, in 1961 to Clifford P Morehoute of *•«"»•
,
York, the tiath in 1961 to Eli Lilly of Indianapoli*, and the wventh .a
to Warren H Turner, Jr., of New York.

REGISTER OR STUDENTS
1966*67
SENIOR CLASS
Abbott, Anthony C.
Arnold, Theodore A
Batter, James H.. Ill
Bellinger, Barry W
Brrryh.ll, Michael K
Bevendge, Waynr D
BoUey. Wadr R.
Bradford. David H
Bngg*. Christopher R

Saratoga, California
— Cleveland
Bethetds. Maryland
Washington, D.C.
HoeeW, Traaa
Highland Heighti
Columbua. Indiana
NortMWd. Ulinoli
. Middlrtown, Conner ticut
j_
Lancaster
Rocky River
Rapid*. Michigan
Cleveland
Modesto. California
Potomac, Maryland
Shaker Height*
Westport, Connecticut
Stockton, Caldoenia

-

..

Brown. William F., Jr, ..
Burkhart, Paul L.
Caldwell, Richard C. ......
Carlton, Theodore D
Carmir harl, Stephen W.
*Casner, l/wii E., Jr
Ceaser. Jame* W
Cerny, Philip 0
Clark. W MK hael
Oay. Samuel. Ill
Cole. Paul R

Pan*, Kentucky_
Harmhon

Correll, Richard S
Crouse, Caaper A , III
Dahne. John E
Davidaon, John S IIZI

-- ***** ( *r 'Ar
T-caoo, Aroow
LnielHMOt, New t *»
Owfy, Pennsylvania

Davidtoo. Robert L, Jr
Derry. Bn.n J
Diamond. MitcheD *

^
iV-hington. DC
Woedmno. New >oti

Drven Warren B.

Pittsburgh.

DolwicJt, William L.
Dorranc*, Jeffrey O

-

Dudgeon. M. Bruce

,

,

- CV~l**d
We*o«, Ma»wh>
Vi

Dye. Richard F.
Dye. William R
fry. David W , Jr

CViiltM
Wheeling. West Vl^m*
—Waihinfton IBmon

forte*. Edward J., Jr
foun, Prter M

JmhiBT, Pmajyh-*nrt
Alexandria, \ .egmsa

frrrman. Richard 0
fnta. Douglas B.
Call, Lawrence D.
Gardner, Mark L. fc—*>
J'"lay. J Christopher
Gibbons, Robert J

Fiil 1

turn*
Loirwo—
-

—

'First Semetser

126

M
{Jf"'
JUlB'fc
htW»r*sua
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Golomb, Richard S
Pittsburgh, Penn*ylv*n,i
Grandillo, James
South
Griffith*, Paul L., Ill
Wrllesley, Massac hu*«»
Gudiness, Thomas A
Pittsburgh, PenRiTh'*"'1
Gurdcnrt, Robert J. S
New York, V- > '
Hark worth, John W
Shrlbyville,
Hallowcll, Edward R
Gladwyne, Prnnrr)>,n"
Harley, Eugene N
New York, New >
Hartscl, Norman C
North <)lm*
Haserot, David A
Henninger, Reed G., II
Riverside, I®*"
He*|op, John W
^
Holder, Timothy R
Huston, Frederick P., Ill
Cranford, New J"**
Jackson, Craig R
Longmradow,
Javorcky, Ronald
Johnson, Douglas V
Glen EHy«- l"-1
Jones, George T., Ill
Plainfield,
Kai tsa, George, Jr
$ai»d*®|
Kirchberger, Michael P
Kirksville,
Roe, Robert E.
Santurre, Puerto
Kohrman, Allan S. .........
„
Shaker H'
Konrad, William R.
Milwaukee,
Lad, Thomas E. - ,
I.and is, John F
.^ZZZZZZZZZZ
Undis, Kit A. ..
Fresno, Calif
Lane, David P
Houlton. M*
l^ng, Timothy J
~~°t+
Lee, Richard H.
Matsapequa, N«J
Levy, Howard A.
Shaker
Linton, Floyd S.
Setauket, New
Upman, WiDiam F
I>ockard, J. Thomas
Martin, Robert C., Ill
Cos Cob, Conn***•McDougall, O. Allen, Jr
"
St. P»u,« ^ rj
MrGuire, Edgar R
Buff*h>, New ^
MracJum, Donald F
"
*.
Royal
flSy
Milius, Howard Q.
Cranford. New
Miller, Jeremiah S.
^
Greenwich,
•Moffat. J. Donald
Sewkkley.
Moore, John C
Clayton.
Morse, David S. ...
East Lfr^T
Morton, Douglas R., Jr. „
Mouat, W. David, Jr
Rmlrn. Pm"**1' .
Munger, Paul D
Blooming**. I"®JT
Murrh, Maynard H., IV
•First Semester

IlicraimeR or STtwmni
Naah. Michael J
Newromh. Steven J.
Nolan, Richard T.
O^Connell, fVnnj,
*>»«. John L
„
„...
Parker. Nathan N
William A., IV
rtfwr. Robert R . Jr
,, , ,
Howard F. Jr.
—- ,,T , R»«h. Willard J
Radnor, Alan T.
Rattray, Jame* D
**Ther. CaH F
Reynold*, Roger L» R*h, Lewi* D.
fcmaldo. Phil.p g , ut
Robins.Jm,A
R"*. Thomat B
Rotheoberv. Alan R
Rodolph. Stephen R. ...„
Rr«n. Allan W
*•*». Mark D
^lY*||*am C.
v»»indelhei«*, Roy If.
R^ondlapp, I^wrenre C
*^naH, Ml 1.
Vhubart. Richard D.
R'Wanbeek,Charles.|||
f. William F . Ill
Joarph R.
Michael R.
Jwnes W
CJiRord H
rWadoro F. >
Mark V.
Markham F. -Ma W,J,
•». Stephen O _
fr*^*r. Tomer M. - ^ras^nrher. Donald A , Jr..
Arthor H.Jr. .
Robert G.
Taggart. c
•feenhortt. R Barry
' J o s e p hD
•^HVTHfy
--*

-
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Ml Pm*,K.l III,no,.
Cincinnati
('.happaqua. New York
pound Rkfce. New York
...dmM
, ,
Noerroaa, Oeonria
Glen Head, New York
Weal Alesandria
- a^ood^
PainesGlle
UHimHj He*ht*
Nft Rwen. New York
(M"P r*,k
LoriagMb Keotocky
....Badbaaia, Manland
PlIIBl Omm,!»ooh
Chagrin Fan.
loath MM
Wheel***. Wrot Virginia
ObtM
New J«*T
H^ill Park, IWrnm
West Newton. MawarhweefW
Mo York, New York
OfM Ray, New York
JMM^Nrw York
_Getry*or«. Ftno*11 nil
• ' • *- Hew York
Sharon, Ma^hsrwtt*

128

Kenyon Collbck

Ulmr. Mirht.1 L.
U..»m., B.rry M
,Ro" C
? '•
, "
' ®*]™Lk
H E
"*n^;
tldunn Jo*ph
W.ll.„, Rocnr 0.

Vrmo.
Honolulu. Il.~
Hinftdak, l#i""
Uwiron, N~ VM
Bloomington.
Knoxville. Tm«««
Brockto®,
F.lnHr. M

wjlTw'u^
W !!li .
Weingrad. Ronald C

Birmingham, MkhigPittoburgh, PrnrwrMnM
H.IMa,,. New Jen*

S- "
wEi* u,ep
"p. ownrrl H.

Winnetka. W"*
Bridgeville. Prnn«rM*'<

Z"
Z" Z°"Z

W£
^ T*
w.Illami ChaHe. A. ....
wZt MrThDarl **
Wood. D Barry
Wourrmk, Warren

Linthicum Height., M.ryU**
Ma**
..ZZZZZ..." Hinadale. 0**
Honolulu. H—*

K

Pa/in.

JUNIOR CLASS
Aboer. Brian D.
Anding, Martin E

LoukviDf. Ken***
Pa,ton Ill.r*-

£5 Prd,D Lw"*
£,7*^
Barnet W;iu. •

New Pre.ton, Conner t*u<
Anoka. M.nne*"
I.eerhburg, Prnnrlv*^ '

ZZZZLxr-

Ba««»e. Jonathan W

•

.'

v<

B^l"".'",""°n-

SS r 'M " -

£X£T? "

a~
fcrfchardt.

nfie

^

H..MpMB,

—~

-

Barry W

|ndua«

.Jj.

u'~"z£Z

RclviBr. U.r^

SpnngfirH
W,,IOn'

' "wy nr..

Mr Lean.

Xn*

<***

„ " v,*lt" a., til
c.™-., M„ t

??-* r

r '7.^

HrlW. PrMffl"-

—

*•*». Glrnn F

«

"
•

..... ... . K Wkr
urra^- u
Khk-

i

-

C-hm* Ch.rW a

£-

-pv^Dr. 0-*

•Ftrw Seraeater

l»

Itbuumn or ftruworm
Conned. Chrirtopher T
t'-ook, Geoffrey A
Crawford, Jack H.
Cnnenden. Philip L, III
Crook*. Robert
Cro**, Michael S
„...
< ummin*. William N
Carrier, Richard J. ....
,
Dean, Reeve W, Jr.
I Wney. Dixon P., Jr.
•Gunning. William O
Edehteia. Howard B
•Ehrfcar, Al F
_
Eib, Nicholaa R
E.aemtein, Barry I
Elliott. David O
Find lay. Char lee W., Ill
Fnher, Jeffrey R.
Fltnn. Malcolm A. .. ..........
Fox, Rrchard C.
„
''••we. Joaeph
Friia-Mikkelaen, P
Game*. Edward B
Gale, Lawrence A.
Gaywon, Michael W
_
Geanm, Mark S
Geaon, Philip A.
Gdhypie. Jamet L.
CoW*Mnidt, Gerald H
LI
Gwrabrig. Mark S. _
..
Gmewheld. Yale M
GreBer. John H
Cf**r. Rk hard P. ..
Mackman. Geoffrey J
Name*. Richard S
HMe. Daniel C., Jr.
W^Vng. Johnaon M . Jr

.....m---

»Wilmn«e. liinoia
Waifcagtao. DC
Koodawre. New York
w—"""»
....Ji aaan (Rl. New York
letMa. New York
— Manahrld
He*hu
Ti am wrr
B — N e w York
III I dp ilRn hana>Hani»
M— York, New Ymk
MRiaahn Wiwoaaia
|f mhij-' - VaRey. P> nor.Varna
iNHh Maeechxeetn
fkld-i Heigh®
llln, Mawach—erw
CiSA^Rh h nao«Vnoia
...Jilnnwpnih Mmneoraa
Waahmgrcm. D C
Q+m*m
JNkff Hei«h«
Town kmr, New Jetaey

Nar»«e|. David B

Harkma. John F.
If**** C. Stephen
Harm. W.IHam O, II1
Aognmw H-, Itl
H'uhaut. R Ray
H^drmm. Jeffrey J

PIlMaanRh, New York
Shaker Height*
...Cooton
F.vanrtnn. IRinob
Claandaa Milla, Illinois
St Peter*borg. Florida
.Wayland. Maaaachuretta
.UiiirBr, Kmtncky
East Aurora. New York
Franklin, Nawrhrana
Ghn RRy*. II

_

Whirling. Wear VI

- Clwpli
W*RR

ZLLLL

Sh Mrrhoeh, Mar.land
-Qwrnmi

_

a,l'l"

*

Vrroon. New Jetwy

T. Arthur

Va

Stephen

VaRey Streom. New York
•Firxt Srmrarr
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Horowitz, Daniel S
Hunter, David L
Hutrhinaon, Douglas E
Joh niton, George W., Ill
Johnston, Michael C
Jones, P. Jeffery
Kelleher, Jeffry F
Kenrick, Gharlci W
Kereiey, Jamet K
Kobrin, Alan D.
Koaiakowiki, Arthur T
Kristensen, Richard E
Krupp, Richard D
Lane, Thomas C
Lavieri, Joseph L., Jr
I-earner, Faxon W
I-even ton, Paul J
Levey, Richard H.
I-ereII, Richard L,
I.iff, Michael A.
Linder, Eric E
Lockey, Jamet E. ...
Long. Ronald E. ..
Lucky, Paul A. •Maggt. John R
Malley, Richard C
Maurer, Charles D
McKinney, Breere R
Melcher, Daniel H
Merrill, Dean R , Jr
Molden, Parker C
Morrison, Jobn D.
Nave, Gary I
Neiman. Word
Newtomb, Robert R, Jr
Northup, Jeffrey C.
North way, Wflliam M
O'Brien. Wayne R
John L., HI
Parmelee, Tenenrg E.

1-ongmradow, Massachusrtts
North Olmsted
Wheeling, West Virginia
New Philadelphia
Saudi Arab**
New York, New York
Pound Ridge, New York
Pittsburgh. Pcnnsslvams
Montdair, New Jeiwv
Reading, Penniyhrania
.Bayonnr, New Jerwr
Bayonnr. New Jerwr
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Ckvelaad
Winsted, Connect*"'

, ,, *

East Aurora, New York
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania
Detroit. Michigan
..Southfield, Michigan
Mayheld Heigh*1
Z....Z..Bk>otnfield Hills. Michigan
Lancaster. Pcnnty»vaf»*
Denver, Colorado
East Cleveland
'Cal***"
Simsbury, Connecting
Brthrsda, Maryland
;s,>w Albany. Indian*
Cleveland Heigh»
Rockville. Maryland
Amityville, New York
Tde**1
Bkwmington.
Pittsburgh, PennsvNaa-

!.ZZZZI

jNden WjWmn Q
render-graph, Gary O.

"

ZZZZIZZ

r7lm"- **"«• ——I
Pawrm, }mv,
"eiffer, Raymond S

** «•*«. zr—
•First Semester

Madison. New
^ginaw, Mich**
Mount Verm*
Pawling, N*" Y°*
***
Mount Edgecumbe. Ala**
W**
v^
Vatavilte.
w
York New ><**

"zir s>-
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ItRUISTER OF STttDCNTH
Pryweller, Dale S
Reich, Oary R.
Rtith, Lorand E
Reichert, Douglas B
Revo. Stuart W
R««ali, Paul H., Jr
Rider, John C
Sacco, Michael A
Scadron, Michael R
Schaffner, Robert T
Srhladen, Jon
Sehmid, James S
Bcfcnlta, Michael J
Sehulte. Stanley M
Scranton, Pierre B., Jr
Seajtrum, Carl F
Seibel, Peter R.
Shapiro, Richard L
•Shulgaaser, Mark F.
Sinks, John D
Sitnik, Raymond J
Skinner, Paul R.
Snyder, David R
So*, Mitchel R
Stirea, Charier R , Jr.
S*»ry, D. Bradford ....
John T.
Mark B
Lynn S
Sotdiffe. John D
K Frank, Jr.
T*< Robert R
Tannenhaum. Michael A
"••yVr. Carl
IV~to. James R , jr
Ttoher, John R., Jr.
V«»r«l. Ckartn S .J,
Gmp M
K»Rare, David B
^»R*«e, Robert, Jr.
W»ltha«m, John B
*•*«. Roger R
Watt*. Steven B.
WiWman, Timothy J
Z*1*7™ J«™»e F.
"iBner, Steven L.

„

~

..

South B«K,. IndiaM
•«.... NathvilJe, Ten new**
I^ndotdRd
Hidedale, lllinoi*
Kenmore, New York
Lon*rocad<m. Mawachuwtts
WilliaimviUe, New York
CaalQd
New York, New York
New York, New York
•0h^
.-^..Winnetka, Illinois
Tonawanda, New korfc
Akron
Fiewebuf*. New k ork
—«—
-^*1*
Bala-Cynwyd, Penmrlvania
HoDirwood, New York
McLean, Virfinsa
Parwppanv New Jetvry
Lynnfeki, Maamchueetti
Slippery Rock,
Flushing, New York
.•• J|ldt—. New York
Eaaea, M*wwh«wm
Watetford. Oown*rt*w«

*

„
*- *«*•
JUWU

v

.

Sew York
VaDev Stream. New York
•First Semester
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Wilson, Richard D
Wright, William T., Jr
Wuori. Stephen B

KEN YON COLLEGE
LaGrange, Mim*
'

Yost, William J

Yurch, Jerome P
Zeman, David W

Columbus

Z.ZZZZZltliacn, New York
Bethel Park, Pennsylvania

Lakewood

.llZZZcanonibur*, Penrwyhrania

SOPHOMORE CLASS
Abraham, Kenneth R.
Dover, Delaware
Abranu, Andrew „„.M„
„.
Cincinoad
Alexander, Gregory P.
Gleninonl
Allen, Peter W.
Cleveland Heigh#
Althoen, Steven C
Faiikort
Ama, Christopher M .. —
Montclair, New Jerwy
Anderson, John M.
Port Clioton
Angi, Thomas R
Dtrm
Apple ton, Hartley A. ... Daly City, Cali/ota*
Arnold, Peter O.
Charleston, West \ irf>n'4
Arnold, Walter H. Weston, Massachusetts
Atkins, G. Lawrence
Pittsford, New York
Au, Thomas Y. —Harrisburg, Prnnrylvania
Baehr, Richard A.
Z
..
New York, New Yoek
Bainton. J. Joseph
Little Silver, New Jetw*
Baird, E. Ray, Jr
New York, New
Baird, John D
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Baird, Scott K
Z
River Forest. Ilto**
Baker, Richard, Jr.
Tok*
Baxter F., Jr
Greenwich, Connect***
Bandler, Donald K.
Bala-Cynwyd, Pennsyh*"**
Bardett, Stephen L......
East Aurora, New Y<#»
Bawl, Harold g
~
Cedarhunt, New Y«*h
Baatian, James H
Z
Ferguaon. Mi*""1
Bayley, David T.
Memphis, Tea**"**
Belaaro, Warren J.
Flushing, New Y«J*
BeB, David B. .
^..Washington, D
B^B, Jon D.
Gmd**
BH1. Roger A.
ToM*
•Benjamin, Saul H.
Arieta, Califoraa
Bernabei, David C.
Trenton, New J"**
Benin. Andrew
... Rockville Centre, New > <**
Bibel, Daniel B.
... North Brunswick, New Jr**
Blank. WiHiam E
IBisH Hasgh*
Blnstein, Petrr M
—
Newton
Centre,
Massachu#r<t»
Bootes, D. Michael
James A., II!
Tok+
•Second Semester

itmimrat or aTttpccrn
jj'«lin, John E., Jr
..
rrnnan, Prtrr II
Brmm. Mkhael J
_
Jump' Frederick H.
•vrdine. Malcolm L.
*'«*. Jeffrey R.
C*eci. Thomaa
H*m H.
'"'han. Thomaj R
' ^tnpion. John E., Ill
Cartmn. H Clifford, III
UoMna, Steven J
t-onnor, Jamea W
Conway. Robert 0
J;r,nr Andrew O
Cwd*. Edward A
Add ano, Patrick J
^•iKnger, John E.
J>»t. Pa«| T.
Jonathan P
nnnton Brackett B„ III
. ' F«quale. Eugene E
i> 'bon, IVt„ W
.ST»'to. Paul R
J>oHarh,dr. Daniel M
David N
P"-8* John A.
Dw»n, Mkhael R.
J*—. J*"** T., Ill
"•viinerth, Jan
Ellrwnrth. Gerald B _
l«K Geoffrey R
Robert J.
rl'1
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New Haven. Connecticut
Fan wood. New Jerwr
.New York. New York
.New Canaan. Connecticut
Brook) ine, Mawachuwtts
MM
JlMK, New York
Nor* Canton
Moot Vernon
YountrWowu
Berwyn. Pennsylvania
Toledo
LyndbufM
„
Ot 11land
W.hKam Mawachuwtt,
llo—I Arlington, New Jerwr
...Malo, New York
Danbury. Connecticut
In—t Maryland
...Jfnkettk, Penonlvania
Bamnfton. Illmow
New York
Vernon
Weston. Mi
Mexico Oty. Mexico
Lafayette, California
Oudiiiitan
Dearborn. Michigan
-_Avon
Cooperstown. New York

1

Gambler
Pittsburgh. Pennwfrania

'
J
'•^rer. Charles R ... 1
,chn

Cleveland
„ Brktcl. Baanhr ,
Aurora. tlhncw

I" Jww, I, jr
Urrr F

JoH A ..
?*•. ^er F.
Frl
Frederick IL, Jr
*5* Albert D, Jr ....
Ffnt. Robert G.

fnglewde. flhnoo
Marietta. George
Tonawanda. New York
_...
SnCekf. Conner tkvt
Chicago. IIHooit
tkka
South Orange. New Jersrr

Wftorfh^Ve A. ...
c2L"°r' Henry C. ..
B
Bkhard B

•First Semester
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Gladstone, Robert M
Glass, Larry D
Goode, Barry P
Greer, Peter S
Grum, Daniel F
Hecox, Jamei S., II
Herd, J. Bruce
Herpolsheimer, Karl E
Henh, Edward G
Hollinfer, Charles H
Honings, Jeffrey T
Hoster, David W., Jr
Houghtlin, David C.
Hoxter, Ronald A
Hull, Michael T
Irwin, James B., V

Scarborough. New York
Cheltenham. Penniyfcw"4
Bayiide, New
Wheeling. Wert Virgia*
Seven H'®1
!
Plainfield, New Jerw*
Ha®®"®
Holland, Mich***
Durham. North Gaiafe**
Pittsburgh, PrniHth»«uj
Willirton Park. New Yon
Taylor, Tf^|
Evanston, I11,nort
Rochelle, New Y«*
Chagria F*1*
Gala H*

[
'

ZZZZZZZZ.
ZZZZZZZZZ.Sew

Jackson, Arthur M , Ill
Johnson, Gregg E
Johnston, Douglas S., Jr.
Just, Robert R.

Chicago.
Neenah, Wiscom*
.. Nashville, Tfl>ort^
New York, New Y«*

".ZZZZZZZ.

Kalinowski, J. Keith
Kalmbach. Gregory J.
Kelly, Jeffrey G
Kimball, John D
KW„. *<*". S
Klein. Wflliam H

Chicago. I®**1
Mount Kiaco. New k
Pittsheld, Maw*1"*""
Swamptttrtt,

ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZuZto**, New VZ

Klophaus, Kent R.
Kobelak, William A. ...
Kraushar, Charles M
Kmger, Wiffiam F
Landsman. Stephan A
I-wita, Charles J.
Uthmp, pe,er C
t*;h

SfW*
Hialeah. TU*+
Buffalo. New

ZZZZZZZZT

*•" D
Christopher L.
Joseph B , Jr

Y*

I.. I laverford,
Glrn Rock, New
Grotae p^ntr.

ZZZZZZZZZZZ^^^

B~v.-D.n.WR£
Wh«ii««.
Minn..!-*.
South Or"*. *"*£,
Hi miParamus. N«*

•*"'
» k n.T"?
"
£,H 7T\?^P«t, Nathan W
"*<?» William M.
L«ew, Kurt F
Lowery, Watson, Jr.

Hewlett Harbor. New
La***"
Coining, New

___

Atlanta. Gertw"
K.rkwood.
Utfca, New Y<**

Itauirrm or Hhwrww

1M
Houston, Tr

Mitlntyrf, Robert 8., Jr
Mar Math, Terry L
Marty, Christopher H.
Mason. Marc D.
Mauldm, James O
MeCulloueh. Donald L.
McDowell, Russell D
MrPJroy, Austin C
Meifs, Jonathan ...........
Menk. 8 Glenn, III
Miller, Dean H. «...
Miller, Robert L,
Mills. Charles R. ..........
Moftti. Andrew M
Mosnyer, Thomas W., Jr
Monohan. David R.
Moore. Rendale A.
Mom,. j«, p.. ,t
Murray, William J.
*•»<*, Donald J.. Jr
Netolkk, James W
Neuin, Robert L, Jr...
Ralph L., Jr
f*ienhenrer, Grrf L
Carl R. _
Michael K
•Patton, Thomas D
Pfetsky. Drew 8 P»*h, Rk hard A
P*ko. Thomas R.
Ponuneienke. Martin W
Huibert D. . ..
Poth. Wesley 8 „
P»«, Daeid W. «
Pr**. Terry L .
PeMsoek. Dale G .
^*T»an, Mark R
Elliott 8.. lit
Jesae C.
W Rrwre
Mosunan. Jr
Euff. Roy L.

Fairport. New York
Kew Garden Hills, New York

Srarsdale. New York
Manrarita. Canal Zone
Wiesbaden. Germany

tfamden. Conaertkwt
Centre, Massachusetts

Marion

Renter kr

Last Aurora. New 1 ork
Srottdale. Pennsrlenma
LouiseiOe, Kentucky
Louisville. Rentwkr

Stephen G
*"«Vjoho P.
William

"ben R.
•First Semester
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Scarlett, Edmund P., Jr
Schonfrld, Robert D
Sceley, Gregory D
Sharp, Philip R.
Sheldon, Gregory E
Shiah, Thomas R
Shook, Edward E., Jr
Shura, Thaddeut J
Skonberg, Paul E.
Smith, Ernest D
Smith, Philip E
Smyth, John M., Jr
Soul, Harry W
Spaid, Gregory P
Spence, Jeffrey D
Spore, Barry L.
Stevens, Richard L.
Stewart, William J., IV
Suratt, Dan T.
Swretser, Donald P., Jr.
Tedder, D. William
Terry, Clifford M
Fhomas. David B.
Thomas, David O.
Thompson, Jeffrey a
Toan, Barrett A
Turnbull. John I., II
Ulery, Dave O
Cinch, Thomas E.
Van Gundy, Gregory A.
^ ess, Henry B.t III
Vilas, Malcolm B , III

Owing* Milk ManW
..Harrison, NfW York
.Avon I-Mr
Orange, Connection
Pittsburgh. Prnnsyk**'*
Manhawet, New York
Kokomo, Indians
Youngs*"**
Brooklyn, N«w York
Nitro, West Vif***
Sprine*»W
Winnetka, Iliie*w*
A'"
Asheville, North Ca»b»»
Akh*
JhM**
Jdhfle*
Columbia. Mb**"
.. Cleveland He**"
^Chappailua, Srm
Winter Haven, FV***
SpringBdd, New J«**
..
Chatham. New Je*^
Man**
Pittsburgh.
Briareliff Manor, New
Baltimore. Ma***"
Spring**
Summit. New Jet**

"

ZZZZZZZ

ZZZZZZZZ.

ZLZZZZZZZZZZ

*•>«« r

Walker, Peter R.
Wallach. Robert W
Warren, Perry D.
Wibon, Frank K
W'itner. I^wrrnce H
W orihen, William B., Jr
Wright, John E. II
Yamauchi, David N
Yasinow. Robert N.
N earley, Alexander G
\ erian, Timothy A. .
Young. Perry S., Ill
Zagnl. S RK hard

~U*!2

BrorumOe. New
Ga«*

Pin. OnM O—
"

...

Newport, M***J
New Rochelle. New V
Emporia,
Sharon.
Cuyahogn f
Little Rorh,
Port Charlotte. Fk*"^
CM*4"*
Kenrnore, New V**
Ruxtori. M***>»
Mount Y ^
GiDet*. New Jeti*
To**

Z.............. .. ZZ

•First Semester

itamimcR or SniHQmi
O»oj|» R.
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Alliance
ew
York
Wiw^w^Y
t*
Cleveland

SStiSw:

FRESHMAN CLASS
Thoma* R
y:™*, jr.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Parma
Ann Arbor. Michigan

^•nn, David P.
Adam, w n

^„tTVH
au—- „ ,
'

J'

—

Cbr«er A 'le
J
a^ .
, n Est
E.:.^
**T TW,». B
t.yL
"
*
Aftrn T "
|L,,i L1
,,n ' -• "•

rrJ^SS
Mexico City, Mexico
Pi«Awfh, IVnmvhania
Hubbard
oa P.H.. »**
•»"•««. »*• V«E
IMbiMfMb, PMuurK-Bni.
Caairld
Framingham, Maaaachusrtts
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania

-

*•«-

d

IcR,
p
Ml, Uwreneg f "
Mitm* ti
'
IWemL ,
° ' 'r

— Owning, New York
Haneo, North Dakota
„ Silver Spring, Maryland
Cranford. New jersey

-

hrnr Rob^ri'c "
+rrn«n aJJITT;
hnvkP
v
*-v* Tw "LN

-Wllrfwilh, Pennrrhrama
Univemty Height*

' "

-

•**. hSr*" *
R«bbu, Robert p |
ft*rww».
» ,"
—
**nm,r n^_ i
~
• Robert R.
Man, R *hard 1
Iwnn^ jo^.1 p
*" ' wa pM~ w
R^r \
D»nn A

(

——
*
—

—

Yoril

NW YoHt

cwH-ra,
— Birmingham, Michigan
Minorapoii*. Minnesota
Wr-Wd. N>-J«-T
Andovrr. Maatachusrtt*
——
.-.Cincinnati
Pittabaigh, Peonrrtvania
Shabtr Height*
Shefheld. Masachuwiti
—
Wilmington, Delaware
•...
Mount Vernon

J*mt L° W
, David P
Edgar K
Ah,, S
•eopb'll
H.rv ij r ~'i
!

X"

Montclair. New Jersey

•S?Kt'•Firat Semester

—'IT" *****
W aAington D C
—
ImR Belgium
Parkmbarg, Weat Virginia
Rotkmtt, New York
...fc—K M-n«d
Minneapolh. Minneaota

KKNYON COLLEGE

1 ,W

Carr, Bruce L
Chagrin Falh
Carroll, Robert B
Mrndota, IUinott
Chamberlin, Stephen* H
Chagrin F*B»
Che»ton, George M
Philadelphia, Penn«ylv*»*
Cinquina, Richard 0
Springfield, New JenfT
Ci*ar, Thoma* J
LaGrangr, Hbooa
Clemmon*. Byard Q
Briarcliff Manor. New York
Coakley, Thoma* J
Roche*ter, New York
Coe, Richard D
..
Colombo*
Collin, David L
.... Newton, Mawarhuwto
Comi*. Donald L
.. Uuca, New York
Conan, Mark E., Ill
Syracu*e. New York
Corwin, WiUiam F
tf"™'
M
™ZZ"ZZZZZ71Z'.''co^ New )**
Gumming*, Robert L., HI
Syomet. New York
Ctuba, Michael T.
Dale, Bernard C
Tel Aviv. I**:
D.v», Stephen S.
PenMTl"n"~lv. Jota R
N.» Isindon, Coa***"'
D^rm.n. Michael
Philadelphra. rcaa**^
*"* A
New Y«*
Fmli<
D°mnce, Samuel R , J,
Connect"*
Nnt
|*T. Earl A., Jr.
Ismimllc,
Dnpc, TWm
BimnnsH.ni. M"W
*.
W~. <)range« N- >—
Eckroad. Thoma* M
Yellow Spn*1
Emmeru. David P.

U. m

West HyattstriUe.
r
rZtToH

M.pi.wood, OW*-

£""• **" '

»^a. <»"~

-

tfl5

I .
^
«•
I J,
°***. Gregg L,

Gharle* T. ...

5So-% »• B
. Irvinslon-oo Miidwin. New
WamaffOa «"«»"
Weed**'

.
_

Hooki'w. Mir*"**'

,J'fl'TLc
nf**e°°da

z5£Sm_S2

David L.

riw-Mikkeben, John
OaiWd, Robert D. .
Gaynor lamr. W •
J#"** W- 'r

Scottdale.
~~

*Firrt Semevter

C?Mt

^

w York
rifTT Pr'-^^
Pittaburgh, Pvn»,rTV.
New ROY he He, New York

ItfiUISTER or STl'DCfTi
(••ampulo, Randolph
OMlUh. Edward B.
Lladith, Wayne J
Cluebrook, Richard J
Gnettt, Robert C., Jr
^oWherf, Jeffrey A.
O"*". Alan D
Guthoff, Jerry F
Ofory, Richard A.
Hackworth, NeO S
Gf*ffory M.
Halpern, Paul B.
H mutter. Frank M
Haodfoid, Peter S
Hannaford, Stephen G
^ C h a r i e r B,
Thomaa P., Jr.
Hatcher, Dwight D.
l'*eht, Peter M. — ..
jemphill. Hugh T
irT' *•* 8
JJ'II. Michael &,
H-ndenUnd. Guatar A., IV
Hoffman. Bruce S.
yfrtri Timothy C.
"^*TWonhM.
Walker P., Jr.
'T-kin*. Daniel L.
jWwit*. Murray L.
"-ward. William T. R
.T* *K>>*rd R
V- Ue
• .
- A.
j,"
C.
K 'ZZ K**n*lh 8 —
^Jwanoey, Roger J.
J^hnchuk. Daniel G.
Matthew E
J"*** M.
Ke"
JOT>*tbaa I
*u'
Kendrvk, P.», J

Glen Head, Nrw York
Martinaburg, Wr»t Vinrinia
Niagara Fall*, New York
Wilmington, Delaware
..
Towaon, Maryland
Chicago, IUinoM
Shaker Ilrighta
Harriiburg, Prnnrylvania
Fairlawn, New Jersey
Shelbyville, Kentucky
...Metamora, Michigan
Cambridge, Ma«»achu»rtt«
..
JUyiia
Silver Spring, Maryland
Arlington, Massachusetts
....Lmcmm
.... Bethel Park, Pennayhrania
Toledo
_.. Wayne, Pennayh-ania
Sole bury. Pennayhrania
«... Shirnnanatown, Peimaylvania
Fall* Churrh, Virginia
Eaat Morichea, New York
Cambridge, Maaaachuaetta
McLean, Virginia
Lexington, Kentucky
Wheeling. Weat Virginia
Pittsburgh, Penoayhrania
Pf —
Columbua
Milliard
Coshocton
Giea Gardner. New Jeraey
Bay Village
Fort Sheridan, fllinoit
Cleveland
Cleveland
JfuUhhtonl, lUinoia
Cleveland
Pittsburgh. Pennayhrania
Cochramnlle. Pennayhrania
ft—

J

fZZZT*\t U"e* **
sV^'
W.num S.f j,.
^
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•Firat Semester

Pittsburgh, Penntylvania
Wkfchm, Kaaaaa
.Kettering
Birmingham, Michigan

KEN YON COLLAGE
Kueblrr, Richard A
Kuhfeld, Ronald H
J'**""; G^»rgc K
Lane. Christopher J
Ix-ichtcr, Carl M
Lenrow, Robert J
\"Wn' £*vid S
['wis. Thomas D
Ueberman, James M
J-oughman, Peter B
living, Geoffrey A

Warrrnsville He#*®
Parma Heigh®
ZZZZl'irZl'.Wayiand. MasaachuWt»
Houlton, M*""
ZZZZZZZwoodmere. New Ye*
Traneck, New J«W
Sierra Madre. CaW*»*
Baltimore, Marr^
Shaker Heigho
Genera,
Akf»

Mancini, Eugene R.
Marks. Joel A
Marshall. Daniel P., m
Mathews, David C
Matthewson, Charles H
Maulr. Hamilton B
_
U*ZT
0? °
McManus. Philip D., Jr.

ZZZZZZZZ Elizabeth, New Je—»
Evan-o.. !»*•
Louisville, Kentw*
Hinesville. G—«*
Spring Uke. *****
Madison, New J*""
Westfield, New )«*
. Shaker Heigh®

°' ,r

I ' >'•

m!
w"
r—• *«£»> a —
ZSZTZl!";
Moody. Robert W.
Monr». John K
M»iw. p.,,, E
:::::
Nininfrr. J»nv. e
Nowk, Edn,„»d R ,,

Allien P.rl. IW-H-P™"
l*-**
a****-*.!*~*r
b«M*. M"»
Prnnwh-—*
Ul , .

-

~

<»Wh. Amhon.V—
Omahan. Donley J.
O—glia, Robert O. ..
OAorn, J. D Pell
Parana. William £
***- J«®« A., ttl
Parker, Bertram B
** J«m» T
H.»„, it."
Robert W . jr
Pendleton. Bnnr p
*nr. William S
Peterson, Eugene
Wahee Zir
Pittman. Job* R
Pl'ink^tj Edmurwl »
A^rt E Tr
*®P*. Kenneth R

Mt

-—

»
>•-»
°"u
' ..Vw
Bnnrchff M~«.
^

*

**-"•££>

V—
~
Cja**#***
Tomngtno. Co—^
MrHon ****
p.
M**""
Vrir fgl
WiMta-vJ"'.- ^
(>oncord.^
New korkAndmr^.K;^,
" Sl P" *r.on—(4**
~

*•«* F*IU'
Grotae Pointe Shores, w
-Spring^ O—jJJ
Cltfl—»
Old Greenwich.

#Eint

Semester

'

IlnotftTni or fliuinn
P°1». R. Edward, III
»W«, Scott R
Jeffrey P.
Rahmes, Robert D. ..
R»»nka. S. Raymond
R»od. Rkhard J.t Jr.
Reaaor. Daniel W.
Rentolda, Richard D
**ka, John A.
David K.
Terra nee L.
'-•wrence A. . .
Danny C
Rabmfeld, Robert A. ..
James M
**"aa, Karl D
J1
J. Kennedy
'
Randolph, Jr.
?*nrT' Thomaa M., Ill
J'arhoro. Q AOen
*hrfman, Richard S.
^hwaru, Rarry P.
^ephen T
Mark|
Mn J
Paul W _
*** A.
Dan R
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Clevrland
.... . BayviUe, New York
Pleaaantville, New York
Somemile
Rochester, New York
BridgeriUe, Pfnnnlv»m»
|Louinrille, Kratvrky
Springfield, Virginia
....Shorewood. Wiaronain
Wert Orange. New Jersey
Highland, Michigan
Cleveland
Lakrwood
South Orange, New Jersey
Sharon, Pennsylvania
„
Kant
Pound Ridge, New York
... Roehetter, New York
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Clinton, Tennessee
New York
Bala Cynwyd, Pennaytvama
... Chappaqua, New York
Belmont, Maaaarhuartts
Mxkflnrx, New Jenry
Ridgewood. New Jerary
Chevy Chaae, Maryland
HinadaJe, Illinob
Dorset, Vermont
St. Charles. Miaow
Rf
Crrsak.ll, New Jerary
Brooklyn, New York
Meadowbrook. PenrmVania

Cincinnati
*ri|'*r«- Larry
| "whaT'i
lea Tw f J
U:v" MrL u
Ta^iw? 7^ .

"

Baltimore. Maryland
Weston. Mamachusem
Bntfrfn, New York
Towaon, Maryland
Predencktown

Marion
Cotumha
. Cleveland
Wellington
Wiwa, Penmrhama
Lane after, Pennrylvania
.^Mfr.rre, Connecticut
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Tuvenon, Russell L., Jr

D«T—

Utul, Lyn

New York, New Yo»k
Hammondsport, New York
Mm
Mnplrwuod,
>—

V «nK Marshall J
V aught), Gordon C., Jr. ...
Vrddrr, Arthur K
r» Michael 8.
.
E*SCX, CONNECT**
W IRRIM . Rodney L.
Mount V—
•Winkler, A. Roderick
ClcveUnd Heigk"
Wood house, C. Reed
„
™!!I""II"!phtaburgh, Pennfyb—
Wnghungton, Stephen D
Stamford, Connect**'
Zatroch, Robert C
htm
Zeek, Robert A
~Z™!Z!ZZ"Z!ZZowi» Hill, Maryland

.ZZZZZZZZ

tk*

•Pint Semester

SPECIAL STUDENTS
Becker, Ham J
Rottler, Howard S.

Berlin, t»ec—*7

Col—*"*

Firtt Stmtiitr, 1966-67
Junior*

Soplxunorr* .......
Pmhmen . ...
Special Student*

TOTAL

*•>•152
*...169
*•>.224
• 238
.... 2
...785

Second Seme tier, 1966-67
Senior*
Junior*
Sophomores
Freshmen
Special Students ..
TOTAL

THE ONE HUNDRED THIRTY-NINTH COMMENCEMENT
Jun* 5, 1967
KENYON COLLEGE

DECREES IN COURSE
BAC.hrto* OP ARTS
Kit Albert Undii
AmoW
David Paul l.anr. mm Umd*
—
Timothy J amsen l-ane
$•*» H^im1'"
Rkhardftenry Lee
**'«lhain Finle, Rr,"'
»
. Robert Dwight (.ehmann, rem laud*
l^rfclrhhTr1, Jr ,ln"?
John Thomas Ixickard. ran. lamd*
Richard CUri ( ... . f,*""''
Robert Carruthen Martin III
William CamnK*ii
a
*>orge Allen McDougall, Jr
R *haed Srott (WnSl
M|W Robinaon MrCuire
rm|wi Adant ( ro.i» tit
Donald Frrderick Mracham
n,» "•«*«« «•"» Howard Oregon Miliut
«ed«
Jd» Krir Dakne
Jeremiah SaltonstaJI Miller
Mti Stewart DiriHM.
John Carter Moore
phr" M<W
David ton Jr
—•& SWilliam
David
Mouat, Jr., ram Umdt
TwZ^^Y AWW««

W£?* **in- Drvrn
a
r
Dolwkk

t*ZFIZ2£ 7

O %T*T

Paul David Munyrr
Marnard Hale Murrh IV
Steven John Newromb
Richard Thoma* Nolan

iVnnii Charley O'Connell

John Lee Otis, ram lamd*
Nathan Neely Parker
David Brainerd Perry. »a akiralM
W'iHiam Allan Perry IV
Robert Ray Piper. Jr.
Rirhard Austin Poetker, in tii/niir
Friti
Alan Toby Radnor
>-** fhriu . Dardner
'Toner
Jame* Douglas Rattray XVT!
GJYR1?
Carl Franklin Rarher. ram Umd*
Donald Patrick Rrid. in akientia
I^wis David Rkh
OriRitht
"I
f
Anthony Wayne Ridgway. in aktmlta
Dvdinew
.
•Mdine*. magma
emm
Philip Stevens Rinaldo III
Charles Ivan Rollit. in akiemtU
Ovedenet
Thomas Byron Ross, magna ram Umdt
Alan Edward Rothenberg
•m l*md*
\llan William Ryan, ram Umd*
William Charles Scar, ram Umd*
Roy Howard Srhindelheim. ram Umdt
I-awrrncr Cooper Srhmidlapp
Richard Douglas Schubart
v-s«5
Charles Schwarrbeck III
-*
Veer Johnson
Edward Blanchard Smith
• ""mas JJones III
Michael Edward Smith, ram Umd*
James William Snell
[j*Ho^! K,,UhUT*Tr- **"• !*md, Theodore Fraser Stebbins
BwLii- "• •*"*"«
Mark Victor Strnioarski
John William Stewart, Jr.
** •VSSTT.S'
Turner Minor Straeffer

fcpr

ISjgS-
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KEN YON COLLEC.E

Donald Arthur Strawharker, Jr., cam
laude
Arthur 1 leister Stroyd, Jr.
Robert Barry Tatgenhont
Joseph Dale Terrence
Stephen Tormev. cum laude
Edward Reed Turnbull, in absentia
Barry Moke Utsumi, cum laude
ROM Charlea Van Riper
David Ixruia Vaughn

Joseph Waldstein. mat** """ iA%*'
William Douglas Watktns
Ronald Carl Wnngrad
Stephen Shcpanl Werth
Howard Haaa White
George Taylor Wilcox
Charlea Albert Symmei Will'*'™
Michael Anthony Wise
Douglas Barry Wood
Warren Kent Wowcxuk

BACHELOR OF ARTB WITH HONORB
Jainea Hubert Baxter III, cum lauda, Honor* in English
Mi« hael Kenneth Berryhill, cum lauda, High Honor* in EngU
Wayne Do iglaa Bevrridgr, magna cum lauda. High Honor* in t-henw*'
Theodore David Charlton, Honor* in Political Science
Stephen Webb Carmi< hael. Honor* in Biology
Jame* Wilbur Oaaer, jumma cum lauda, Highest Honon in Political
Philip George Cerny, cum laude, Honor* in Political S< »<
William M < hae| Clark, summa cum lauda, Iligheit Honor* in
John Cuiran Cocks, Jr., Honon in Engli*h, n absentia
Pa"! Robert Cede, cum laude, Honor* in English
Richar ! Foraythe Dye, m<|M cum lauda, Higheat Honor* in Ecow •
I.awrrme Donald Call, summa cum laude. High Honon in Hi*
. Robert Joseph Gibbons, cum lauda. Honon in History
Edward Robert Hallcrwell, summa cum lauda, Highest Honon »n
rirdcrick Pelot Huston III, cum lauda, Honon in Mathematic
Ronald Frederick Javorcky, cum lauda, Honon in English
® Kohrman, cum lauda, Honon in History
, W illiam Rots Konrad, cum lauda, Honon in French
T nomas Edward Lad, cum laude, Honon in Chemistry
Howard Alan Levy, magna cum laude. High Honon in Enfli»
wm . EtoH Sanford Linton, Honon in English
•_
W.ll^n Franklin Lipman, cum laude. High Honon in Mathemao^
Rj* Moncm, Jr., magna cum laude, High Honon m Chew
iDard Jerome Pugh III, cum lauda, Honon in Religion
• n*rr, ^ Reynolds, magna cum laude. Highest Honon in Engs* .
J met Arthur Robinson, summa cum laude. Highest Honon in ER*"™
Edwarxl Rudolph, cum laude, Honon in Chemistrr
n-n c
®,vid Savin, ram laude. High Honon in English
Wat.. r.
*•"» 'nude. High Honon in R^T^^ra
uLiZr? Sp1™' *" "»«*•« can, laude.Highest Honon »R ***"
m**nM cmrn
High Honon in Mathetn*'*"
Cliff ord Harold Spohr, saagaa ram lauda. Honors in
Joh—m 1 aggart. magna cum Uuda, Honon in H«»ry
W I. wmK* llr*T.' cam lauda, High Honon in Mathematic
'/""n
Clrich, Honon in Philosophy, r« absantu
J
u
V *T „i ' ^'*n Voria, ram laude. Honors in Biology
*rl Edward Wagner, ram laude. Honon in History
*oger Glenn Wallace, Honon in Political Science
STOOTM LMRRWIAWT Uwrrmn STATRS AIR FORCE RB"****

(Comrniaaioned June 4, 1967)
n,pD"Yjd*m'
D^Wip**
*,n,>m P«T. Jr

Jr

^
PauI D*W^

Das id L**«« V*E3
HI
Douglas Urn
Robert Carruthen Martin III
M i r hael Edward South- Distinguished AFROTC Graduate

TM«

HI

NI4UT> THIRTY-NINTH COMMENCEMENT
BEXLEY HALL

DirLOMA IN THEOLOOY
Erwin Oscar I-afsrr
BACMKUM or Dm*rrv

Richard Dale Muir, turn laud*
Herbert Duvall Perrival
Gcorse Six
CThane* Wellington Taylor
Alfred Norman Tuttle
Donald Charle* Wilkinson
Victor Edwin Zimmerman

saasar

BACHnon or DIVINITY WITH IloNona

rTOr*r w«"»wn

VVyrr, Honor* in Pastoral Theology

HONORARY DEGREES

Docron IN DIVINITY
John Harris Burt
Philip Tyler Zabriikir
Docron or HUMANS LSTTSSK
Mary Lasher Block
Leigh B Block
R. Elmo I owr
Docron or Scnxca
William W alter Gieotieh
Docron or LAWS
Ahrekam A. Ribtcoff
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PRELIMINARY APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
KENYON COLLEGE
CAMBIF.R. OHIO
Dale.
E

ia ML

..

,

LM NMW
'

Home add ma

- ,

flrt, NW

, ,
MMMU NMW

....
. ,,L
hM •»<! Namhrr

T-—
Tllulm*

Zm*

Oie
1

IW of birth

4

.Date of birth

Applicant*! high or preparatory *rhool

n •

* %f^iaatt rank ia daa» i
'« "A
1

?.
4

Sod fifth

<*11: MAT. tr.

3rd MA

m.

Vbituwrnt: F.ng

SAT. *
Othent

»
—

<
graduation how many unita will you hare earned ia the followii
a Mi f
^

—
I 'Hip

Mai

-

H.atory
_

.

—

Science .....
Other*

-

•

^hat held i) of college work at prrarnt intrreat you? (Y« may
«r more, no commitment it intended )
'*

—

•ponamed artmties bare you participated ?

Year of college entrance

'^MBIf Rt OHIO

